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Tuesday, 28 November 1995

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - X-RATED PORNOGRAPHY REFUSED CLASSIFICATION
The President presented the following petition bearing the signatures of 33 persons -

The Petition of the undersigned showeth that we call upon the Government of the
State of Western Australia to recognise the will of the people of this State, who
oppose:
(a) the legalisation of X-rated videos, films and computer games for the

purpose of screening or playing in PRIVATE venues, and the legalisation of
X-rated pornography and R-rated violence on graphic interface Computer
Networks that children can access,

(b) the provision of an outdated (1967) 'artistic merit' over-ride for Refused
Classification films, videos, and computer games, which could permit
child pornography in Award circumstances,

(c) the refusal to grant 'standing' to any citizen to appeal against a
classification - a right recommended by the Law Reform Commnission,
Australia.

Your petitioners humbly pray that the Legislative Council in Parliament
assembled should:

ensure that x-RATED PoRNoGRAPHY is REFUSF-D classification,
ban the possion of Refused Classification material,
eliminate the antiquated (1967) merit over-ride,
grant 'standing' to a citizen to apal against a classification.

We ask the Council to support family values, and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 917.]

PETITION - EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, CONTRACTING OUT
SCHOOL CLEANING

Hon John Halden (Leader of the Opposition) presented the following petition bearing the
signatures of 511 persons -

We, the undersigned residents of Western Australia oppose the State
Government's decision to contract out school cleaning as we believe cleaners are
committed and enthusiastic members of the school community who often
contribute in a voluntary capacity in many school events, outside the prescribed
hours. We consider that such loyalty will be sacrificed by the contracting out of
school cleaning.
We are also appalled at the Government's callous treatment of school cleaners in
that:

It has not honoured its commitment to retain day labour even though
cleaners have met targets for improved productivity;
It has not justified economically how, or why, the decision was made; and
It has not kept its promise to let school cleaners and the Miscellaneous
Worker's Union know of any decision before it was made public.

Your petitioners, therefore respectfully request that the Legislative Council call



on the Government to reverse the decision to contract out school cleaning and
release the Arthur Andersen report which allegedly justifies this decision.

[See paper No 918.1
MOTION.- URGENCY

Electoral Recommendations of COG, Premier's Failure to Act on
THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the following correspondence
addressed to me dated 28 November 1995 -

Dear Mr President
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under SO 72 that the House, at its
rising adjourn until 9.00 am on December 25 1995 for the purpose of discussing
the failure of the Premier, as indicated in this morning's West Australian
newspaper, to act on the key electoral recommendations of the Commission on
Government during this 34th Parliament.
Yours sincerely
John Cowdell MLC

For this particular matter to be discussed, it will be necessary for at least four members to
indicate their support by rising in their places.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [3.39 pm]: I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on Monday, 25 December.
A headline in this morning's The West Australian reads "No ballot reform this year:
Court". With this announcement the Government abandons any commitment to chapter 8
and 9 reforms of the first report of the Commission on Government. Obviously this is a
matter of urgency, because if we do not legislate this year, we will not do anything next
year and we will not see a new, fairer electoral system in operation until 2001. That is
six years away. Of course, in this regard we have not only the Premier's comments, but
also his less than principled stance. He has refused to commit the Liberal Party to the
abolition of vote weighting. Indeed, this branch of the Liberal Party is the last in
Australia to cling to vote weighting, even behind the Tasmanian Liberals now, but in
accord with the sort of hankering .after imperial honours and other stances of the
Government. Continued support of vote weighting by the Liberal Party is to its own
electoral disadvantage - and it has been since 1989, as the Minister has been wont to tell
us on numerous occasions. This refusal to abandon vote weighting is a direct rejection of
recommendations 42 and 53 of the Commission on Government report.
Recommendation 42 proposes a reduction of Legislative Assembly weighting to 15 per
cent, and 53 proposes a reduction of Legislative Council weighting also to 15 per cent.
The Australian Labor Party would have preferred a reduction of weighting to 10 per cent,
but it was prepared to accept the 15 per cent margin. Where does the Premier stand? He
does not know. He is infinitely versatile on this matter. Referring to the Premier, this
morning's newspaper states -

Asked whether he thought there would be any Bill through the Parliament this
year, he said: "I wouldn't have thought this year, no."

Therefore, the Premier sends out Mr Strickland as his stalking horse to see what business
he can do. We all know that Mr Strickland is not an independent entity; he acts on
instructions from the Liberal Cabinet Ministers. He stops at their behest; he starts at their
behest. I understand that he has stopped at the moment - another effective victory for the
National Party. We will get back to that.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: The Graeme Campbell of the Government!
Hon JA. COWDELL: His role is to spook the National Party into submission. He is
started off as the need arises. The argument is very simple. Mr Strickland is sent out into
the marketplace. The message to the National Party is clear: "Cop 20 per cent now or
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you may end up with 10 per cent if we do a deal with the Labor Party." Mr Strickland
attracts some support from the Labor Party. Indeed, the Labor Party has always said that
when the Liberal Party comes to the case we put before the High Court, which is a 10 per
cent variance, we are happy to join with it in this regard.
The story is not quite as simple when we consider what the Premier wants to achieve. He
wants to rig the next election for the Liberal Party by various devices. When I say "rig" I
mean nig in respect not only of the Labor Party but also the National Party. It is the old
drive to the east on the part of the Liberal Party - the drive for government in its own
right. This has been a long held sentiment of the Court family dynasty, even as members
will remember to the degree of giving two Country Party defecting members continuing
ministries despite grumbling on the Liberal back bench as part of a master plan to wipe
out the Country Party.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: An old story.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Yes. The Premier's intent is to make sure of the next election for
the Liberal Government in its own right.
Various devices are introduced, including the so-called fairness clause, which the
Commission on Government recommended against and which effectively does away with
community of interest as a major criterion for the distribution of Assembly seats. I must
remind members of the excellent comments of the minority, rather than the majority, of
the Joint Standing Committee on the Commission on Government on this one matter. On
the fairness clause the report states -

Recommendation 43 proposed than an electoral fairness clause not be introduced
in the Western Australian electoral system. The committee has overridden this
COG recommendation. On the surface "electoral fairness" sounds like an
eminently reasonable proposition. Certainly the model advanced does not ensure
that the Party or coalition of parties attracting more than 50% of the vote will
constitute the Government. It will in the current context work to ensure that the
Electoral Boundary Commissioners work to break up local communities of
interest to ensure that aggregates of past votes (as recorded at the previous poll)
are distributed across a range of electorates.

What a wonderful criterion! It continues -

This may lead to a considerable distortion of seats based on towns and localities
as we currently understand them. There can be no doubt that the purported
electoral reform clause is nothing more than a farce when combined with a
system -

As recommended by the parliamentary committee -

that allows for Legislative Assembly seats to vary by as much as 40% in size.
Another consequence is that on that model we may end up with a Canadian style system
that if a 5 or 6 per cent swing occurs, one party in a Chamber of 57 may have 10 seats
and the other 47, given that the Liberals would have eliminated the third party by that
stage. Another proposed device is the staggered term arrangement - an interesting device
that would lead to a quota of something like 25 per cent. That would go against the
whole import of the Commission on Government recommendations on allowing minor
party representation and would completely negate the concept of proportional
representation for the upper House. The motivation of the Liberal members of Cabinet is
clear, as I pointed out - government in its own right. Motivations become a little more
murky beyond that.
I was at a function at Dwellingup the other day and I ran into a Liberal Party
backbencher, who will remain nameless. He is very satisfied with the current distribution
and his new seat of Dawesville. He does not want any change at all. I then rounded the
comner and ran into the Parliamentary Secretary of Cabinet who was intent on telling me
why we must have change and why we must have a 10 per cent variance, and that the
time had come for change. It becomes more murky than that.
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Hon E.J. Charlton: What are you going to do with your members whose seats you take
off them?
Hon JA. COWDELL: Reg Withers runs around with his criterion for how to draw
constituency boundaries to get particular candidates. He would always subscribe to the
ABC principle, but previously it was anyone but Chaney and now it is anyone but Court.
Of course there are all sorts of conflicting criteria for drawing the new boundaries. These
are the devices that are looked at by the Government.
Hon Peter Foss: It is amazing that I cannot recognise what you are talking about.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Of course the Minister would not - they probably kept it from
him.
In contrast, the Labor Party supports the Government acting on electoral reform; that is,
not in terms of the introduction of the nasties that the Liberal Party has planned for the
National Party and the Australian Labor Party, but reform in accord with the substantive
recommendations of the Commission on Government.
Hon Peter Foss: What about the anti-gerrymander clause which you supported today?
Hon J.A. COWDELL:. The anti-gerrymander clause is no such thing When one looks at
its operation.
Several members intetjected.
Hon JA. COWDELL: Surely the Minister recognises that the upper House is a House of
independence. Thbe Labor Party has always stood, and stands, by the COG's
recommendations on the abolition of vote weighting.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: It is an interesting system, but only if it is proposed for the lower
House!
Hon Peter Foss: It is consistency.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indeed. The Labor Party has always stood for the principle of the
abolition of vote weighting.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am trying to listen to the member on his feet.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Even though in the short term this would mean the Labor Party
would destroy its advantage in terms of what is known as the 47 per cent distribution,
nevertheless it would support, on the basis of the abolition of vote weighting, the removal
of that particular distribution which would allow it to win with 47 per cent. The Labor
Party has never resiled from that stance. It would e"en *have supported the COG's
recommendation of a 15 per cent variance,'although it preferred a 10 per cent variance.
The Labor Party has stood for compulsory voting and for proportional representation for
the upper House. It has been open to persuasion as to whether that is a regional or
statewide system of proportional representation. As members would be aware, the Labor
Party tried to introduce statewide proportional representation and when that failed it
accepted regional proportional representation.
The Labor Party has been committed also to many of the lesser, but still worthwhile,
recommendations of the COG with respect to the reform of the electoral system,
including imposing a financial penalty on members of Parliament who resign without due
cause and an electoral system of regional proportional representation; that is, five regions
with seven members which would provide for a not unreasonable quota requirement.
The situation is that the Government and the Liberal Party have refused to adopt a
principle that is embodied in the elec 'toral legislation throughout the rest of Australia. It
has, by not acting in the final month of this year, abandoned the recommendations of the
COG to give the State a new and fairer electoral system prior to the 2001 election.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.55 pm]:
The observations I will make are fairly obvious. The Premier of the day is saying that he
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leads a Government of principle. We often hear him say that the Government will make
hard decisions.
A government member interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Be quiet, flea.
Within the coalition Government the party which gets 3 per cent of the vote statewide has
25 per cent of the Ministers but 100 per cent of the effective power of this Government.
If the Government tries to make a decision in its Cabinet room to which the National
Party does not agree, there are enormous repercussions. Members are aware of the lack
of Cabinet solidarity when those decisions adversely affect the National Party. In the
1988 election reform Act and the process this year, we saw the power of a small group of
people to hold to ransom the political parties in this State. They did that to the previous
Government and to this Government. They came out with a system which was an
improvement on the previous one, but there was an enormous distortion to anything that
could be equated to fairness.
Again the National Party has played the Liberal Party against the Labor Party and driven
them to a stalemate. There is room for a compromise which will improve the situation in
respect of fairness, which has been acknowledged in this House to be necessary.
However, this little fringe group which is over-represented to the hilt and should not have
as many members in this Parliament as the WA Greens party, has been able to effectively
stymy the vast majority of us. There is common ground between that which the Liberal
Party and the Australian Labor Party want in this State. We do not agree all the way, but
the Government is held to ransom by three people in this place and effectively the
minority in the lower House.
We had the stupidity of the Strickland Bill saying it was appropriate not to look at reform
of this House and that is in spite of the grossness of the gerrymander which is
acknowledged as the worst in this country. That Bill cannot get off the ground on the
advice the Opposition received today. We cannot get any semblance of reform because
the rural rump will dominate how elections are run in this State until 2001 or 2005.
When will this absolutely gross distortion of our electoral processes stop? If there were
to be a fairness clause it would be for the Government, when it is a conservative
Government, not to listen to its coalition partner, the National Party. The members of
that party are the people who dictate through self and vested interest that they must retain
party status. Without this gerrymander that party would be nothing but a rump of three
seats or, at best, four seats. At the moment, it is twice as well represented in the other
place and in this place it has three members. Under a fairer system it would have none,
or, at best, one. That situation has been the direct result of trying to keep the rural rump
alive. The significance of it in our political process in terms of statewide evaluation is
nil, yet effectively that party controls 100 per cent of Cabinet decisions, with 3 per cent
of the vote. It is an appalling situation and how can we have effective government on
that basis?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Even a bloke as distorted as you believes that!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I can assure the Minister that I have differing views to him. This
State has had a royal commission which recommended electoral reform. The
Commission on Government which was established by this Government made two clear
recommendations on the necessity of one-vote-one-value. Today the Premier announced
that there would be no electoral reform this year. Effectively, that means that there will
be no prospect of electoral reform for the remainder of this Government.
Hon E.J. Charlton: If you let the industrial relations legislation go through we might
have time to debate this.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If the Minister speaks to me about that, we might be able to do a
deal. We will sit through January if the Minister wants to propose a fairer Bill than the
current one. I am happy to make that commitment.
Hon George Cash: What did you have in mind?
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: It was outlined by Hon John Cowdell. To put it in perspective,
we have in mind one-vote-one-value in both Houses. In this House we are happy to
investigate regional or statewide proportional representation. We are happy to look at a
fairness clause of some proportion but not to accept the original suggestion. The
variance cannot be of the degree suggested; that is, 20 per cent. That is not a fairness
clause. It is just another way to manipulate the electoral boundaries because 20 per cent
really means 40 per cent. There is a classic way to look at the distortion in this House:
Currently the Mining and Pastoral and Agricultural Regions are represented by 10
members. If we had one-vote-one-value, the entire area would be represented by four
members. That is the extent of the distortion.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What would you do about the centre?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: One cannot say that that does not negatively affect us. It does.
We would lose members in Mining and Pastoral if we did not adopt that position without
considering our internal problems. We are prepared to accept that on the basis that we
would develop a fairer system, one truly representative of the State and not designed to
keep in power a small, rump party with complete power when the conservatives are in
government. That is absolute power. That is the heresy that this Government has forced
upon us.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is that the power you have in the Labor Party? Is that why you are
leader?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I concede that in 1988 we got into bed with these people as well.
We must live with that. However, now we have an opportunity for the major political
parties, the truly representative political parties in this State, to do something. We did not
have an approach. We have had no dialogue with members opposite. The opportunity
was there but it was lost by a Government that could not make the hard decisions on a
fundamental matter of parliamentary democracy. I told Mr Cash our position, and Isuggest that it is little different from the stance of the Liberal Party. The Liberal Party
knows which direction to take. However, the consequence is absolute pragmatic power.
It is cosy government, a cosy arrangement with the coalition rump, the National Party.
There is very little difference. We are closer to the Liberal Party than is the Minister for
Transport on this issue. Mr Cash knows that. Everyone knows that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I do not see too many people queuing up to be alongside you!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Enough people are queuing up to ensure that the Minister can do
nothing to me.
We are closer. There has been no dialogue. It will be to our etemnal shame that there has
been no dialogue on the reformi of the process of democratic elections. No dialogue has
occurred because the Liberal Party is blackmailed and intimidated by a small group - that
unrepresentative 3 per cent! The voters in Western Australia surely deserve a better
process than this in the last 12 months of this Government. Surely everybody, bar some
10 members in this Parliament, could have reached a compromise which would deliver a
far better system. I cannot be specific regarding the final outcome but it could have been
a fairer system. We did not have an opportunity. We saw the National Party members
waiting outside the joint party room meeting wanting to make sure that the matter was
filibustered until the end of the year so that effectively we would have no change. It will
be to the eternal shame of the Liberal Government that it has allowed this situation to
continue for so long.
HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Education) [4.05 pm]: I find it
extraordinary that Hon John Halden refers to the Government as one not prepared to
make hard decisions. He spends his whole life coming into Parliament moving motions
on a daily basis, and being critical of the Government when it makes the hard decisions -
brought about of necessity by the total incompetence of the last 10 years of a Labor
Government.
Hon John Halden: We are to be blamed for this now. There must be a new line.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It is as straightforward as that. We make the hard decisions without
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question. To suggest that somehow the report in The West Australian today represents
the end of any further consideration of parliamentary or electoral reform in this
Parliament is drawing a very long bow. Hon John Cowdell knows, I know, and Hon John
Halden knows that this thirty-fourth Parliament will not finish until around April-May
1997. It is now November 1995.
Hon John Halden: This could be spurious.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Court saying that he thought there would be no legislation this
year in no way suggests there will never be any legislation. The article states -

Premier Richard Court says he does not expect electoral reform legislation to get
through Parliament this year.

And further on -

Asked whether he thought there would be any Bill through the Parliament this
year he said: "I wouldn't have thought this year, no."

Mr Cowdenl draws a conclusion that it means there will be no electoral change until
2001.
Hon John Halden: How long does it take to redraw boundaries?
Hon NY. MOORE: Talk about a long bow! We have two or three days left in
November and December this year, and the member suggests that if we do not pass
legislation during that time somehow it means it will be put off until 2001. I do not
understand that.
Hon John Halden: You are the Minister. If you do not understand it, I suggest you
should leave the portfolio.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I listened to the Leader of the Opposition - with no great
enthusiasm - and he should allow me to finish.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I want to listen, even if no others want to.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It is interesting that Hon John Cowdenl argues that somehow the
Premier wants to rig the elections. The member said that he wished to talk about a
fairness clause. He told us in this House not so long ago in a similar debate that he would
go along with a fairness clause - and so would Mr McGinty and Mr Halden. On the one
hand he says that we should not have a fairness clause, and Mr Halden said that members
opposite would contemplate one as part of a deal. That is how members opposite
operate -

Hon John Halden: That is what you do with that National Party.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Cowdenl also acknowledged that there is a built-in benefit to the
Labor Party in the current redistribution.
Hon John Halden: We are not responsible for that.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Cowdenl knows, and I know, that with a 2 per cent swing, the
Labor Party will receive 47 or 48 per cent of the vote which could see that party in office.
Hon John Halden: We concede that.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Either the member supports a fairness clause which says that the
party which gets the most votes will get the most seats or he does not. The fairness
clause that we are prepared to discuss is the same as that in the South Australian
legislation which was brought in by that Labor Party.
Hon Kim Chance: It does not make it any better.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I know it is not any better from the member's point of view.
Fairness clauses have been floated as a possibility in Western Australia on the same basis
as the South Australian legislation. It says that when the boundaries are drawn up it
should be in such a way as to enable a party getting the most votes to get the most seats.
It does not say that some positions are floaters and are handed out at the end of the
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election. We have considered the South Australian system and we thought there wassome merit in it.. I thought that Hon John Cowdell thought the same. However, he says
that the Premier is using it to try to rig the election. Hon John Cowdell cannot have itboth ways. He should make up his mind about whether he supports the fairness clause,
and then we will know. He said that today's comments by the Premier were a rigging
exercise. However, Mr Halden said he would support it. The member then said that wewere trying to rig the other House by staggered terms. We have not talked about
staggered terms.
Several members inteijected.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I am talking about the Government. T1he member claimed that the
Premier has raised the issue. He has not raised staggered terms.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: It was me.
Hon N.F. MOORE: People - including the Commission on Government - have discussed
staggered termis but to suggest that the Premier has raised the issue is rubbish. Themember told us what the Australian Labor Party would do, and that he would go along
with the COG recommendations. He has chosen sonmc that he will not go along with. I
cannot work out how he can justify saying that he accepts some and not others, and then
say that because we will accept some and not others somehow our position is inconsistent
but the opposition stance is not inconsistent.
Hon Kim Chance: There are three that we do not agree with, including a larger
Parliament.
Hon N.F. MOORE: If members opposite think the COG is powerful, wonderful and allpervasive in its position and that we should support its recommendations, how can they
say that they will leave out some that they do not want? Whether they reject one, 15 or25 makes no difference. If members opposite believe that the COG recommendations
should be accepted, then they cannot pick and choose the ones which they want, as they
have suggested they will do.
This debate is a little puerile. I expected Hion John Cowdell to be more serious in his
approach. Hon John Cowdell and Hon John Halden have tried today to cause some
dissension between the National and Liberal Parties. Our position is very clear: Two
parties have come together in coalition, and those two parties will work out what is done
in government. It is as simple as that. The coalition that the Labor Party has is a
coalition of the left, the right, the centre left, and whatever else, and they get into bed
together and do deals, and they toss out the people who do not go along with them, as we
noticed today. Our Government is a coalition of two parties, and when we make
decisions about where we are going, we make those decisions together. The Premier has
said, as quoted in the Press again today, that we prefer to reach a coalition position about
changes, and we will then make a decision about the timing of those changes. It is very
simple and straightforward. It is what one normally does in a coalition Government.
When members of the Labor Party decide where they will go as a party, they get their
powerbrokers together and work out a deal. Hon John Halden is very good at doing
deals; I have watched him work. I have watched Hon John Cowdell stitch up deals. .That
is how members opposite operate.
Hon John Halden: I have watched Hendy Cowan, who does it better.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Just like any other group which makes decisions, the Liberal and
National Parties will get together to make decisions about electoral change. We will take
into account the recommendations of the Commission on Government, and we will take
into account the ruling of the High Court, in the event that we get a ruling from the High
Court. We do not know whether that will mean that we have to change, because we have
yet to get a ruling. That is a situation that may arise in the future. To suggest in any way
that today's newspaper coverage - and bear in mind that newspapers are not splendidly
accurate on every occasion - means that there will be no change until 2001 is drawing along bow. It is possible that legislation will be passed next year, if the Government sodesires, and that there will be another redistribution, if that is what the legislation
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requires; and the election will be held by April 1997, as it must be held. There is a long
time between now and then in which to make any changes, if the coalition Government
decides to go down that path. If we decide not to make changes, it will then be for
members opposite to argue their position. It is a nonsense to say that the Premier's
statements mean that we will not act on the COG recommendations, because all the
Premier has said is that between now and the end of December, we will not pass that
legislation. There is probably a good reason for that: Even if we wanted to pass that
legislation, we could not find the time to get it through the Parliament.
Hon John Halden: We will accommodate you. I assure you we will do that.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It is'a pity that we are wasting the time of the House on this motion,
which is absolute rubbish.
HON P.R. LIGHTFOOT (North Metropolitan) [4.13 pml: I reject the motion that was
spoken to so eloquently by Hon John Cowdell. That will come as no surprise to any
member here -

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I am surprised!
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: One of my colleagues is somewhat surprised, but I have not yet
reached the substance of what I wish to discuss or contribute to this debate. I do not
reject out of hand what any speaker has said today, but I do reject the veracity that
Hon John Cowdell attributed to the words printed in this morning's paper. It is my
earnest desire that we have some electoral reform. However, it is not my earnest desire
that we should have electoral reform in this State necessarily based on any
recommendation from a commission on government. If we had to follow blindly any
recommendation of a commission on government, no matter how worthy that
commission might be, or if we had to follow blindly any recommendation of a royal
commission, no matter how eminent the people who constituted that royal commission -

Hon John Halden interjected.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I draw a distinction between a royal commission and the
Commission on Government in regard to the recommendations that those eminent people
in their varied positions are committed to bring to this Parliament and other places, and
their respective findings. If it were the case that we should follow blindly the
Commission on Government, why does not this bicameral system of parliament dissolve
itself and have a commission on government run the State? Is that what members
opposite want?
Hon John Halden: No.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Of course not. It makes a recommendation only, and if we
wish to follow it, we will. It is my earnest desire that we do have roughly one-vote-one-
value in this State this year, with other contributing clauses to it.
Hon John Halden: Why don't you?
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: There are various reasons. First, there is so much legislation on
the books that we will be sitting here until New Year's Day -
Hon John Halden: That is not our fault; it is the fault of your mates over there.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: We will see how quickly we slip through some of the business
before the House today. The filibustering that goes on and the unnecessary
"contributions" that go on add to the fact that we do not have time to consider these
things.
The PRESIDENT: Order! We will be here until New Year's Day debating this motion if
members do not come to order and let members who are properly addressing the Chair
conclude their comments.
Hon Graham Edwards interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I have just called members to order, and if Hon Graham
Edwards did not hear me, I am telling him not to interject again.
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Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Thank you, Mr President. Those members opposite who are
students of history will know that in 1975, the High Court with the vast powers of those
seven Hligh Court judges who are ensconced in Canberra, found in the McKinlay case
that one-vote-one-value was not enshrined in either the federal or state Constitutions. It
may be that given the extraordinary powers of the High Court since 1986 with regard to
the last appeal to the London Privy Council with respect to the States and in 1983 with
respect to the Federation, the High Court judges will suddenly find an implied power in
the Constitution that gives them the right to say that there shall be one-vote-one-value.
Volume 1 of The First Report of the Constitutional Commnission states at page 229, in
regard to the Mclinlay case, that -

... the High Court held by a majority that one-vote-one-value for federal
electoral divisions is not implied by the phrase 'directly chosen by the people of
the Commonwealth' in the opening paragraph of section 24. The majority was
not prepared to follow the interpretation which the United States Supreme Court
gave to the corresponding words in . .. the United States Constitution .. .

Will the High Court now disregard the McKinlay case and find that one-vote-one-value
is implied in the Constitution, or, as is most likely, will the High Court reject the
application by the Leader of the Opposition in another place and say that it is rightly
within the realm of Western Australia to find and set what it believes is its correct
position on any electoral reform that it may undertake? This State, of all of the federated
States and Territories of the Commonwealth, is truly the best State in the nation.
Members opposite know very well that Western- Australia's export earnings are three
times more than the average of the Eastern States. Western Australia earns one thousand
times more than the Australian Capital Territory per capita. We have less
unemployment, and as appalling as our youth unemployment figures are, they are low
compared with the rest of Australia. We enjoy the highest standard of living in the
nation. Can anyone tell me that taking away the security that we have, given to the people
in the bush by introducing one-vote-one-value will advantage Western Australia? It will
not. Is it the fault of people in the bush that 75 per cent of all people in the 2.5 million
square kilometres that comprise Western Australia live in Perth? It is not. Surely it must
be sheeted home to all Governments of all ilk, colour and persuasion that in a sense, they
are forcing people to live in the Perth metropolitan area. It will be even more of a
compulsion for people to live in the Perth metropolitan area if, as members opposite
want, we create a system of one-vote-one-value not only in the Legislative Assembly - a
proposal for which I have some sympathy - but also in this place. Members opposite
qualify that by saying that perhaps we should talk about regions. However, they fail to
mention that Tasmania returns 12 senators, which is exactly the same as New South
Wales, the most populous State in the federation. They also fail to mention that the
United States has 100 senators comprising two senators from each State. There are two
senators from Nevada, which has the lowest population of all the States, and two from
California, which has a population about twice the size of Australia. There is a cause and
a true, moral reason to give some weighting to people in the country.
I have some sympathy for the move to one-vote-one-value for the Assembly. However,
if we dare move to one-vote-one-value there. it must be done in conjunction with a
fairness clause, so that a party that wins 50 per cent of the vote plus one must form the
Government. If members opposite want democracy in the House of the people, they
should have one-vote-one-value. However, they cannot have it both ways. Members
opposite cannot say on the one hand that they want electoral reform, and not accept on
the other hand that 50 per cent plus one will form a Government. That is unfair and
duplicitous.
Hon John Halden: We are not saying that.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: If members opposite showed some honesty and integrity they
would get some sympathy from this side of the House, but they do not do that; they are
duplicitous. The reason that this State has done so well is that for 105 years this House
has presented the conservative element of politics in this State.
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Hon John Halden: What a hypocrite.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: This State will continue to do well, because the people will not
trust the other side with their fingers in the till. The people Will not trust them with the
cheque book. This is a House of Review; it is a safeguard. This House supplies the
checks and the balances on the Executive.
Hon John Halden: We have seen that in three years!
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: That is why I will not support under any circumstances
anything that comes anywhere near one-vote-one-value for this place. It would be too
much of a temptation for members opposite to undo what we have done during our
tenure. We have introduced some moves to reform the State which have been beneficial
to the State. Sure, they have hurt some people, but in the end they will benefit the State.
One cannot bare one's chest by tearing one's shirt off without removing a few buttons.
All we did was drop a few buttons when we came into Parliament and bared our
metaphoric chests.
Hon John Halden: I suggest you put your shirt back on; I amn appalled by the sight.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: We stated what we would do for Western Australia and
together the coalition parties will carry out what we stated. I am not pretending that we
do not have some thoughts against the National Party. What partnership does not have
some problems at times? However, I would rather have one member of the National
Party here than a whole swag of Labor members aggregated on the other side.
HON EJ. CHARLTON (Agricultural - Minister for Transport) [4.23 pm]: It is worth
commenting on a few of the matters that have been raised to ensure that the National
Party's point of view in this coalition Government is recorded in this debate.
I endorse the comments of the Minister for Education, Hon Norman Moore, that the
Government will determine the changes to the Electoral Act as it sees fit. We are
working to that end. It would be irresponsible to bring in a Bill and expect that in a
couple of weeks of debate we would, in some slipshod way, produce legislation that
responded to the recommendations of the Commission on Government for changes to the
Electoral Act. T'hat notion has as much credibility as the Labor Party, which is trying to
promote it.

Members opposite seem to forget that if we make changes to the Electoral Act which will
affect every Western Australian, it is important that we get them right and that they are
fair. Everybody acknowledges the anomalies in the current system. They are nobody's
fault. They are a result of the effluxion of time, and no doubt any new Act will need to
be changed and made relevant to the times a few years down the track as well.
I refer to the misleading statement, which has no credibility, that the National Party in
Western Australia and across the nation holds some privileged position. I acknowledge
that historically the National Party does not contest all the seats in the State or the nation.
It does not believe it has a role in the metropolitan areas of Australia. On the odd
occasion that there has been a rush of blood to the head and it has fielded a candidate in
the metropolitan area the result has been pretty dismal, because people in the cities and
metropolitan areas have a choice between the Liberal and Labor Parties, Independents
and a range of other parties. Over the years the National Party has been committed to the
people who live outside the metropolitan areas of Australia. That is why it has 100
members of Parliament across the nation and will continue to provide opportunities for
the people to vote for it. We live in a democracy, so if the people do not vote for us we
will not be here. Until such time as our laws are changed that is the way we will operate.
Our nation has all sorts of voting systems, and the National Party has 100 elected
members. If members opposite think that we exist in Western Australia only because of
a particular voting system, they are wrong. We hold as many seats in the Federal
Parliament and in the New South Wales Parliament as the Liberal Party does, and those
Parliaments operate with one-vote-one-value. The disgraced Leader of the Opposition
tries to twist things around by saying that the National Party has an unfair influence in the
Parliament. That does not deserve a response, just as most of his commnents are without
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credibility and not worthy of response. I do not hear the Labor Party proposing to change
the Australian Constitution to reduce the number of senators from the less populous
States like Tasmania and Western Australia.
Hon Kim Chance: Has it escaped Hon Eric Charlton's attention that it is a federal
parliamentary system?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right. The federal parliamentary system happens to be a
confederation of States. It is not a dictatorship run by our disgraced Prime Minister, who
is now attacking Hon Kim Chance and the Labor Party.
Hon Kim Chance: I do not think that he is attacking me.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: He is attacking Hon Kim Chance and the people who brought
about the other situation. This brawl in the Labor Party illustrates the pressures that are
mounting on its members. It is about time that happened, because they have been tryig
to do each other in for a while, and I look forward to their continuing with that. Hon Kim
Chance should not worry about the National Party; it will be around for a long time yet.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [4.29 pm]: I thank the Minister for Transport for
leaving me a minute and a quarter in which to speak.
I share the disappointment expressed by my colleagues Hon John Cowdell and Hon John
Halden that the Government has shown no commitment whatever to implementing the
critical Commission on Government recommendations for electoral reforn. We cannot
have parliamentary. accountability without some form of equal voting power between all
Western Australians.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is Hon Kim Chance trying to say that if we had had that a few years
ago the Labor Party would not have had the opportunity to lose the State's money? If we
pick and choose between the options available, between the extremes of leaving
everything as it is and going to a full one-vote-one-value system, reform should bepractised in this House first and not in the Legislative Assembly. As Hon Ross Lightfoot
so correctly pointed out, this is, or rather this should be, the House which electors look to
as the House of Review.
[Motion lapsed, pursuant to Standing Order No 72.]

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 23 November.
HON CHERYL DAVENPORT (South Metropolitan) [4.31 pm]: At the end of our
debate last Thursday afternoon, I was describing a missed opportunity for rationalising
local government sizes and the populations in some local government authorities. Over
the weekend, I visited a country branch of the Labor Party in the Minister's region. It
was interesting to hear the views of country people about the potential to rationalise local
government areas. It was clear that some country areas have major concerns and that
they do not want their local government areas to be changed or messed with. However,
the Bill should have offered an opportunity to consider the very large areas under the
control of local government authorities, particularly in metropolitan areas. With regard
to size and population, I am taldng about examples like the City of Wanneroo, Melville
and Cockburn. These are very large local government authorities. If my memory serves
me correctly, I believe that the City of Wanneroo has the population of two federal
electorates. It must have well over 140 000 adult voters.
Of course, local government ratepayers are additional. We will have missed an
opportunity of dealing with the large metropolitan areas. While it is not Labor Party
policy, I subscribe to the view held by the former Australian Labor Prime Minister,
Gough Whitlam. He believed that we should consider abolishing State Governments and
expanding the role of local governments. I have always held that view although it is not
my party's policy. We could save a lot of money in relation to the duplication of
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administrative and service costs and related overheads, which spring fromn the
preservation of three tiers of government in this country. There is a need for the
rationalisation of local government authorities as a great deal of money is wasted in the
duplication of administrative and other services.
I intend to comment in Committee on the creation of the Local Government Advisory
Board. I will also refer later in my conribution to the useful provision of the groupings
of regional local governments. The proposed electoral system for local government has
been changed substantially from that set out in the draft Bill. Originally, the local
government election system was to be proportional representation. That would have
been a better system, but in its wisdom the Government has moved to a farst past the post
system. That electoral process will be less confusing for the general population. The
new system will preclude those people who run from assisting other people onto
councils. That point was made in the Kyle inquiry into the City of Wanneroo.
Hon J.A. Scott interjected.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Be that as it may, the first past the post system offers
clarity. It means that people go out and find their own votes. That is a fair system which
has worked in the United Kingdom and New Zealand for many years although the federal
system in New Zealand has now moved to incorporate proportional representation. I
would have preferred proportional representation because it would allow smaller groups
to have a say. To illustrate that point, I lived in the City of Wanneroo 15 years ago. My
former husband ran as a candidate for local government against the now disgraced former
mayor. In the early 1980s, some interesting things happened involving people running as
dummy candidates which were admitted in the Kyle inquiry. At the time, we lived in the
suburb of Girrawheen which was a lower socioeconomic suburb in the City of Wanneroo.
No-one from Girrawheen had ever gained enough support to hold office for the south
ward of Wanneroo, the seat which my former husband was contesting. That has now
changed, but that experience shows there was a need for change as the suburbs with a
more transient population were not represented on council. That south side of Wanneroo
Road did not receive many services then from local government. The proportional
representation system may well have benefited that local population.
In his second reading speech, the Minister said that -

The new Act will provide a clear distinction between the representative and
policy making role of the elected councillors and the administrative and advisory
role of the chief executive officer and other staff.

That is a very positive move. As a member of Parliament, it has been drawn to my
attention - I do not want to mention specific local authorities in my region - that there
have been several instances of elected members being quite outrageous with their
expectations of how staff members should conduct themselves and how they should work
as employees. That is a great danger. Such an administrative operation should be taken
into account through decisions of local councillors as a collective, and that should be
done properly through the chief executive officer of the authority to certain departments.
A couple of instances have been drawn to my intention. In some cases, considerable
harassment has led to staff resigning from their employment. I am pleased that there is a
will to deal with such issues in a far more egalitarian way. Four year and two year terms
are a positive move. Members of the community are reluctant to vote annually. They
will now be given a chance to assess performance over four years. Councillors will have
a chance to progress the ideas on which they were elected, and that is good.
The conduct of inquiries will come under the auspices of the advisory board. There is a
proposal to allow affected electors, if they number at least 250 or 10 per cent of the total
number of affected -electors, whichever is the lesser, to propose an inquiry. On what
grounds can electors propose an inquiry, and in respect of what issues? That matter
might become clear* in the Committee debate - as I have said, this is a comprehensive
Bill - but I do not sense from the second reading speech what it means. Although we
have had a briefing and some discussions, there should be much more clarity on this
provision. The second reading speech states that the Minister may accept or reject
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recommendations from any review but will not have power to vary the recommendations.
In some ways, that is probably very useful, but, for the wellbeing of a local authority,
there might be grounds for varying such recommendations. I shall be interested to
explore that matter further also in Committee.
I have had a further briefing since I put together my queries on the Bill, and I have
certainly become far more informed as a result. I am very interested in local laws and
how they will differ from existing by-laws. The provision for local laws is potentially a
positive initiative, but that is a large section of the Bill and it will be canvassed more
fully in Committee.
The next matter in which I am interested - I note that the Government says that there will
be stringent checks and balances - is the ability of local government to become involved
in commercial enterprises. That does not mean that a local authority will become
involved in banking, for example, but there seems to be constant emphasis on the need
for economic development. As I said last week, it worries me that there is such a
concentration, which might be to the detriment of social development at the local level.
As for facilities that ordinary local people can be assured of receiving, matters have
greatly improved for the frail aged, but there is still a long way to go for young people.
Some councils within the South Metropolitan Region, are starting to realise that it is
necessary to give more thought to youth and their need for infrastructure, but it is an
arduous process to get them to realise that they have that responsibility as the tier of
government which is closest to the people and is far more aware how people think than
are State and Commonwealth Governments. However, there is a need for partnership
across the three tiers; of government. We might enable local government to become far
more involved in commercial enterprises, but I hope that it is not to the detriment of
social justice that can and should be provided by local government.
I note that the Bill provides for local authorities to act as incorporated companies or
bodies corporate. I wonder why that is necessary, given that, as they are major entities,
there should be little need for it. I shall be interested in the Minister's comments. Why
do local authorities need a provision to allow them to become incorporated companies or
bodies corporate? The Town of Victoria Park, which is in the South Metropolitan
Region, conducted its first election using the postal voting option. I note that it will be an
option for all local governments to use postal voting through the Electoral Commission.
The splitting of the Perth City Council has demonstrated that using different electoral
methods results in a greater turnout of voters. The average turnout varied between 53 per
cent and 65 per cent across all those local government areas. That is a far greater turnout
and it means that a far greater number of people -

Hon E.J. Charlton: Do you think that will continue?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Cost will be a determinant of that, because I imagine
local government authorities will have to pay the Electoral Commission. However,
having more people having a say in who they want to represent them is much better than
having a turnout of 4 per cent to 15 per cent, which local government has had over the
years. This has certainly proved that a far greater number of people were interested in
voting on the basis that the ballot paper was mailed to them. I do not know whether local
government authorities will take up that option, but some of the town clerks within my
region have always moaned and grizzled about the amount of time and effort they put
into running a local government election each May - and that will now be a biennial
occurrence. Elections take these managers away from a range of other more important
functions on which they could be concentrating. Being able to conduct these ballots will
certainly be a windfall to the Electoral Commission, but it has been a positive move and
in the four councils that participated last May it was of great benefit to the local
community.
We will discuss in depth in Committee issues relating to sitting fees that councillors will
now be entitled to for attending council and committee meetings. The maximum annual
amount any councillor will be able to receive is $5 000. Many people participate in local
government because they have a commitment to the community, but this amount is still
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not a great incentive for people to become involved. While I will not go into great detail
on this issue, for many years I have subscribed to the notion that we would probably do
better to acknowledge the work that people do at local government level by the payment
of a fee. I do not see that $25 to $50 as a maximum for committee meetings or $50 to
$100 for council meetings being a great incentive to participate. I imagine that many
people who run for local government do not do so for financial reasons, but we could
acknowledge much of that voluntary commitment in a far better way by providing a
reasonable stipend.
This legislation will also require local government authorities to set standards and codes
of conduct for their operations. It is interesting that we in this place do not subscribe to a
code of conduct. It is a bit tongue-in-cheek that we now impose that requirement on
local government. Having said that, we are required to provide information for our
financial interests register, and I agree that all elected persons should be required to
provide such information. A whole range of other areas involving standards and codes of
conduct are very important.
Finally, as I said earlier, regional local governments are another issue. The South
Metropolitan Region provides a very good example of regional local government
cooperation - that is, the south west group. That group comprises the City of
Rockingham, the Town of Kwinana, the City of Cockburn, the City of Melville, the
Town of East Fremantle, the City of Fremantle and the City of Canning. This grouping
of those local government authonities has been extremely successful in that it has resulted
in a very powerful lobby group. Over the past three years the group has been able to
attract $790 000 in grants to the region with a total estimated regional benefit of about
$214m. The collective participation has led to the establishment of two business
incubators, the attraction of the regional university campus and the establishment of a
regional tourism marketing body.
Hon Derrick Tomrlinson interjected.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: The south west group has been in operation for about
eight or nine years and it has worked very well. It has an annual pilgrimage to Canberra.
Hon B.M. Scott interjected.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: It does very well out of that; it attracts a lot of funding
through that process. It has worked as a collective to attract both state and
commonwealth funding and the outcome has been very successful for our region. I know
that other groups are formed to deal with particular policy issues such as waste
management.
Hon B.M. Scott interjected.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: They may well do that. Having said that, it has enabled
those councils to attract funding. The collective might of eight or nine local government
authorities has been a great success.
Several members interjected.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: It does not take in only the federal seat of Brand; four
seats are involved. The member will be pleased that I work primarily in Swan and
Tangney.
A lot of work has been put into this Bill and the fact that it is supported on a bipartisan
basis is indicative of the contribution of the whole community. It has taken a long time
for it to get to this stage, but many people have been consulted and a lot of effort has
been put into it.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Are you supporting it?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Yes, I am. This legislation has not been dealt with in a
significant way for a long time and that means that we should have an input.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Are all your colleagues supporting it?
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Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Yes, they are. We will raise questions during the
Committee stage. There are certainly things that I have not covered, one of which is the
effect of the Hilmer competition policy on local government. I commend the Bill to the
House.
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [4.59 pm]: I support this Bill, persuaded as I was
by the eloquent speech of Hon Bruce Donaldson in advocating this creature of the
Western Australian Municipal Association. It is difficult to traverse all 397 pages of this
Bill, so I will shortly concentrate on particular aspects of a more general nature, to which
the Minister may wish to respond at the end of the second reading debate, before we deal
with the more detailed clauses in Committee.
[Continued below.]

[Questions without notice taken.]

STANDING COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Thirty-seventh Report on Hairdressers Registradon Repeal Bill 1994 Tabling

Hon Barry House presented the thirty-seventh report of the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies in relation to the Hairdressers Registration Repeal Bill 1994, and
on his motion it was resolved -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed.
[See paper No 924.]

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [5.34 pm]: As I was saying, the Labor Party
supports this Bill, butrecognises that it could do with some amendment along the way. I
note in passing that the previous Labor Government was involved, as generously
acknowledged by the Minister in another place, in the early development of this Bill,
certainly in preliminary discussions between 1987 and 1992 prior to the final drafting
stages. The commitment of the Labor Party to the progress of local government is very
much on the public record. It attempted to enshrine the position of local government, not
only in the state Constitution where it is mentioned, but also in the commonwealth
Constitution. Unfortunately this was opposed by the party sitting opposite, and the
position of local government is not enshrined in the commonwealth Constitution.
The record of the Labor Party in supporting and progressing local government is also
evident from our extension of the local government franchise; indeed, an epic battle of
the 1980s was fought when our opponents sought to maintain both the property franchise
and the extremes of plural voting that were evident in the system. To the benefit of the
people and our system of government generally, we succeeded in the 1980s in breaking
through and removing the property franchise and allowing a more general franchise in
local government. Similarly, following that, an attempt was made to provide more
equality for council wards and to get away from the obscenities that existed with various
ward boundaries, where a few hundred people had one councillor. I recall at one stage
that the Safety Bay ward of the City of Rockingham had more electors than all the other
wards put together.
The Labor Party has had a proud tradition of supporting local government and the greater
involvement of the people in local government. In that context we support many of the
changes that are embodied in this legislation. We certainly agree with the general
competence and the extension of the role of local government in respect of local laws.
We recognise the unsatisfactory nature of the prescriptive list of areas in which local
government could previously be involved, whether it be shoeblacks, brothels or
whatever. I am informed that the City of Fremantle was the only municipality which
took up its option under the provision that allowed it to regulate brothels. I was not
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aware of competition with the police in that area of regulation. The wider area of the
potential scope for local laws is to be welcomed. I do not subscribe to the scare
campaign that has been run by some on the conservative side of politics, that we are
about to create a monster in the area of local government with local government using
and abusing a whole new range of powers. Local government has been very innovative
in the past with its use of powers. One need only look at the goldfields municipalities
and their initiatives over a whole range of municipal utilities, and elsewhere to the
exemplary record of the conservatives in the City of Birmingham under the Chamberlains
where they created a model local government entity and provided all sorts of new
services.
Obviously these new powers need to be checked, and I welcome the checks contained in
the proposed legislation. Although not preventing, to Professor Webb's point of view,
the outrages that are about to descend upon us, I recognise that the parochialism in local
government has been reflected in some deleterious decisions, whether in respect of the
exercise of local option for the liquor trade, or whether in respect of sex shops or a whole
range of things, such as Homeswest tenancies. In some of those instances, local
government has not exercised discretion in the way I would have hoped. There is
obviously some potential for curfews for young people and security forces - matters that
have been debated at the local level where there will need to be checks on the ability of
the particular local entity. In the City of Melville and also in the City of Mandurah, in
my area, the local authority was looking closely at having municipal security forces to
augment the local police because of the abysmal service they provided. Many of us had
reservations about how far local government could go down that track.
There must be checks and balances because of the nature of local government with
voluntary counsellors and the preponderance of official staff in running affairs. The low
voter turnout and consequent lack of legitimacy has always been a reason the devolution
of powers to local government has had to be limited. Although I am willing to see a
greater devolution of powers to local government, I support the need for checks until
local government. can show that it has risen to the increasing award of powers.
I will comment generally on a number of areas in this Bill. Some of the specifics that we
may get to in Committee are interesting.
Hon E.J. Charlton: When do you think we will get there?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I believe that we will get there in due course, and provided the
Minister does not follow the Foss example in Committee, I am sure we will progress
rapidly through that stage. I notice in the Bill things such as the ability to constitute cities
in the country with 10 000 in an urban area. Those definitions surprised me a little. The
Bill contains minor things of that nature; however, there are areas of major concern, sonmc
of which revolve around the section on elections and the rolls. I notice that the
Government has abandoned the Labor concept of exhaustive preferential and
proportional representation; that is, exhaustive preferential as it applies to single member
constituencies and also to get proportional representation in multi-member
constituencies.
We are going back to a first past the post system. I understand that if three councillors
are to be elected in a multi-member ward, 1-1-1 or 1-2-3, for example, can be put,
provided there is only a designation next to sufficient names as there are vacancies to be
filled. I have reservations, particularly with all the time and resources that have gone into
political education at the state and federal levels. Here we are advocating a system
telling people to vote 1-I- 1. Let us hope that no-one gets to hear about it, because if we
are running local government electoral system education campaigns in direct competition
with federal and state campaigns - in one of which system it can be said that 1-1-1 is a
legitimate vote - it will create havoc with all the funds this State, not to mention the
Commonwealth, is pouring into state political education. There is the forlorn hope that
somehow this first past the post system will solve all sorts of problems with the way local
government elections operate at the moment. It allows us to get back to the winner takes
all system. If there is a ticket and 50 per cent plus one is achieved for one ticket, they can
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take all three positions. This was the old Senate system throughout Australia prior to
1948. The change was made in 1949 to proportional representation for the Senate. It
was a system found not to be adequate then. I cannot see that it will be adequate to local
government either in that it will be possible to exclude minorities, whereas under
proportional representation minorities would have been assured a voice.
Another aspect of the electoral system is the maintenance in this Bill of plural voting and
dummy voting. Old ways die hard. Although the L.abor Party introduced worthwhile
changes to give everyone the vote and a say in local government when people did not
have any say before, we still have grotesque features of the system To give but one
example: I am reminded of the City of Perth elections by looking at a roll for 1992. Of
course, that was a Reg Withers election. One page of the entry I have shows that one
company, Selected Enterprises Pty Ltd of 52 Victoria Avenue, Claremont, managed to
put together 80 votes because of one building it owned. This is permitted and
encouraged under the current electoral system which allows two votes for the owner of
each strata title unit and two votes for the occupier. If the owner is a corporate entity, up
to four votes can be exercised for each strata unit
Hon E.J. Charlton: Should there be one-vote-one-value?
Hon L.A. COWDELL: No, just a curtailment. If one is an individual owner rather than a
corporate entity, one can exercise only one vote rather than the multiple votes. That
election was obviously an important one to Reg and the boys. I notice that Minister
Kierath and his wife managed to pop up here and there as occupiers of various units and
as nominees. Let me not reflect at length on the "80 vote" rorts and so on which are still
permitted under the Bill before us. We still have plural voting and dummy voting.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is it a rort?
Hon L.A. COWDIELL: Yes. I consider the provision of four votes for corporate entities
when they can specify nominees from wherever to be an effective rort of the electoral
system. Those who live in an area and enjoy one vote would consider this sort of system
a ront - and it is a ront. In the electoral system the rolls are closed for non-citizens. I am
glad the Government has provided an exemption clause that allows non-citizens who
currently enjoy the franchise to continue that fr-anchise, albeit to a limited degree.
Obviously some in the community, particularly those who come from countries where to
take out Australian citizenship they must forgo their previous citizenship, have felt that
they are not in a position to be able to take out Australian citizenship, but nevertheless
have participated at a local government level.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is good enough for them to five here, but it is not good enough to
call themselves Australian.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: I recognise the wisdom of the Government's applying the same
condition that applies at the national and state level in respect of a citizenship
requirement. I was also pleased that an exemption had been allowed for those who had
participated in the past. It is obviously a phase-out clause, similar to that which applies
in the commonwealth and state elections, for those who enjoyed rights by virtue of being
British subjects prior to 1984. Nevertheless, there are some people who value their
involvement in the Commonwealth and State and I hope they will continue that
involvement at a local government level.
I welcome the initiative in the Bill that provides for payment to local councillors. It is an
initiative which is long overdue. It has probably taken this long to impose this initiative
because of the opposition by those on the conservative side of politics to the concept of
payment or remuneration of any form. We are not talking about a salary or a wage being
paid to councillors, but a form of honorarium and I note that the Bill provides for a limit
of $5 000 for sitting fees. I am sure that at some time in the future that amount will have
to be increased. I understand that the payment to councillors for sitting in committees is
half the rate of that which applies to councillors sitting in full council. I certainly believe
that a lot of council work is done in committee and that those people who put in the extra
effort need to be recognised. I have put this case in terms of chairs of committees of this
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House, not members of committees. I understand the Chairman of Committees is
remunerated, if not handsomely, but not in his capacity of chairing a standing committee.
I welcome the initiative in this Bill to remunerate councillors, but we should look at a full
sitting rate rather than a half sitting rate for particular committees.
Some of the clauses of the Bill deal with the division of the State into districts and wards.
A Local Government Advisory Board will replace the Local Government Boundaries
Commission. I note that the veto provision of the ratepayers - the electors at the local
level - which provides for whole council amalgamations has been limited and I welcome
it. Like my colleague, Hon Cheryl Davenport, I have believed for some time that there
should be more flexibility and scope for altering local government boundaries than there
has been in the past. By that I mean in terms of not only the legislation which was in this
place dealing with the City of Perth, but also as an ongoing adjustment. I certainly find it
strange subscribing to the Kennett view of the world rather than the Court view of the
world of local government entities. This Government broke up the City of Perth into a
number of tiny towns when I thought the trend would have been towards the
amalgamation of entities.
The new powers and responsibilities we are devolving to local government will probably
result in some pressure towards amalgamation to effectively utilise the opportunities
which cannot be taken at the moment by virtue of the size of some of the local
government entities. I look forward to some development. I am not targeting the Shire
of Peppermint Grove, although obviously on the road from Fremantle to Perth that
community could exist quite well with a city of Claremont and a city of Nedlands
without a Subiaco corridor. It could work in the opposite direction with respect to the
overly large local authorities - for example, the City of Wanneroo and the City of
Stirling - with the adaptation of their boundaries. Perhaps I should restrict my comments
to the anomalies like the Maylands ward, which I was in at one stage, of the City of
Stirling and its relationship with the rest of the local authority.
Hon Graham Edwards interjected.
Several members interjected.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: She did, but Alma would have been a fine representative
regardless of whether it was the City of Stirling or the City of Perth. I am sure she would
be returned whichever entity.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Did she take home chocolates?
Hon J.A. COWVDELL: However, I am not sure about downtown Tammin.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson interjected.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Hon Derrick Tomlinson missed the point that it does not stop a
person from having a role in such an entity.
I hope the Minister will respond to my concerns about the electoral system, rolls,
payment of members and the method of altering the boundaries of local government
entities. I welcome the initiatives in the Bill about annual reports and the disclosure of
financial interests and returns in that regard. Members of this Parliament might follow
the example they are setting for local government in that regard. I welcome also the
clauses in the Bill which apply to members of Parliament and the non-continuance of the
dual function of being a member of Parliament and a member of a local municipality. I
know that some people will throw the Chifley example at me, but we need not resort to
the extremity that we witnessed of having to abolish the City of Perth merely to address
this problem in respect of Hon Alannah MacTiernan. I am glad that there is a more
appropriate mechanism contained in this Bill knowing that the Government may have
had to abolish the Wanneroo City Council at a subsequent time.
The clauses dealing with a special majority may be overly conservative and prescriptive
because in about six instances 25 per cent of the ratepayers will have the ability to veto
certain changes at the local level. I am not sure it is appropriate to give that veto power
in the instances that are outlined in the Bill.
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Sitting sisspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [7.30 pm]: I had not intended to speak on this Bill
tonight. I anm sorry that members will have to put up with my few humble words on this
issue. We will address the real issu 'es when we reach the Committee stage and debate the
Bill clause by clause. We will have the opportunity at that stage to put* forward our
views. In the past it has been my wont to pick up the second reading speech and draw
from it the detail as it relates to the South West Region. Tonight I will do that only
briefly. Again members may say Thank God for that."
The second reading speech states that the first intent of the Bill is to achieve more
efficient and effective local government. I am rather bemused by those words, because in
many ways perhaps we should seek efficiency and effectiveness in state and federal
government, not only local government. We can make local government more efficient
and effective. There has been much debate in the community about the amalgamation of
councils and shires in this State. I understand that one shire has 70 ratepayers and a
number of those ratepayers work within the shire for salaries of around $60 000 a year.
Could one call that an efficient shire? Considering the shire's financial system one could
say it is not efficient because it relies heavily on state and federal financial backing.
This State Government and other State Governments should realise that the time will
come when shires - not so much councils, which are larger - will need to amalgamate and
pool their resources. I would not call the creation of three townships an effective and
efficient redistribution of the Perth City Council. Many different changes were expected,
in that case, but they have not come to fruition. Instead of achieving efficient and
effective local government we have split the Perth City Council, thereby creating
duplication by the need for more buildings and more positions than were necessary with
the old council. In other words, a larger work force is doing the same work. If he has not
already done so the Minister should talk to the people who now run those towns. He
should become informed of their effectiveness because I believe that a reverse situation
has been achieved.
I see no problem with the amalgamation of councils in the South West Region because
certain areas overlap.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Which areas?
Hon DOUG WENN: If the Minister for Local Government is dinkumn we will see the
creation of an Eaton-Australind Shire Council in the not too distant future. Australind is
controlled by Harvey which is a fair distance away. Eaton is controlled by Dardanup,
again a fair distance away. In future we may see bigger town sites than are controlled by
the Shires of Harvey and Dardanup. Moves are afoot for the Bunbury City Council to
take over Eaton and Australind, or just Eaton. There has been some resistance in that
area because people believe in themselves. I do not know whether this Government or
the next Government will achieve it, but I predict that we will see a separate shire of
Eaton-Australind in future. I have no qualms about that. It would be a good move
because people would have the opportunity to govern themselves.
I have looked at the map relating to this Bill. I do not agree with it entirely. However,
certain shires could amalgamate to achieve better efficiency and effectiveness. Greater
accountability of local governments to the community has been an ongoing issue for
years. As a result of our lifestyle I do not think that very many issues would come before
a council, shire or even a State or Federal Government which would not be reported.
Journalists are very determined and most issues, if not all, are put before the community.
People have the opportunity to speak their minds either through the Press, through
petitions in this place or at local government meetings.
That leads me to another point. Many local governments now have an open session at
which the local people can put their views, albeit about an item that is on the agenda for
that evening. However, it is not always possible for people to do that, and perhaps local
governments can broaden the opportunity for people to raise at later meetings issues that
have arisen in past meetings. I am concerned also that some local governments hold their
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meetings during the day and that many people who work from 8.00 am to 5. 00 pm cannot
attend those meetings.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: It sometimes helps women with children.
Hon DOUG WENN: It may, but it still eliminates the majority of the community, whomay be affected by the operations of local government but do not have the opportunity of
raising their concerns.
I have not gone right through the second reading speech, as I have not gone right throughthe Bill, because it is a very large Bill, and I am sure that Hon Alannab MacTiernan andother members on this side will pick up in Committee other matters that concern localpeople. I have said already that the people will force local governments to become more
accountable. I will give an example, if the Minister can keep awake -
Hon E.J. Charlton: I have been here for I I years and I have not gone to sleep yet.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: If Hon Doug Wenn continues in the same monotone, he wil
put you to sleep, I am sure!
Hon DOUG WENN: I look forward to Hon Derrick Tomlinson's making his three
quarters of an hour speech on this Bill -
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon DOUG WENN: - which I suggest he will not -

The PRESIDENT: Order! When I call order, Hon Doug Wenn should listen. Hon DougWenn should ignore those people who are interrupting and continue to direct hiscomments to the Bill and to me. I will not interject at all. Ignore those rude interjections.
Hon DOUG WENN: Thank you, Mr President.
The people will ensure the accountability of local government. We have just seen asituation where a certain individual got some people in Bunbury to sign a petition. Thatwas objected to by the majority of the councillors of the City of Bunbury. The people ofBunbury who signed that petition rocked up to the council meeting that night to put theirpoint of view that if they signed a petition, they had the right to attend that meeting. It isin that way that people in the community will make local government accountable. It isunfortunate that that accountability did not exist in the past and that a few formermembers of councils are now, dare I say it, quite wealthy because they were able to pointcertain people in certain directions without having to be accountable for their actions. Ihave no doubt that people know those about whom I am talking and those who acted on
their behalf.
The second intention of this Bill is better decision making by local governments. That isprobably the most serious part of this Bill. I am changing my monotone by lifting myvoice, for the benefit of Hon Derrick Tomlinson, to keep him awake. Anyone who picksup the Press in the south west at any time will see the headline, "Council berates Ministerfor interference". Does better decision making mean that the decisions that are made bylocal governments will be overridden time and time again by the Minister for Planning,in particular? The country newspapers have article after article about interference by theMinister for Planning. It would probably be a good question without notice - with somenotice being given, as we have to do - to ask how many times has the Minister for
Planning overrdden local government?
Hon A.J.G. MacTiemnan: How many mates does he have in the Liberal Party to whom he
is giving backhanders?
Hon DOUG WENN: That is a rhetorical question. Almost weekly, the local Presscondemns the Minister for Planning for overrding the decisions made by localgovernments. When this Bill refers to better decision making by local governments, doesit mean that the Minister will have greater power to override decisions made by localgovernments? Better decision making in whose eyes? Lately, we have seen the Ministerfor Planning in particular - I admidt not so much the Minister for Local Government,although he has had his moments - override many of the decisions'that have been made
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by local governments, which are elected by the citizens of the shire to make decisions on
their behalf. I hope there will be greater cooperation between Ministers and local
governments, because councillors are the people on the ground and they must decide
what are the appropriate locations for a certain building, what are the appropriate
extensions to a building, and what are the appropriate by-laws. When people appeal to
the Minister for Planning about a decision that has been made by a local government, the
Minister says to the local government that he will override that decision. One of the
biggest offenders whom we have seen in the State is Len Buckeridge. He can do what he
likes. He has told councils in the Perth metropolitan area, "I do not care what you say. I
will do what I want. I will appeal to the Minister, he is my mate"; and appeal he does,
and the appeal is upheld. We have seen Mr Buckeridge operating in the south west. A
building was two-thirds complete before anyone realised what he was doing. He had no
local government permits and the council only found out through a local resident who
stopped one of Mr Buckeridge's trucks from driving across his property and asked what
was going on. The work was stopped; however, following an inquiry Mr Buckeridge was
given the go ahead despite flouting almost every local government law in this State.
Hon E.J. Charlton: He got where he is during the 10 years you were in government.
Hon DOUG WENN: He was not on the wharves ruining the shipping industry in this
State. It took the Minister for Transport and his mates to do that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Too right.
Hon DOUG WENN: The legislation must provide for a better relationship between the
Minister for Local Government and local government than currently exists.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Between the Government and Buckeridge?
Hon DOUG WENN: I know that the Minister's relationship with Buckeridge is good. It
is up to the Minister to decide what he wants from Buckeridge.
There must be total cooperation between local government and the Minister, particularly
in planning. I believe 100 per cent that elected local government representatives know
what is happening within their local community. People who live and work in an area
are able to make more informed decisions than a Minister who is advised by people from
within his department. If the Minister does not deal with that issue and separate it from
the other issues in this Bill we may as well finish debate here and now. Local
government representatives know the local people and are better qualified to make a
decision on a local matter than a Minister and his advisers sitting in an office in St
George's Terrace.
The Bill should provide for greater community participation in decision making in the
affairs of local government. The member for Eyre, Julian Grill, was one of the best
Ministers whom I have served, particularly as the Minister for The South West. He
encouraged community participation. He fell over backwards to give local communities
the opportunity to participate in decision making within Bunbury and the surrounding
shires - what is now called the greater Bunbury area. He appointed Dr Ernie Manea -
someone who could be classified as one the best advocates for the south west - as
Chairman of the South West Development Authority. Ernie Manea loves Bunbury. I can
understand that some people who lived in the outer areas did not like Ernie Manca
because he promoted Bunbury above the other areas. Julian Grill made decisions
alongside Ernie and the shires and councils in that area. Those decisions would then be
left open for public comment for a number of weeks. Plans would be displayed at
shopping centres and the local community would have an opportunity to present their
opinions. We see a lot more of that nowadays, but the credit for instigating such public
input goes to Brian Burke and Julian Grill. They made sure that the community had a
major input into what was happening. There is no doubt that this is flowing into many
local governments in Western Australia.
I have had the opportunity as a member of the salinity committee in particular and other
parliamentary committees to travel extensively throughout the wheatbelt and south west
areas to visit all the shire councils within that area. Greater accountability of local
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government to the community is locked in because the Press attend nearly every shireand city council meeting and report on what is happening in the community. In fact,many journalists have moved on from reporting on local government to bigger and betterthings. I understand that the Minister does not like some of those journalists because of
what they report, although he stated last week about the reorganisation within the ABCthat those people were still there and would continue to advise people on what was
happening in their local community.
If the Minister wants an example of community input he has only to look at the Bunburycity square. The old railway yard was handed over to the Bunbury City Council, and amajor shopping centre, city square and a number of other facilities were constructed. Abus facility that had been in operation in the 1950s is now back in use because peoplelike Brian Burke, Julian Grill, Ernie Manea, members for the South West Region andlocal councils listened to the input of the local community.
The Bill describes the functions of local government. I admit that I have not read the Billand it may be that Hon Alannah MacTiernan will pick that up later. I do not know whythis should be such a big deal. The functions of local government should already be partof the Local Government Act. It is obvious that local government is a group of peopleelected by the community to debate issues and put in place programs to assist localpeople. How heavy will the Minister be with that, I wonder?
The Bill also provides for the conduct of elections and other polls. If ever an issueshould relate to the state and federal levels of government, rather than local government,it is this. Every day people ask about the conduct of elections and other polls. Thesecond reading speech states that the conduct of elections in local government is asstringent as elections at the state level. In many ways they are more stringent. I do notknow how local government finds the people who help on the day, who scrutinise thecandidates and who, when it comes to counting the poll, stand up and be counted. Theywill stand and be counted because they believe in their community and their localgovernment. If the Minister talks to the people, he will understand that they believe verystrongly in local government and in the membership of the committee.
It is time that people began to realise that, whether they like it or not, there is politics inlocal government. It involves state and federal issues, Labor, the Liberals and theGreens. It even involves Hon Reg Davies and Hon Derrck Tomlinson. There is politics
in local government.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I have never been engaged in local government at any time inmy life. Hon Doug Wenn should get his facts straight.
Hon DOUG WENN: I was identifying Hon Derrick Tomlinson with a political party, notas a candidate, past candidate or previous member of local government.
There is politics in local government and to see that we need only consider the way inwhich it is conducted. Most other States are open about it. Indeed, in many ways, theyare determined to ensure that politics exists in local government. We shy around it andsay that it is not there. However, it is there. At some point, someone will say that partypolitics should not be involved in local government. However, it is there. We cannot,
and will never, avoid it. The games are played.
Hon Reg Davies: So let us acknowledge it.
Hon DOUG WENN: Yes, we should acknowledge it, for crying out loud. As soon as weput someone on a ticket, that brings in party politics. No-one can tell me that partypolitics does not exist in local government if people are not on a ticket and the same
people are elected.
I want now to consider the provision of a framework for the administration and financialmanagement of local governments and for the scrutiny of their affairs. That is a very
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government is very important. The Press and local people who are interested in local
government continually keep an eye on local councillors. They ensure that they are
above board. The annual general meeting is a very interesting part of local government.
According to the constitution and the rules, councils must call an annual general meeting.
However, attendances are not always that great. I am aware of shires and councils which
have called annual general meetings and only three or four local people have turned up.
Indeed, there have been times when there were more councillors than ratepayers and
interested persons. The elected councillors are answerable for the reasons I have just
given. The administration and financial management of councils is considered once a
year. Unless people take a real interest locally, the administration and financial
management will pass by without any scrutiny.
There were some very shonky deals in the Boddington Shire Council. Those involved
were allowed to get away with it because no-one kept an eye on them. The locals knew
what was happening, but no-one was game enough to stand up and say there was a
problem until eventually someone did that. We all know what happened as a result of the
investigations into that council. People have rightfully been taken to task. One or two
other shires may also be caught out. However, there is a framework for control. In many
ways, the provision of a framework for administration and financial management of local
government is the crux of the Bill. I do not wish to sound disparaging of the shires and
councils around Western Australia, but that issue needs closer attention.
There is a need for much closer liaison between the Minister for Planning and local shires
and councils. The Minister must listen to what local people are saying instead of to the
people who bring pressure to bear. People who want to bring pressure to bear often
approach members of Parliament, although not so often when we are in opposition. That
is something I have learnt in the past two years. When we were in government, they
would sit on our doorsteps nearly every day. There would be mail, telephone calls and
personal calls. They would come to Parliament House to exert pressure so that they
could do their thing.
Only once did I agree that the Minister should override a shire and I regret that. I did not
do my homework 100 per cent because I made the decision at the wrong time of the year.
I did it in the middle of summer. If I had done it in the middle of winter, I would have
discovered how wet and low lying the subdivision was. However, I looked at the matter
in summer and I made my decision. The member for Vasse, Barry Blaikie, regularly
reminds me of my decision. We are all fallible and that is what happened under the local
government system.
I hope that the Minister will consider those points, and particularly the point about
planning. Hon Alannah MacTieman is right: We support the Bill.

HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [8.08 pm]: I repeat what Hon Doug Wenn said:
The Opposition supports the Bill. We believe that this is a Committee Bill rather than a
second reading Bill so we will not make long winded second reading speeches. We will
not go toe to toe with the Government on matters of principle because essentially we
agree with most of the principles in the Bill. We have reservations with some of the
clauses and we will deal with them in Committee.
As my colleagues have done, I would like to raise several issues in this second reading
debate, the first of which relates to a letter which all members of Parliament will have
received from a constituent of mine called Mr Roland Paver from Albany. He wrote to
all members of Parliament in May. Mr Paver was one of our political opponents during
the previous state election - he stood as a Democrat - and we had some robust debates
with him. We did not disagree with everything that Mr Paver had to say. He was
probably one of the most articulate candidates during the previous election - in fact, he
was one of the most articulate candidates in the south west. Also, Mr Paver ran on a
policy of accountability and integrity. He has been consistent on the issue of
accountability. He frequently refers to the recommendations of the Royal Commission
into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters. He has taken up that issue
in regard to the Bill. Mr Paver has telephoned me on several occasions, and I have told
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him that I will bring his concerns to Parliament. He told me that he is happy with all butone aspect of the Bill. The only section about which he is concerned is part 3, whichcontains the general competency provisions. Mr Paver is extremely concerned thatParliament might make a mistake.
Mr Paver's argument is that, in the past, local government was able to undertake only theduties and activities that were prescribed in the legislation. I refer to the three Rs - roads,rates and rubbish. Of course, in reality, local government was able to deal with manyother matters according to the legislation, but the Bill changes that and says, "Localgovernment can do anything that it thinks is correct in providing good government for itsmunicipality, and the only constraints are where it contravenes either federal or statelaws." As I have said, Mr Paver wrote to all members of Parliament in May this year.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Is he a friend of Martyn Webb?
Hon BOB THOMAS: I am not sure whether he is a friend of Professor Martyn Webb,but he has spoken at length with him on the issue, and they share some philosophies onthe Bill. I am not sure whether they have a relationship that goes back prior to the Bill.
Mr Paver has provided all members of Parliament with a copy of a letter that he wrote tothe opposition spokesman on local government, Mr Norm Marlborough. He outlined hisconcern, gave the example of Albany council, and suggested why we should not go downthis route. I probably would not have agreed with Mr Paver if he had used only thatexample. I do not know whether I agree with Mr Paver on this issue. However, therewas one issue which made me think that perhaps we should give more thought to itbefore we pass the Bill.
That issue involves a matter which occurred in my electorate a couple of years ago. Itinvolved a local business which was a significant employer within the local governmentarea. That business was experiencing economic difficulties, and it requested financialassistance from the State Government. The State Government to negotiate on the issueof some assistance.
In the meantime, the directors of the company came to a group involving some membersof Parliament from within my region and some local councillors. We were asked toconvene a meeting, at which we were told, "We have a business which is a significantemployer. We are experiencing some trouble, our viability is in doubt, and we mayclose. That will have ramifications for the town." Community leaders were asked toconsider what the community could do to help to maintain the company's viability and toensure that jobs in the town were retained. One thing that the directors asked us toconsider was for the shire council to approach the Minister for Local Government torequest that they be permitted to borrow sufficient funds to build a plant and then lease itback to the company to help it to overcome some of its environmental and capitalproblems. The shire clerk looked at the issue and realised that he would requirepermission from the Minister for Local Government, and that set in train the process ofapplying for permission.

In the meantime, matters worsened for the company and it was taken over by anothercompany. Before that happened, there was another meeting of the group which the firmhad approached. I said, "You have negotiated with the State Government for somefinancial assistance; how is it going?" I was told, "The State Government requires us toprovide a guarantee - some security - for that money." I said, "Are you prepared to putup that security?" The group said, "No. We don't have the assets or any facility at thebank to provide a guarantee." I said, "A number of directors have benefited from thefirm in the past, so what is wrong with the directors giving a guarantee to the StateGovernment for the money that you are asking for?" It was not an especially largeamount of money. A director said, "You are living on another planet if you think thatany one of the directors will give a guarantee and put any of his assets at risk."
All the people at that meeting were looking at their feet. As a community, we werelooking at a range of options that we could explore so that we could provide someassistance to that company, and that included taking out a self supporting loan, supported
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by local government, which included providing some services, rate holidays, assistance
in kind, and local government using some of its work force and plant to undertake some
of the construction. We were talking about a significant contribution from the
community. The directors of the company were not prepared to put their money where
their mouths were; they were not prepared to guarantee it.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Everyone at that meeting - members of local government and a
couple of state parliamentarians - were looking at their feet because we -

Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: So much for capitalist risk takers.

Hon BOB THOMAS: That is right. We were embarrassed about the proposition. Had
we not had the prescriptive approach to local government it may weil have been that,
when the approach was initially made, the shire council would have approached the
Minister and obtained permission to raise the loan and put the money into something that
even the directors were not prepared to back. That is one example in favour of
Mr Paver's argument that we should give extensive consideration to the issue of general
competency before we enshrine this in legislation.

I know that other examples would contradict that point of view. In that sense, the Albany
town and shire councils come to mind. They are probably two of the most dynamic
councils with which I have ever dealt. Murray Jorgensen and Wayne Scheggia are
particularly competent operators. The elected officials have combined well with their
staff to perform in a proactive way to encourage development within Albany. Members
will remember that during the wool crisis in the early 1990s the Albany economy was
particularly hard hit by the collapse in the price. Wool comprises one-third of the
region's income and as a result we lost $ lOrm in income from the southern economy.
That had a dramatic impact on Albany because it is the service centre for the great
southern. Unemployment skyrocketed as a result of the wool price collapse and the
recession in general.
The Albany town and shire councils formed the Albany Economic Development Unit to
act in a constructive manner to try to generate economic development within the town. A
committee was formed comprising the clerks and elected representatives from those
councils and that committee set about trying to promote the region more effectively.
Members might remember the Albany attraction program, which was developed by the
economic unit, and the many other promotions that were staged. The councils took those
promotions to Singapore and other Asian countries in order to sell Albany and to attract
business investment to overcome the problems that the economy was experiencing. That
good work is now paying dividends, because the level of unemployment has fallen from
14 per cent or 15 per cent in 1992 to about?7 per cent. Local government in Albany can
take much credit because it was prepared to be proactive and to encourage development.
It has also invested a lot of time and money lobbying State and Federal Governments for
projects. Many of the Job Skills programs, landcare and environmental action programs
and the good use of local capital works programs and the like show the sort of effort that
has been made and the benefits that have resulted. I would hate to think that that sort of
initiative would be stifled by a very restrictive approach to the functions of local
government. As I said, I have mixed feelings about Mr Paver's suggestion that we
should not adopt the general competency provisions. During the Committee stage we
should debate that issue at length to ensure that we get it right.

Hon Doug Wenn indicated that politics is part of local government, and he is dead right.
When I was a student at the Western Australian Institute of Technology, about 70 per
cent of all local government councillors were either members of or affiliated with the
conservative parties - the Liberal Party or the National Party, or the Country Party as it
was then - about 4 per cent were affiliated with the Labor Party and the balance were
genuinely independent. Perhaps the number of councillors who are affiliated with the
Labor Party in the metropolitan area has increased since then, but I know that the number
of councillors affiliated with the coalition parties has not diminished in country areas.
Independence in local goverrnmient is a fallacy; it is not independent; by and large people
are affiliated with political parties.
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I support compulsory voting at local government elections for a number of reasons.Local government is becoming far more complex than it was 20 years ago. it isresponsible for many more services; the number of services provided by localgovernment is increasing every day. In addition, local government expenditurerepresents about 15 per cent of all government expenditure in Australia. As a result, itcan have an enormous impact on people's daily lives. It is important that people not onlyhave a right to participate in local government elections but also recognise their
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A liberal approach is to be taken to the construction of the scope of the general
function of a local government.

Clause 3.5(l) states -

A local government may make local laws under this Act prescribing all matters
that are required or permitted to be prescribed by a local law,....

Other than that, the Bill does not give the public much direction about the areas in which
local government can make laws. Part of the Bill relates to the Control of Vehicles (Off-
road Areas) Act
Hon B.K. Donaldson: They will be determined by regulation.

Hon MARK NEVILL: I appreciate that, but not everyone reads the regulations. I do not
kniow whether the Dog Act gets a mention.

Hon B.K. Donaldson: I think it does. This Bill affects 200 other Acts.

Hon MARK NEVILL: Recently I tried to find the by-laws for fire regulations in
buildings. After considerable research, I found those by-laws in the Health Act section
dealing with lodging houses. One could quite easily have gone to the Local Government
Act in search of the fire regulations relating to lodging houses. The point I make is that
the Bill gives no indication of the areas it covers. The functions section should contain
more definitions and descriptions of the areas affected by the legislation. In that way, a
person looking for information would be given some guidance and pointed in the right
direction. This is not an esoteric criticism, but it is a reasonable comment on the current
legislation..
In his second reading speech the Minister said one of the purposes of the Bill is to
achieve better decision making and greater community participation and accountability in
the operation of the legislation. I do not know how greater community participation can
be achieved without compulsory voting, because at the moment the level of voting in
local government elections is pathetically low. As a member of Parliament I interfere in
local government from time to time. I have supported some candidates against members
of local government who I feel are absolutely uncompromising and who were unbalanced
in their criticism of the Labor Party when it was in government. I have supported Liberal
Party members for election on councils. They have been successful but I have never
asked them for any favours, and neither have I ever directed them. I have always
supported people who will play with a straight bat, and give the Government a serve if it
does something wrong.
Regardless of. our actions, some people in local government like to criticise. I freely
admit that I have participated quietly in a couple of elections by assisting in the
replacement of people. That sort of help is positive. My help has not necessarily been
given to Labor thinking people. I have helped in Kalgoorlie, but I will not say who or
why I helped. My support was not conditional on their doing one thing or another.
People in local government should judge issues on their merit; their indulging in State
politics is unnecessary. It is a sign of the maturity of local government that it does not
matter to which party members belong as long as they genuinely promote the interests of
their shire rather than the party or candidates they may be trying to help become elected.

The requirement in the Bill for local governments to produce annual reports is excellent.
It has always seemed strange to me that every hospital board in this State must table a
report in this House but every shire or municipal council is not required to table an
annual report for public scrutiny. Shire councils spend far greater amounts of money
than country hospitals. The role of local government should expand to perhaps even
some areas of state govern .ment. Local governments are better placed to decide the finer
points about whether a brothel, for example, should be established in their shire.
Although the general parameters should be set by State Governments, the local rules
should be set by local government.
Hon Graham Edwards: Local government is too shrewd for that; it always passes it back
to the State Government.
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Hon MARK NEVILL: I say that because in Kalgoorlie certain local rules have appliedwell for 50 years.
Hon Graham Edwards: Perhaps Kalgoorlie is better placed than any other city -
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am not suggesting the rules that apply in Kalgoorlie would besuitable for other cities. There is a rule in Kalgoorlie that a sex worker from a house inHay Street is not allowed to solicit from the footpath. That is a good rule.
Hon Graham Edwards: For soliciting.
Hon MARK NEVILL: They are not allowed to solicit in hotels. The DeputyCommissioner of Police seems to have scrapped most of the good rules in recent months.They were good rules and soliciting was conducted in what seemed like an orderlymanner, at least to people like me who are spectators from the outside.
The Bill, provides that a local government advisory board will replace the boundariescommission. It will be interesting to see whether this Government has the fortitude torationalise local government in this State. In my view far too many local authorities arein the wheatbelt. That issue tests whether a government shows any leadership. It is easyto make some decisions. However, rationalising local government needs some attention.In recent years we have seen a split of shires, for example, Wiluna and theNgaanyatjarracu and a decade ago, Gnowangerup and Jerramungup. Recently the City ofPerth was split. It is much easier to split shires than to amalgamate them. I do notbelieve there is justification, particularly in the wheatbelt, for the number of shires thatexist there.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: Do you think it should be a decision of the people in thecommunity?
Hon MARK NEVILL: Yes, but it needs the Government to put forward proposals andargue the benefits for consolidation and then perhaps the vote of a local shire. Mostvotes will be based on parochial views. In West Kimberley there is a shire depot atFitzroy Crossing and the shire office at Derby. Everyone wants a slice of the cake. If weamalgamated two shires I am sure they would both want the head office. It is not easy,but it is certainly something that requires some fortitude.
The Bill contains a large section on local laws which will be subject to disallowance andreview within eight years. As delegated legislation, local government laws are appalling.Often they are drafted by a shire clerk. Some systematic attempt should be made todevelop model by-laws across the local government system. An attempt should also bemade to improve the drafting of many of those local government by-laws which do notreceive any scrutiny. whatsoever.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: They are now in preparation for the local laws and that transitionalperiod.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Prior to the establishment of the Standing Committee onDelegated Legislation, by-laws received no scrutiny and were very poorly drafted.
I like the idea of elections every two years with half the members retiring. I am not keenon first past the post voting in l ocal government. I think one of the important principleswe should have in any voting system is consistency between federal, State and localgovernment, whatever that may be. I found it quite appalling that the Commission onGovernment recommended the Robson rotation. At the same time it recommended fourhow-to-vote cards., The two are conflicting methods. Not only that, many people inAustralia including Aboriginal people, know for whom they want to vote, whetherLiberal or Labor. The use of different systems throughout commonwealth, state andlocal government creates confusion.

Hon Reg Davies inteijected.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It does. If people use the same technique to cast a vote in asystem that is different from the first past the post system, that will render their voteinformal. With the Robson rotation system, voters need between six and eight how-to-
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vote cards to work out for whom they will vote. A person who may want to vote for
Ernie Bridge may not be interested in the other candidates. All I am saying is that it does
cause confusion.
Hon Reg Davies: Would an optional or preferential system be better? That way they
could have it on the spot.

Hon MARK NEVILL: That would appeal to me more than the first past the post system.
I am willing to consider any form of voting. However, as a general principle, we should
have consistency among the three tiers of government. We want to ensure that as many
people as possible cast formal votes in elections. That is done by having consistent
electoral systems. The first past the post system certainly does not do that.

This legislation states that town clerks will no longer be required to have specified
qualifications. There are upsides and downsides to that proposition. Local government
has probably been too inbred over the years and an infusion of new blood, particularly in
the management area, will be of great benefit to local government. Although my
evidence is anecdotal, I believe there is a dearth of town and shire clerks in this State who
are capable of managing the bigger cities such as Kalgoorlie and the metropolitan cities.
That view has been put to me on a number of occasions. In bigger municipalities the
chief executive officers with management skills can get the advice they need on
specialised areas to enable them to overhaul the system, if necessary. That would not be
the case in smaller municipalities where chief executive officers do not have that advice
on which to rely. That will be a big benefit to local government, particularly in the
bigger shires.
The payment of fees, expenses and allowances is long overdue. Being a member of local
government is very time consumning and expensive. Although that is no burden on the
patricians in society, it is a burden on those who have a limited income because they
must pay for additional telephone bills and travel expenses.

Hon Reg Davies: I used to be one of them.

Hon MARK NEVILL: Those people should receive some remuneration. It is okay for
the wealthy -

Hon Tom Stephens: Mr Davies says that he used to be one of them. I was not sure
whether he was a wealthy patrician or something else.
Hon Reg Davies: One on a limited income.

Hon Graham Edwards: If he gave up smoking, he Would be much richer.

Hon MARK NEVILL: Division 6 relates to rates and service charges. Under clause
6.26(2)(i), the land on which Co-operative Bulkc Handling Ltd operates is classified as not
eligible to be rateable. However, clause 6.26(3) says that if CBH and the relevant local
government cannot reach agreement under proposed subsection (2)(i), either the
company or the local government may refer the matter to the Minister for determiAnation
of the terms of the agreement, and the decision of the Minister is final. That is a classic
case of something being left in limbo. The Government should decide whether CBH is
rateable or not. Under the differential rating powers that have been included in the
legislation, the local authority can set a rate that is appropriate for CBH.

Hon B.K. Donaldson: A lot of the operations are on railway land which is not rateable.

Hon MARK NEVILL: The rates from CBH will go to the local authority. That body can
set a differential rate which it can get away with within that shire.

Hon B.K. Donaldson: A lease agreement has been signed between CBH and all local
authorities for an ex gratia payment for rating.

Hon MARK NEVILL: It seems to me that this issue is left in limbo. If no agreement can
be reached, under the legislation the matter can go the Minister for a final decision. That
provision should either be amended to make it definite or left out of the legislation. The
clause relating to multiple rating makes it clear that land can be rated twice such as a
mining lease on a pastoral lease. The subsequent clauses quite clearly set out the
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valuation Of rates in respect of mining and petroleum interests, something which Istrongly support. Miners and explorers use rural roads and should contribute, by payingrates levied on the mining tenements, to the facilities of shires in which their tenements

ar pggd There should be some protection against discriminatory rates for those shirestha wanto get rid of mining in their locality. Perhaps some of the more picturesquesouth west shires may not like the idea of having mining or mining tenements withintheir shires and could strike a discriminatory rate to discourage any tenements. I presumethose protections are built into the legislation.
This Bill has the support of the Opposition. As I say, it has arrived in this Housefollowing an immense amount of consultation, which will be reflected in a minimalnumber of amendments to the legislation over the coming years. There certainly will beamendments and some may be anticipated because issues are not always black and white.This legislation in its present form will stand up well over the next five to 10 years. It isa pleasure to see it arrive in this House after its gestation period of about eight or soyears.
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [8.58 pm]: I am grateful for. theopportunity to speak on this Bill. I support the general thrust of the Bill; however, I willhighlight a couple of concerns. First, I am concerned about the restriction placed on theparticipants who are able to vote. The Bill provides that only Australian citizens,including some British subjects, will be eligible to vote and the existing entitlements fornon-Australians will continue in the transitional provisions. There will be no change toprovisions which allow two votes for those who jointly own properties. I am somewhatperplexed by that eligibility 'to vote, particularly as we are talking about bettercommunity participation. That lack of community participation is indicated by the lowturnout of voters at local government elections. In some of the bigger shires a turnout of20 per cent is thought to be fantastic.

The general thrust of the legislation is to make councils more answerable to thecommunities and for members of the community to participate more in the affairs ofcouncils. I find it difficult to accept that on the one hand the Minister says he wants morepeople involved but on the other hand says, "Hang on, only those currently on the rolls incertain areas, depending on their background, can vote. If they are permanent residentsand not citizens they will have the right to vote only in that area." There are twodisadvantages in that: That suffered by new residents of this country and that suffered bythe authority. New migrants tend to settle in certain areas and are not widespreadthroughout the community. The trend is for new migrants to settle in some areas andespecially some wards more than others within authorities, areas which continually willbe most affected. In the early days midgrants settled throughout Northbridge and thenmoved north. The latest arrivals tend to settle in the North Perth area and then moveonwards from there. I guess the Town of Vincent is one authority, although it is small,where under this process the number of people involved will continue to remain at acertain level. The chance of that level increasing and more people participating is remotebecause of the nature of the area and the movement of new migrants and new residents inthis State.
It is also a little hard to swallow that in this legislation people are still privileged because
of history. Some British citizens who are permanent residents but not Australian citizenshave the right to move freely, no matter in which local authority they wish to reside, andstill be able to vote. The British citizens may be black, blonde or brindle, but this onenationality has the advantage over any other. If a British citizen wishes to move fromVincent to Albany he retains the right to vote, but if a person from Greece who is apermanent resident decides to move from Vincent to Albany he will lose that right tovote. It is discriminatory because both persons are permanent residents, both have theopportunity of becoming Australian citizens, and both are in exactly the same position.
Hon Reg Davies: They should have equal rights and opportunities.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: It only reflects what is happening at the state and federal level.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I am not saying it is right. I disagree with it.
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Hon Tom Stephens: Mr Donaldson is wrong.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: He is not completely wrong.

Hon Tom Stephens: If you are on the federal electoal roll you can move without losing
your entitlement to vote in federal elections.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: You have to be an Australian citizen.
Hon Tom Stephens: You do not, because if you are on the electoral roll and you transfer,
you are entitled to stay on it.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: No, they still have that right. That is what I am saying. All
Hon Tom Stephens is doing is putting up the Government's argument. If I were him I
would not say too much more on this matter.
Hon Tom Stephens: You might have studied the Bill a bit more.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Tom Stephens will stop interjecting

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Hon Tom Stephens highlights the very point I am making: If
two people who were neighbours and good friends decided to settle elsewhere they might
not have the same rights and entitlements. If one was a British citizen and the other was
not, they might have the same rights and entitlements in Vincent, but if they decided to
move to Albany one would retain his rights and the other would not.

Hon Tom Stephens: Could you draw my attention to the relevant clause in the Bill?

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I seek your assistance, Mr Deputy President, to bring some
order to this place.
This should be a case of equal opportunity. The Bill clearly indicates that one group is
being disenfranchised in favour of another one, and we can say that one group is in a
position of privilege because of history. I would rather see everybody become an
Australian citizen and vote in compulsory local government elections, so that everybody
participates. All those citizens who are permanent residents, other than United Kingdom
citizens, will be disenfranchised under this legislation, and that is discriminatory. In the
1990s as we are preparing legislation for beyond 2000 we should give an equal
opportunity to the people we represent and allow all residents to have a fair go. It is
strange that the Minister for Local Government is also the Minister for Multicultural and
Ethnic Affairs. We are talking about one community, but he is proposing legislation
which is divisive and gives advantage to one group over another. What is wrong with
ensuring that everyone has the right to be able to move and retain his voting rights? It
should not matter whether someone is a United Kingdom citizen or a German citizen if
he is a permanent resident here. I find it amazing that one nationality is being favoured
against another purely and simply because of historical background. I thought that
disappeared when the alien Act was done away with in 1947, and again in 1975 when it
was made compulsory for those who wanted to be on the electoral roll to be Australian
citizens. However, 20 years later legislation is proposed that basically is still pointed and
very much in favour of one group. I find that difficult to accept.

The Government is removing the possibility of that group of people participating in a
vote at a time when on average - Hon Bruce Donaldson can probably correct me - the
turnout at local government elections is between 6 and 10 per cent.

Hon B.K. Donaldson: It is a little higher than that.

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It would be higher only in certain authorities. I am talking
about the average across the board. Apart from the major authorities such as Stirling and
perhaps Perth, as it was, the turnout at the others is nowhere near the optimum.

Hon B.K. Donaldson: They are the areas that pull the average down.

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: In the metropolitan area would the figure be closer to 6 to 8
per cent?
Hon B.K. Donaldson: I believe it is about 15 per cent.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The theme of the Bill is encouraging participation; making
local government more accountable. However, what is the Government doing? To a
degree it is taking away the ability of a number of people to have their say. Does the
Minister for Transport say that I am wrong?
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am not saying that you are wrong; I am saying that people have the
opportunity of voting if they want to become Australian citizens.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I support that. However, why give one group of people a
right that others cannot have?
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is not a matter of whether it is right.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is a question of right or wrong. As well as being the House
of Review, we in this place would like to be seen as doing the right thing and looking
after the interests of every Western Australian, no matter what his or her background.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You would like to see everybody eligible to vote?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I think so. If I wanted to retain my vote, why should I be
restricted to forever living in the Town of Vincent, whereas my next door neighbour,
Hon Graham Edwards, can shift to Albany and retain his right to vote because he
happens to be a United Kingdom resident? To me it is wrong: It is not equal
opportunity, and it does not represent the interests of the community. The Bill does little
to show that it is fair. In debate in the other place the Minister responsible for the Bill
said in response to the statement that anyone other than a UK citizen would be
disfranchised if he moved house that that was not correct; that citizens from the UK were
treated exactly the same as any other citizen. That is not the case.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am inclined to think that it should be consistent. It does not matter
where you come from, you cannot get a vote if you are not an Australian citizen.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I am not seeking privilege for one or the other. My voting
rights should be the same as the Minister's. I am not saying that people should be
penalised, but that everybody should be treated equally. I find it amazing that the
Minister in response to a question in the other place made that statement. From reading
the second reading speech and also looking at that area of the Bill it is clear that that is
not the case. I worry a little about that. It is one area that should be changed.
I came across someone I knew personally, Paddy McDonough, during a citizenship
ceremony at a local government authority. He worked in the Water Authority and I had
always thought of him as an Australian citizen. I got the shock of my life when I saw
him among grantees at the City of Stirling ceremony. Paddy had been in Australia for 45
years before he took the plunge. He came here as a young man. The only reason he did
not take out citizenship previously was that he refused to swear allegiance to the Queen.
When the changes came about he was one of the first to be prepared to commit himself to
Australia. There are many people from the UK like Paddy McDonough who have not
become Australian citizens because they have wanted nothing to do with the monarchy.
To become Australian citizens they had to swear allegiance to the very person to whom
they refused to give their allegiance. The situation is farcical. The loyalty and
commitment of those people to this community is not under question. Many will not go
back to their country of origin; they are committed to Australia. Their families have
grown up here, and they probably have grandchildren. They have resided here for
perhaps 45 years, like Paddy McDonough. They are committed Australian residents.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They should go and become Australian citizens.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Sure. When the Act requiring the swearing of allegiance to
the Queen was changed, a number of people took up citizenship. However, why are
those who hold a UK citizenship not told that they must become Australian citizens?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Because that is the system we have in Australia. It does not make it
right.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Surely the Government can change this legislation.
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Hon E.J. Charlton: It is the same on a passport.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is still up to the Government to decide who can vote.
Before this change everyone who was a resident could move anywhere. It is no good
saying that the federal department is responsible: This action is being taken by this
Government to create these divisions, giving one group privilege over another.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is encouraging people to become Australian citizens.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is not specified in the Bill.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is obvious, isn't it?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is not obvious. All the Bill does is state that some people
have certain rights, and others have certain rights. Am I wrong?
Hon E.J. Charlton: We are saying that everybody has the same rights. If you want to be
an Australian citizen, you have all the rights.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Does the Minister want me to read that part of the second
reading speech that refers to this issue?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Why do you want to do that?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister's second reading speech says -

The Bill provides that only people who are Australian citizens - including some
British subjects -

Hon Tom Stephens: On what page is that?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: On page 10393 of Hansard.
The Government is bringing in these changes. Currently, every person has a right to vote
so long as he or she is a resident. Am I right? Why make this change which will favour
one group over another?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Don't you think people should be Australian citizens?
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: All of them, including British subjects, should be Australian
citizens. Why have different rules for one group of people?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Because they are not Australian citizens.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Why will the British subjects be advantaged?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Because they are Australian citizens.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: They are not and the Minister knows very well that is not the
case. They retain their UK citizenship; therefore, they have special status. Why drag that
into this argument? The situation should remain as it is now, with everyone being equal.
Hon E.J. Charlton: We did it in the hope that they might go back to England and go on
the dole rather than stay here.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister's response will create division in the
community.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am only joking. You take me too seriously.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I do not. This Bill provides a situation which will advantage
one group. Why does the Government not let the status quo remain? I said that I
believed that voting should be compulsory and that only Australian citizens should vote.
With respect to community involvement, all residents and ratepayers on the roll could
vote. Why not leave it at that? Why make it complicated by advantaging one group of
people? I urge the Minister to consider this part of the Bill with a view to amending it.
What the Government wants to do will result in a fiasco. It is double standards because
the Minister is saying that the Government wants to set up a code of conduct to determine
how local government should behave and how the community will be involved. He is
not dinkum because this Bill will divide the community. It will advantage one group and
either they should become Australian citizens, in which case they have a right to vote, or
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the status quo should remain. They will all be residents irrespective of whether they
choose to live in the Town of Vincent or decide to move to Mullaloo, Albany, Bunbury
or Tammuin. I know the Minister does not want them to move to Tammin and that is the
reason he supports this part of the legislation.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! Perhaps it would help if the
member directed his comments through the Chair.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It would and if I had been afforded some protection by the
Chair earlier it would have assisted me.
I ask the Minister to seriously consider this clause because it is discriminatory. It does
not refer to equal opportunity in community participation because only certain members
of the community will be able to participate in a restricted area. I urge the Minister to
amend the relevant clause to allow the status quo to remain. If that occurred everyone
would have a fair go and all citizens would have the opportunity to participate in matters
concerning their local authority.
HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [9.25 pm]: Most of the members who have
spoken to this Bill said that local government is an important area of government and that
its workload and responsibilities are increasing. The present measures being taken by
State Governments to devolve their responsibilities to the private sector will mean that
the influence of local government will increase to the point where it may become the
prime level of government in this State. I have read the Minister's second reading
speech, but I have not considered each clause of the Bill. Given my limited staff and
facilities I do not have the chance to go through every clause of every Bill.
[Quorum formed.]
Hon J.A. SCOTT: This legislation makes many good changes. I am very pleased with
the provision to open up all council meetings because it will increase local government's
accountability. The trend is for councils to respond to the community and that can only
be good for all of us. I have some concerns and agree with the concern raised by Hon
Sam Piantadosi about British citizens being treated differently from everybody else. I
wonder whether that provision would be in breach of the racial discrimination legislation.
Hon Max Evans: Are they a race?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: They are possibly discriminated against more than is any other race in
this regard. As I said, the British should be treated the same as anybody else, especially
considering their lack of support for Australia and their support for the French nuclear
tests. The information that will flow to electors through councils having to provide
reasons for their decisions and hold open meetings will make them more accountable and
that is terrific. The City of Fremantle has held open meetings for some time. That is
very good because it gives electors an opportunity to witness what goes on, especially
when controversial issues are at stake. It gives people a better understanding of why
councils undertake certain activities, and that is important.
My concerns mostly relate to voting. I cannot understand why the Government prefers a
first past the post system. One argument put to me is that that system prevents people
from encouraging dummy candidates to run to channel votes elsewhere. That is a
possibility, but it has also been put to me that the opposite can occur when important
issues are debated in the community and when candidates are struggling to achieve
change. When a government candidate or a candidate representing a large party stands
on a more broadly based issue, he could have dummy candidates running with the same
story to split the vote. Therefore, people can get in with a smaller percentage of votes.
That is an obvious error in this Bill. Like Hon Mark Nevill, I think the concern is that the
Bill is at loggerheads with some state and federal systems which, although not identical,
for the most part are based on a preferential model.
I am concerned about candidate profiles in elections. I do not think the conditions for
candidates are spelt out in this Bill. Perhaps candidates should be required to indicate
whether they have an interest in a business and that it might be of benefit that they be
elected to local government. Certainly potential exists for land developers, for example,
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to benefit from being elected to local governent. It would be an improvement if that
were spelt out in the candidate profile. I do not know whether that was the intention.
Generally, I support these provisions. The Minister has worked hard to achieve these
changes, and I commend him for that. I hope that the legislation works as well as he has
prescribed.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [9.33 pm]: It is important that
members, including my colleague Hon Jim Scott, are aware that work has gone on for a
long time on this legislation. Hon Jim Scott commiended the efforts of the Minister.
Hon J.A. Scott: All people.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I hope that the member appreciates that this legislation has been
long in its drafting. It has been on the drawing board since about 1987 and it has
involved intense activity by a number of Ministers for Local Government, including my
Labor colleagues who were previous Ministers for Local Government. I refer to the work
done by David Smith, who put up the draft Bill which was circulated widely in 1992. Of
course, previous Ministers for Local Government -

Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Kay Hallahan did quite a bit preparing the initial discussion
papers.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I acknowledge that. The effort put into this legislation has been
mammoth and has required an intensive amount of energy by a variety of members of the
current Cabinet as well as members of the previous Labor Administrations in this State.
It is pleasing that the legislation is finally before us. As Hon Alannafi MacTieman
indicated, this legislation provides the State with the first opportunity for a long time - I
think since 1960 - to put in place a comprehensive reworking of the legislation that
governs the operation of local government activities in Western Australia.
As members of Parliament we are all conscious of the very important role that this third
tier of government plays in Western Australia. It is a valuable role that is in so many
ways closer to the day to day activities of local communities throughout the State. Of
course, the effort that goes into ensuring that the work of local government is valued by
the community is very great. It is the case for all members, but throughout my
community I have day to day contact with the elected members of local government who
put in hour after hour of effort in the service of the local community.
In my time in Parliament I have noticed a transition in the face of local government as it
operates in my electorate. The role of local authorities has changed dramatically. It is a
changing role that is similar to the changes that have occurred in other parts of the State,
including the metropolitan area. Most evident in my electorate has been the transition of
the local authorities from the mid- 1970s when many were still functioning very much
like the old roads boards. Many were limited in their scope of activities and were not
really prepared to embrace the full range of activities that people in the community
believed they should take up. Gradually into the 1980s the authorities started to take up
wider responsibilities than was possible with their previously limited roles. That
increased area of responsibility and activity won for the authorities the widespread
support of the local communities. There was some resistance to the authorities in my
area accepting wider social responsibility beyond the narrow provision of basic services
such as road maintenance and rubbish collection. Gradually that resistance diminished
and local authorities took up a more proactive role in a range of areas in the local
community.
My colleague Hon Mark Nevill said that there had been a change in the politics of local
government, because local councils once comprised people from one side of politics
alone. I am reminded of that famous event, of which the occasional story has been told,
where an eminent shire councillor rose at an annual gathering of shire councillors from
around the State and said that he was vehemently opposed to the introduction of party
politics in local government and that this new phenomenon must be resisted at all costs
because, in the councillor's words, "In the old days, we all used to be Liberals."
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Did he actually say that?
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: Yes.
Hon Max Evans: Who said that?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It was relayed in this House on a number of occasions by Des
Dans.
Hon Max Evans: If you want to tell the story, you should tell it as it was. That would
give it credibility.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I got it from Des Dans, and if he said it, it must be true.
Hon Max Evans: He got it off one of the ships on Fremantle wharf, I suppose!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Even if the story is apocryphal, nonetheless -
Hon Max Evans: It makes a good story.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Yes. It depicts the reality that up until the early 1980s, local
government throughout the State did not have a strong presence of non-conservatives.
There were some areas where Labor or non-conservative people had found their way into
local government -

Hon Max Evans: Call them concerned citizens. That sounds better.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The conservatives, by and large, managed to dominate the
affairs of local government -

Hon Graham Edwards: We used to call them Liberals.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It was only in the 1980s that there was a growing presence of -
Hon I.D. MacLean: It was more like the 1970s.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: There were some in the 1970s.
Hon I.D. MacLean: There were more in the 1970s than in the 1980s.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: We are now arguing about when we saw the substantial
presence on local authorities of non-conservatives. I am convinced, from my powers of
observation and from the comments of others, that in the early 1980s, a larger number of
non-conservatives emerged in local government throughout Western Australia.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: No doubt about it.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: While we saw a significant presence of Labor personalities in
local government in the 1970s, certainly in the Fremantle council, and in the Perth City
Council, and of course around the corner in Subiaco -
Hon J.A. Scott: In the 1990s they all lost their party affiliations.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: It had a lot to do with getting rid of the unfair weighting that
was given to property franchise.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Alannah MacTiernan has raised the very good point that
local government was dominated by the restricted fr-anchise, and in turn that franchise
doubly advantaged the conservative interests in this State. It was only with theincreasing democratisation of local government that emerged in this State during the
1980s with the presence of Labor Administrations that we were successful in ensuring
that the franchise for local government was extended more widely. Is there another way
of saying non-conservatives? I think that is the right term.
[Quorum formed.]
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I anm delighted that government members are back in the House
to hear my scintillating speech on the topic of local government. Local government has
changed in the short number of years about which I am speaking.
Hon Max Evans: Is it any better since the Labor Party has become involved?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It has certainly become more representative than it was.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Certainly more women are on councils now as a result of that.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: Yes.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Are you tempted to say something, Max? Feel free.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I remind Hon Alannah MacTiernan to read Standing Order
No 84.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Towards the end of my speech, I will talk about a significant
change to the representative nature of local government and the composition of councils
other than the greater number of women who are now on councils and the spread of
representation beyond the conservative forces which, by and large, dominated the affairs
of local authorities up until the 1970s and, in a diminishing way, into the 1980s. Those
changes have been good, because they have meant that local government has become
increasingly representative. We have all, as local members of Parliament, had the
opportunity of working with people on local councils. We all know that those people are
extremely dedicated in their service, peirform a marvellous role in support of their local
communities, and work with their local members of Parliament, regardiess of their
political persuasion, in a display of hard work, determination and support for their shared
constituencies. I appreciate the opportunity of working as a local member of Parliament
with so many local authorities from the top of my electorate to the bottom on a range of
issues, to the fulfilment of our mutual responsibilities.
This Bill will ensure that local authorities and the representatives who are elected to
assume responsibility for those authorities have greater responsibility and power and less
obligation to defer to the Minister for Local Government for every decision which they
make. The administration of justice in the far flung regions of this State has relied
heavily upon the presence of justices of the peace for service on the benches of the courts
and for administering a range of laws of this State. There is pressure that argues the case
that the powers of those local justices should be reduced in recognition of the fact that
they are not qualified legal personnel and therefore should not, in the view of many, have
authority to put people into gaol, for instance. Why do I bring that into the debate?
Hon Derrick Tomldinson: We do not know.
Hon I.D. MacLean: You have confused your speech notes.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Members may ask what Bill I am on.
In the construction of this legislation there is a group of people who will have
responsibility - in many cases it is a new responsibility - for the fi~aning of local laws, as
they will be called now as a result of this Bill, that will have potentially a dramatic
impact upon our local communities. There will be an opportunity for these local
authorities to have in place local laws that can easily lead to people running foul of that
law, that up until now we have not seen. There will be the opportunity for these locally
elected people to position local laws that could lead to breaches of those local laws that
have significant impacts upon the lives of local people, and the prospects of ongoing
freedom. It would appear that some of those breaches could readily result in substantial
loss of the assets of individuals within our local communities and in turn could see the
cumulative effect where people are gaoled as a result of breaches of those local laws.
That has, of course, in part been the case in the past. However, as a result of this
significant reworking of the Local Government Act that increasingly will be the case.
There are provisions within this Bill that amuse me no end, because I have watched them
come up from time to time and be the subject of substantial and torrid debate within this
place. I remember the argument being run on the changes to the Local Government Act
from this side of the House nearly 14 years ago by my colleagues at that time. The
changes that were being proposed at that time by the O'Connor Government had escaped
the attention of the then Opposition when the Bill was considered in the Caucus and the
Labor Party found itself in a position, after adopting a position of support for the
legislation, that when the Bill finally reached the Legislative Council we had within our
ranks people who placed the Bill under close scrutiny and found themselves no longer
supportive of the amendments to the legislation. They were then placed in the awkward
situation of having to follow the Caucus decision to support the legislation, but finding
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themselves totally opposed to the legislation. My colleague Hon Peter Dowding
highlighted to the other members of the Chamber the impact of some of the amendments
that were then proposed - specifically, those amendments that dealt with local authorities'
powers in relation to hawkers and door to door sales people which would place these
small business people in a situation where at the whim of local authorities their goods,
vehicles, and chattels could be impounded. Those individuals could attract a significant
and substantial fine as a result of the powers that would have been given to those local
authorities by virtue of the amendments proposed in 1982. 1 remember the efforts of my
colleague Hon Peter Dowding to ensure that people like Hon Graham MacKinnon, who
was then in the House, understood the significance of the amendment and the fact that the
fine for breaches of local government by-laws in reference to hawking and canvassing of
goods within a local authority area against the wishes or the express rules of the by-laws
of that authority could see local authorities penalising those hawkers by impounding a
vehicle which, for instance, could be costed out in today's terms in large cash figures.
Some of the vehicles that are utilised by some of the hawkers who travel north to my
electorate include semitrailers that open up into mini-department stores in the outback
and provide for the sale of goods and have a great value. The local authorities would
have the capacity to impound those vehicles and the goods leaving them with an
opportunity of imposing penalties on those business people, for instance, that could run
up to and perhaps exceed $250 000. When those penalties were pointed out to the House,
Hon Graham MacKinnon and others indicated to the Minister handling the legislation
that it no longer had their support.
I was intrigued to find that when we were in government I was placed in the same
situation in which Hon Graham MacKinnon was placed - that is, the local authorities and
presumably the bureaucrats in the Department of Local Government had once again put
up the same legislation to the new Labor Administration. I noticed that this Bill was
once more through the party room and into the Legislative Council and about to give to
local authorities the same powers that were contained within the 1982 Bill. I had the
misfortune of having to point out to my colleague Hon Joe Berinson, who had been
present for the earlier debate, that the Bill that was now before the House as a Labor Bill
contained the same provisions that we had fought against in the debate in 1982. Those
provisions are now contained yet again within this Bill from pages 61 to 66. They equip
local authorities with extraordinary powers to impound the goods of hawkers and small
business people operating within the local authorities of this State.
It is intriguing that, once again, the conservatives - the protectors of the interests of small
businesses - want to write up such extensive provisions in the Bill, which amount to five
pages, which will give local authorities enormous powers to penalise small business
people. Some of the vehicles, and the goods inside them, are no longer worth just
$250 000. Hawkers are operating in my electorate whose vehicles alone are worth
$250 000. In some cases, the goods on those vehicles could be worth an extra $200 000
as they set out from their depots to take supplies to the station communities and
elsewhere and to sell their wares in the remote parts of this State.
To give local authorities the power to impose penalties of the kind proposed in the Bill
would presumably make our now departed colleague, Hon Graham MacKinnon, whom I
remember fondly, horrified to think that his successors to the conservative benches in this
place are yet again pressing on with this empowerment of local authorities.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Whom do you put in that category?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hawkers.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Doing what?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Selling their goods from trucks. Up in the north, many people
operate substantial hawking businesses. They travel from their depots and supply soft
goods such as haberdashery, or expensive video equipment, tape recorders, televisions,
CD players and, in some cases, small computers and the like. They are all for sale from
the back of those trucks.
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Hon E.J. Chariton: Where do they go?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Out to the towns and communities. Those large trucks swing
open and become mini deparment stores. They require the permission of the local
authority. For example, on the annual race day at Fitzroy Crossing, three or four of these
hawkers will arrive and set up within the town boundary. They set up with the
permission of the local authority and they are in competition with the other small
business operators in the town. Their rigs are substantial and cover a broad range.
Indeed, the entire value of the products is very substantial.
As we all know, Graham MacKinnon was a door to door salesman before he came to this
place. I believe he sold Singer sewing machines. He knew the life and the challenges of
a door to door salesman and I believe that he was very good at it. The assets of those
small business people, who have evolved into a phenomenon in this State and elsewhere,
will now be on the line if they breach the Local Government Act and fall foul of the local
authorities. In 1982, Graham MacKinnon asked the then Minister whether it was
appropriate to leave powers in the hands of local authorities to penalise small business
people to the extent of thousands of dollars worth of impounded goods which could be
sold off as a penalty for breaching local by-laws as they were, and which are to be local
laws under the new legislation. I ask the same question: Do we, as legislators, think that
that is appropriate? 1, for one, do not. The provisions should have been refined so that
local authorities are not left with an opportunity to victimise the hawkers or penalise
them to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars for breaching local laws.
Impounding should have been replaced in terms of the penalty or fine -

Hon E.J. Charlton: Do you support the fact that they should require approval?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Absolutely. The local authority should have the right to impose
conditions on hawkers operating within its area. That is a legitimate exercise of the
responsibilities of local government. However, the capacity to penalise and fine those
hawkers should not be left as an open ended question as it is from my reading of the Bill.
The Government is not alone in presenting such provisions. I regret to say that the same
provisions were put up when we were in government as they were under the O'Connor
Government in 1982.
Hon E.J. Charlton: What will happen when you are not here?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am not proposing to go anywhere.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Not even to Kalgoorlie.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Certainly not to Kalgoorlie.
I would like the Minister to explain in detal how the voting provisions will operate
insofar as they impact upon non-Australian residents of this State. I listened with
concern to the comments of Hon Sam Piantadosi and I inteijected with my observations
about the provisions that relate to the Bill from my understanding of it. In his second
reading speech, the Minister said that, with respect to eligibility to vote -

The Bill provides that only people who are Australian citizens - including some
British subjects - will be eligible to vote, although existing entitlements for non-
Australians will be continued in transitional provisions.

Will the Minister tell me specifically where those transitional provisions are in the Bill?
When I asked the Minister to identify the provisions referred to by Hon Sami Piantadosi,
through a ventriloquist act by Hon Bruce Donaldson I learnt that he believed that the
relevant section was clause 4.29. I have read that clause and I am none the wiser.
Hon Bruce Donaldson has probably read it as well and he is none the wiser. It does not
immediately inform us as legislators how the new provisions will impact on the voting
rights of non-Australian residents who can currently vote in local government elections.
The clause does not explain how they will be placed as a result of the Bill. I want the
Minister to take me through the operation of the legislation insofar as it relates to
residents who are non-Australian citizens.
Hon E.J. Chariton: Very briefly, it means that non-Australian citizens who are currently
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on the electoral roll will continue to be on the roll and they will continue to vote. If they
shift out of there, they will not be able to vote.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Unless they happen to be British subjects.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Will the Minister tell me which part of the Bill specifically -

Hon E.J. Charlton: I will; I do not have that detail now.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I can appreciate Hon Sam Piantadosi's concerns if the second
part of what the Minister said is correct - that is, the case for everyone other than some
British subjects who happen to be on the roll being allowed to stay on the roll and also to
transfer. Some British subjects will even be allowed to transfer.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I will find out. I cannot talk about British subjects. I am talking
about people who do not have Australian citizenship. They can continue to vote in a
shire, but if they move out they will not. I will find out further details.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I should like the Minister to detail the exact section of the Bill
that connects to that part of his second reading speech.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I have noted what the member has said, and I will obtain the detail.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is in the 1984 citizenship legislation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I should like to hear it from the Minister.
The other feature of the changing role of local government in my electorate has been the
interface of local government with Aboriginal communities of that part of the State.
When I first worked with Aboriginal people in the north east Kimberley, it was fair to say
that Aboriginal people's interests were not adequately looked after by most local
authorities within the region. Typically, Aboriginal communities found themselves
living on the edges of towns. The bitumen would stop where the last of the non-
Aboriginal residents of the community lived. Typically, Aboriginal residents lived in
reserves that were not serviced by anybody, including local authorities, even with their
then limited responsibilities for rubbish collection, road construction and road
maintenance. Aboriginal people were at best neglected and at worst positively
discriminated against by many local authorities of that time.
There were some exceptions, and one was the Shire of Halls Creek. As a result of the
presence of strong personalities on the shire for an extended period, it adopted a much
more proactive response to the needs and interests of Aboriginal people within that shire.
Of course, those personalities included my friend and colleague Hon Ernie Bridge, who
was a shire president and councillor for a long time, his brother Benny and their father
before them. They and others ensured that Halls Creek Shire Council was exceptional in
its response to the needs, interests and challenges of the Aboriginal people within its
boundaries.
I am thinking of the community based at the Mirima reserve at Kununurra. That reserve
is at the end of Speargrass Road. That road sweeps out of the town up towards the
reserve. The road is made of bitumen to the point at which the road sweeps up Kelly's
Knob and takes tourists up the hill. Only a couple of hundred people live a little further
up the road, but the bitumen stops at the junction. The bitumen serviced the tourists and
the townspeople, and that was it. That was symbolic in my view and in the view of the
Aboriginal people of the way in which local authorities ignored and rejected
responsibility for the interests of the Aboriginal population in their area.
In the 1980s, when Susan Bradley was the shire president of the Wyndham-East
Kimberley Shire Council, ably assisted by other shire councillors such as Sylvia Hurse, a
local businessperson and friend and party colleague, I was pleased to say, "I will be
pleased if you can ensure that at some stage during your term on council you will at least
get an opportunity to complete the bitumen up Speargrass Road to the Mirima village,
and ensure that that symbol of neglect is removed from the Shire of Wyndham-East
Kimberley." I also said, "I am not convinced that you will be able to do it, because local
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government is sluggish in that regard, so I will bet you a couple of cases of champagne
that you can't do it. However, if you succeed, they will be on their way to you."
Hon E.J. Chariton: I have heard about the member's involvement with champagne.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That was about my only involvement with champagne. I had
pleasure in sending the two cartons of champagne to my friends - Sylvia Hurse,
specifically - in response to the construction of the bitumen road by that local authority,
with substantial assistance from the then Labor Government, I subsequently found out.
Nonetheless, the bitumen road is completed to the Mirima village on the edges of
Kununurra. That is symbolic of local authorities' increasing involvement in accepting
responsibility for the Aboriginal residents of their communities. That is very clear in the
case of Halls Creek. Halls Creek Shire Council is vigorously pursuing the interests of the
Aboriginal community by taking the Government to court for its failure to provide
improved living conditions on the reserve adjacent to that township.
Another interesting feature is that in recent years we have seen a larger number of
Aboriginal people standing for local councils, being elected to local authorities, and
serving on local councils as representatives of their communities. I am sure that we allwelcome that. In some cases, Aboriginal people have formed a majority, which is
appropriate by virtue of the size of their population in areas such as the Shire of
Ngaanyatjarra, which is now based in Warburton. Of course, the Shire of Halls Creek
has a majority of Aboriginal people within its town boundaries and it now has a majority
of Aboriginal shire councillors. Councillors such as Ray Shadforth in Broome and
Eugene McMahon and Roy Juboy in Derby-West Kimberley Shire Council are doing a
fantastic job in the service of their Aboriginal communities and indeed the wider
community. I sing the praises of that feature. We have seen the spread of the franchise
beyond the previous narrow property base. Previous entirely conservative councils are
now increasingly representative.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [10. 19 pm]: It is very fortunate thatHon Tom Stephens finished his contribution by referring to the franchise being extended
to Aboriginal people taking part in local elections, and it has been extended to their
becoming representatives. I will be interested to hear Hon Phil Lockyer's views on whatI am about to say. I am about to depart from the general thrust of the debate so-far and
ask this House to consider some views - some of which I have held for some time and
others to which I have recently been converted.
So far every speaker on this side of the House has said that they support the Bill, and I
join with them in that support because it is not before time that we see a Bill that reflects
to some extent the changes taking place in local government. The Bill should be
welcomed. However, I wonder if we could consider for a minute the complaints that
have been raised by members on this side about the size of the Bill, its complicated
nature, the understanding on both sides that there will need to be substantial amendments
to the legislation as time goes by and that it will be a matter of suck it and see to
recognise mistakes and substantial amendments that may be required to reflect changes in
local shires.
I have mentioned in this House previously that I regret the fact that the L.abor Party
dropped from its policies the abolition of the Legislative Council. It has been
demonstrated over the years that the Legislative Council's review function is somewhat
marred by the fact that there has never been any political group other than the
conservatives in control of this place. I do not see the need for this House at all.
However, my party has decided by majority that it supports the Council and that is the
position we hold. I now go a little further and follow the thinking of some of my
colleagues on this side who believe that perhaps we should be looking at State
Government as an entity. In other words, if the Legislative Council is not doing its job, if
we as members of the Council are superfluous to the electors of this State, if we are an
economic burden and do not give value for money in terms of what we can do in this
place, then perhaps that same abolition argument can be extended to include the lower
House.
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I say that because, as a member who has served only one year on Roeboumne Shire
Council and one year on a United Kingdom shire, it occurs to me - and my membership
of this place has demonstrated to me - that the efficiency of local government, its local
involvement in delivering a most efficient use of taxpayers' or ratepayers' dollars,
suggests that it is the best group to identify some of the issues facing the community.
Every aspect of the Bill is designed to achieve the aim of making local government more
effective. By the same token, it also provides a way of keeping control within the state
sphere - that is, the State Parliament - because that is what we are used to.
I have not used this debate within the party rooms and I suggest that it would probably
not be accepted by the majority of Labor Party members. However, it is a fortuitous time
to ask the House and the Minister to consider some aspects of this Bill that in my view
reflect the recognition of the worth of the third tier of government - local government - as
opposed to the worth of the State Parliament. We use the term "State Parliament" but we
also use the term "local government". State Government describes the executive tier of
government. Local government describes every councillor, there is no executive at local
government level, unless one counts the chairman or the mayor.
We have aspects of local government that demonstrate the usefulness of people elected at
a local level maintaining local input and being able to identify the best use of the dollars
collected through taxes or rates. We talk about having a special form of election for
councillors; a special election in terms of changes that may take place requiring a 75 per
cent majority when the council or shire membership is 11 or more; and the need for
people to vote by post. This executive is coming some way towards recognising the
importance of the third tier without taking the extra step and saying that if we have given
the power to collect taxes almost exclusively to the Federal Government then the ability
to spend that money for the most part should rest with the third tier of government rather
than the middle tier - the State Government.
This Bill allows for by-laws to be published and used by local government without
reference to the Minister. On the one hand, it gives authority to the local authority but on
the other hand it takes it away. There are no changes in local by-laws being approved by
the Minister for Local Government. The change proposed in this Bill is that those by-
laws will also be subject to disallowance in the same way that regulations are; that is, as
of now, the Delegated Legislation Committee will no longer look at by-laws. However,
the Bill allows for by-laws to become local laws and therefore subject to disallowance by
this Parliament. We are giving local authorities a better avenue by which to manage, but
we will not allow it the final responsibility for its actions and to behave in the way that
we like to think we behave. That demonstrates an understanding of the difficulties facing
local government at the moment.
It has to be said that, in spite of things like Wanneroo Inc and other suspicions of
corruption, by far the greater majority of local authorities - be they shires, town councils
or whatever - deliver the services they provide at the local level. There is no doubt about
that; no-one is thinking of abolishing local government. If a person has a complaint, he
can go to his elected representative, who probably would not and should not live very far
away - and in the majority of cases does not. That person can see the member at the local
shopping centre, in the pub, or wherever and have a chat. In the case of members of
Parliament, except in the metropolitan area, the ability for electors to chat is limited
because of the distances involved. It is understandable that if we were to be local
representatives, the cost to the taxpayer would be phenomenal. I do not understand why
it is not appreciated on the other side of the political fence that local authorities deserve
proper recognition and that they should be given the power to make their own mistakes.
As members of Parliament, often we seem to think that only we can do the right thing,
although it has been proved beyond doubt on many occasions that local authorities can
make those decisions and, in many cases, implement them more effectively than we can.
For example, local authorities would not for one minute contemplate appointing a
Minister for Water Resources; they would just ensure that water was supplied to the local
people. We have spoken recently about what happened in Newman when the Water
Authority laughed at the gift offered by BHP to the community, of a water treatment
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plant worth $3m. The Water Authority decided not to accept it, but the local authority
overruled the Water Authority. Having polled the people of Newman it has decided to
increase the rates and take over the water treatment plant, which Will provide the quality
of water people want. If the Minister for Water Resources or Water Authority personnel
lived in Newman - of course no-one from the Water Authority even works in Newman,
let alone lives there - it would be a different kettle of fish. Because those people live
nowhere Newman they thumbed their nose at the $3m gift offered by BHIP. That is an
example of the local authority taking responsibility for its community. It made the
decision and will raise the rates, but it knows that the Minister can overrule it. The
Minister, who lives a considerable distance from Newman, is entitled under the current
Act to prevent the implementation of that decision. Even though the Bill will give the
local authority more power to make those decisions, at the end of the day the Minister
will still be able to interfere with or overturn a decision of the council. This Parliament,
by disallowance, can also overrule the council.
I am very much aware that some people on my side of the political fence decry local
authorities. Some members of Parliament think they are a bunch of interfering, amateur
busybodies. Without exception, those who have that opinion have never served on a
local government council; they take that view without any experience of the situation. It
flies in the face of commonsense to think that members of Parliament who are paid good
salaries are necessarily capable of providing a service better than that provided by those
councillors who are not paid. At the moment the situation is structured in such a way that
anybody with an interest in local government, apart from carrying out research, making
decisions and spending time at council meetings, also has the spectre of the Minister on
his or her shoulder. Local authority councillors are heroes, except those few who are
corrupt. It is about time we recognised why people, apart from those who are politically
motivated, are reluctant to stand in local government elections. Hlon Doug Wenn pointed
out that those who think there are no party politics in local government have obviously
been living on another planet, because it is quite obvious that there are. Those people
who want to be involved in local government to make a difference could lose wages by
attending daytime meetings and, having gone through a convoluted exercise, must accept
that their decisions may be overturned. Is it any wonder that some people who are
elected have motives which are less than honourable?
Some people decry the fact that few people vote in local government elections. It is no
wonder when the decisions of the councillors can be treated as mickey mouse decisions,
which can be overturned by a Minister, or a public servant advising the Minister, who has
never lived in or, in some cases, even visited the local authority area in which decisions
have been made in a democratic way. We must recognise the desire of local authorities
to do things by consensus. Although party politics play a role in local government
elections, the political parties and the independents will agree most of the time on the
proposals put before them. They know the issues have been researched, and they have
the assistance and guidance of the shire clerk, shire engineer and other personnel
appointed by the council. It is rare for a political blue to occur among the councillors.
People will bend over backwards to ensure the decisions are reached by consensus. If
amendments are needed for a particular decision or by-law, local authorities are far more
able to take account of the other person's point of view than are the members in this
Chamber. Because of my political background and the political background of my
opponents, on some issues we can never agree because decisions have been made in
Caucus or in the party rooms of the Liberal Party and the National Party, and we must all
abide by them. It is difficult for such decisions to be changed.
I am intrigued by that part of the Bill which enables people to have two votes - one for
the place in which a person resides, and another for the place in which he or she owns a
business. That is different from the way we view democracy, although there are major
differences between members in this Chamber on the one-vote-one-value issue. I
suppose it is the good old Communist Party philosophy that some people are more equal
than others. I am concerned that the Bill makes no attempt to encourage shires and towns
to adopt ward systems. Local authorities should be divided into wards to enable the local
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member to represent his or her community and reflect the local community view.
Members of the community should be able to chat to their local government
representative and tell him or her about their problems.
I am also intrigued by the provision in the Bill that local by-laws must be at least
advertised locally, in some cases statewide, before they can be proclaimed or gazetted.
There is no such demand on us or the Executive to have laws widely advertised or
proclaimed even before they are introduced to the Parliament. On many occasions a Bill
will come before the House on which hardly any consultation has taken place. I suppose
that one of the jobs we do in this place is point out to the Executive concerns of some
groups within our constituencies who are very severely affected by laws. There is no
compunction on the Executive to undertaken any wide ranging consultation.
However, I am well aware of the amount of consultation that has taken place with this
Bill. That is why the Labor Party and I will do nothing else but support this measure.
Some of the clauses and some of the divisions are written in a strange manner.
Nonetheless, the briefings provided by the Minister have been quite detailed. In some
instances although the adviser was not able to give a detailed explanation of what a
clause meant, he said that some decisions had to be made from a political rather than a
practical or expedient point of view. That is also understandable. I think that can be
accommodated. From the Minister's attitude it is easy to see that he wants to be as
cooperative as possible with this side of the Chamber. We too have demonstrated our
desire for cooperation.
Another aspect of the Bill intrigues me. The second reading speech, the Bill and the
briefings I have attended reinforce the view I have adopted about how we see the third
arm of Government. The Bill is like a reward. We as a Chamber, rather than the
executive arm of the Government, have talked to local governments and told them that
the concerns they had will be addressed. At some stage of the game the Minister has
spoken to the Western Australian Municipal Association, the Local Government
Association or the Country Shire Councils Association. At the end of the discussion on
the one hand the Minister said that was as far as he was prepared to go and on the other
hand those associations said that he went a great deal towards the way they wanted to go,
but a halt had to be called at some time. That final step of giving local councils more
authority, transfers it from both Chambers of this State Parliament to local government.
Hon E.J. Charlton: With extra opportunity comes extra responsibility. Obviously not all
people in local government see things the same way; there is a variation. You made the
point about how far a Minister should go. As has been said a number of times, this
legislation has been in the making for about eight years. We will never see 100 per cent
agreement. The funding process of local government, for all its various responsibilities,
is devolution of the State Government. That is the way of the Contstitution.
Hon TOM HELM: It would be difficult for me to express the view I have now in my
own party room to people such as Hon Alannah MacTiernan and others who have served
on local councils. I do not suggest for one minute that the view I am putting forward will
be held by those local authority associations. It is not a policy view of the Labor Party.
We must deal with things the way they are. I did not hear Hon Sam Piantadosi 's view.
In spite of the fact that he feels slighted about the fact that UK born -
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: They are British subjects. It is quite a different matter, they
could have been born in Hong Kong, Sri Lanka or India. It is not a race matter.
Hon TOM HELM: Even though Hon Sam Piantadosi feels slighted by that, it does not
really matter because no-one can take away the fact that the Minister and his department
in amending this legislation have put in the hard work. The feedback from associations is
that the Bill is a true reflection of the way people feel. I am trying to say that it is
understandable - certainly not a criticism by me - of the associations' decision making
process. That is where we are at. That is how people view the third tier of local
government. The Bill gives additional authority to local authorities. That is a step
towards recognition of the way local authorities will move in the future. They should be
able to attract federal and state funds to deliver services. In the welfare field they are
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certainly able to identify and deliver services to disadvantaged people in their
communities. That arrangement can be spread into the roles referred to by Hon Tom
Stephens. He referred to the maintenance and building of roads being open to councils. I
do not think that issue is relevant only to Aboriginal communities. Pastoral,
manufacturing and other industries would be enhanced greatly if decent roads were
provided in certain areas.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Local government is responsible for 82 per cent of the State's roads.
Hon TOM HELM: That is crazy. That is the funding the Federal and State Governments
provide to local authorities so that they can make the decisions. Delivery of services
should not be solely a State Government responsibility unless something relates to the
State as a whole. Perhaps the Federal Government has not taken the full responsibility
for roads it should; therefore the State Government has taken on some of that
responsibility with the 40 a litre levy. Hon Eric Charlton said that 82 per cent of the
responsibility for woads is with local government. I believe that one funding authority
should supply the local authorities with funds so that they can build the roads they
believe are necessary. A council of state Ministers meets with their federal counterparts
and discusses how the cake should be cut. Rather than the council of Ministers, local
authority representatives or their associations should decide what portions of the cake to
allocate. The money should be taken from the bucket and put into where it is meant to
go. It now comes down to tied and untied funds given to the State Government which are
then distributed to the shires.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You might be interested to know that in the case of road funds local
government is getting from the State, we now have a system in place where nine regions
make the decisions about where the money will be spent. Some of the shires are not
happy about it because, from a collective point of view, they are frightened that their
shires might miss out. They want Main Roads or the State Government to be the umpire.
It is doing what you are saying; it is giving them greater autonomy in their decision
making.
Hon TOM HELM: The analogy about the council of Ministers is a good one. The States
are equivalent to regions in that case. We argue that the Eastern States deliver nothing
and get everything. It is a fair argument, and I say that not just because I live here. The
figures back it up. We provide the wealth and get less of the cake because we have fewer
people in Western Australia. It is difficult to get Eastern States people to understand the
difficulties associated with the proportion and geographic distribution of the population
in a State this size. I am not mentioning this based on which party controls the Executive
at this time. Previously I have thought through the reasons that the upper House is just a
waste of time and a waste of space, and I still hold that point of view. However, I am
starting to lean more towards the view that the State Parliament, including the
Executive - irrespective of whether it is Labor or Liberal - is just getting in the way.
What happens in road funding is a fair reflection of what happens in the delivery of
services across the board. Sure, we have good reason for some aspects of federal
spending being done on a regional basis, and [ have no problem with that. Basically,
those areas are few and far between. They may run to education, transport and health -
but that is about it - in a desire to maintain some uniformity. We should be educated as
Australians, not Western Australians, and the same concept should apply to the delivery
of health services, for example.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That would be all right if we had the same population and the same
density as Sydney has, but we do not. The people in the north already have enough
dislike for the decision makers in Perth, given their remoteness from them. Three or four
generations of bureaucrats in Canberra would not know where Halls Creek is.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: You don't know what the profile of bureaucrats in Canberra is.
I think you are quite wrong.
Hon TOM HELM: If the Minister wants to slag off about public servants, he should
know that those from the north would hold the bureaucrats in Perth in as low a regard as
they do the bureaucrats in Canberra. Whether his statement is justified does not matter.
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Hon E.J. Charlton: That is what I said.
Hon TOM HELM: My view is that if the State Executive helps to distribute funds, those
in the north consider that it is just another few dollars being spent on administration, to
buy more cars or computers. It is not delivering the goods at the coalface. I do not mean
this as a criticism. I am in a glasshouse myself, in that my party is probably not
supportive of this view, in the same way as members of the Chamber probably are not.
This debate provides us with an opportunity to look at the elements of the legislation, and
to take into consideration the bipartisan support for it. People should not slag off at
something when they have been part of the complete consultation process that has taken
place for many years about it. The department cannot be criticised for something about
which there has been consultation for such a long time. No-one should say that there has
not been full and complete consultation about this legislation. Somewhere down the
track we will need to grasp the nettle and respond to the shires that want to make their
own decisions on many of these matters, which they cannot do now. Some shire
presidents resent the fact that the State Government can tell them on what areas they can
spend money.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I agree with the principle of what the member is saying about greater
devolvement of decision making to local government. That is the thrust of what we have
in this Bill. My only problem is that you are saying that we should get the State
Government out of it and that the funds should be given direct to local government from
the Federal Government. However, the track record in that respect is pretty dismal.
Hon TOM HELM: That culture is in place now. Perhaps I have been looking at local
authorities through rose-coloured glasses. There have been many examples of those who
have been described as jumped up, amateur do-gooders or bleeding hearts getting voted
in on the back of an 8 per cent or 9 per cent turnout at an election, who would not have a
clue which way their nose is pointing. By the same token, we must talk about a change
in the mind-set of the existing culture. It is a huge step to present a Bill like this, taking
into account all the issues that have been put to us. I know the amendments moved in the
lower House were handled in a cooperative fashion. However, a good analogy is that it
has been a process of two steps forward and one step backward.
I am a member of the Standing Committee on Legislation. The committee thought about
coming back to the Chamber to ask for a change in its terms of reference to enable it to
look at the by-laws because they have not been tabled as yet. However, because of its
other work commitments the committee did not get around to it. I thought it was a good
idea because the by-laws could have been considered in conjunction with the Bill. I then
realised that, if necessary, the Minister could disallow those by-laws. Even if a by-law is
not disallowed when it is tabled, the Minister could still do so when it was put into effect.
A by-law could be in place for a year or two and the Minister could still amend it. To a
large extent, it gives a false vision of the future for local authorities.
This legislation continues with the concept of model by-laws. If an area such as health is
to be regulated or some action needs to be taken, a standard set of by-laws will be
modified a little to suit the needs of a local authority. It is a reflection of what the State
Government has done.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is exactly what you want. That is responding to the local
situation.
Hon TOM HELM: It is. There should not be a radical change between one shire or
another when delivering health services or whatever. It is a reflection of what this State
is doing in the Council of Ministers in regard to matters of interest to all States, not
necessarily at funding times but putting in place uniform laws.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Unfortunately, the Ministers have denigrated themselves into a
position where they waste a fair bit of time, because decisions have been made before the
federal Ministers arrive. The federal government Ministers have pretty much determined
the funding.
Hon TO)M HELM: I wonder if this is a reflection of this concept of uniform laws being
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relatively new. I am sure that local authorities will go down that track at some stage. I
do not know if there is a formal amialganmation between the Local Government
Association, the Western Australian Municipal Association -

Hon E.J. Charlton: WAMA is totally representative of local government bodies and it
seems to be working pretty well.
Hon TOM HELM: Maybe that is the basis of the ideas I am putting forward in my
contribution to this debate. Maybe one day the State Parliament will be called WAMA!
Maybe that is the track we are going down. I do not know the cost of running the
Parliament. One can figure out the cost of government and the services it provides. As
regards the cost of running this place, I have raised on a number of occasions questions
related to the building and the working conditions and how they need to be changed. I
am not sure I should pursue it now with too much vigour, because maybe that will be
laughing in the face of what I believe in.
Hon E.J. Charlton: We have taken the first step in this Bill. We have made local
government people eligible to be paid, so we are starting to go down the same path.
Hon TOM HELM: How long will people cop paying twice in that sense? We cannot
argue with that. It is a pretty good road to go down. I know people who are on councils
and have to apologise for missing meetings because they cannot afford to lose wages.
Because of people's inability to do without wages, we are reducing the pool of people we
should be trying to attract to serve on those authorities. I wonder how many people
would be interested in looking at the money for the cost of Parliament being used to
support and strengthen local government. I support the Bill.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon John Halden (Leader of the Opposition).

MOTION - DISALLOWANCE
Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No 966-33 South-East Corridor South of

An-nadale
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [ 11.08 pm]: I move -

That the Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No 966-33 South-East
Corridor South of Armadale published in the Gazette on 24 October 1995 and
tabled in the Legislative Council on 24 October 1995 be, and is hereby,
disallowed.

I was very keen for the Minister to be here for the debate. There are extremely good
arguments that need to be put. We are not moving this motion in a pro forma way but we
hope that the Minister will seriously contemplate the propositions that we are putting
forward. Because this matter falls within the inister's constituency, he has every
reason for concern.
Hon Peter Foss: We cannot amend it; we can only object to it.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is right, but with a view to subsequently amending it
and putting it through the House. We support the vast bulk of the amendments, but we
have considerable concern about the area surrounding the Byford Trotting Training
Complex. We believe that the amendment as it currently stands threatens the long term
viability of this unique and very important facility. We and certainly the residents of the
local authority in the area also have a great deal of concern that due process has been
denied the residents and relevant interest groups in the Byford region. I will be focusing
on the first aspect of our concerns, which is the substantive planning issue. My
colleague, Hon Nick Griffiths, hopefully will be able to address the planning
irregularities.
The trotting facility in the south east corridor was originally located in the Wynne Park
region in Armadale. Over the years, urban encroachment moved towards the Armadale
region. In 1969 it was decided to escape that encroaching suburbia and to move the
trotting facility out to Byford. Consequently, in 1969 the Byford Trotting Training
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Complex was established. Between 1969 and now, which is some 26 years, manymillions of dollars, both private and public, have been invested into setting upinfrastructure around that complex. The WA Trotting Association, a public organisation,has spent a great deal of money setting up a high performance fast track, which is usedfor trials every Sunday and for training work on a daily basis. It has set up a jogging
track and equine swimming pool and stalls. That is the public expenditure.
As was originally planned, private trainers have set up around this. It is important toremember that most of the operators in this area are part-timers. Not only is this a matterof their business, but it is part of their way of life. Around the training tracks they haveset up their homes, stables and yards. It is important for those people, given that they arepart-timers, that the facility be located within commuting distance fr-om Perth. If they areunable to access other employment they simply will not be able to maintain theirinvolvement. The concept of publicly owned facilities and tracks surrounded by privateinterests has been successful. I understand that it is a concept based on the Grande Bois
on the outskirts of Paris.
Hon Peter Foss: What was that?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I will translate it for the Minister - it means the big wood.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: The Minister has a fascination for French correspondence.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I notice his interest in letters French! A similar facility is
the Carragh outside Dublin.
Hon I.D. MacLean interjected.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: What did the member say?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! Hon Alannah MacTiemanshould address her comments to the Chair and interjections will cease.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I do not necessarily want thenm to cease because theinterjections of Hon lain MacLean are always a great source of mirth. We are compilinga digest of them, which will be very handy in the next election.
Hon I.D. MacLean interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The interjections are out of order.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: So successful has this complex been that it has now becomethe backbone of harness racing in Perth. That is an important industry and it is anindustry that has drawn its strength from the continued success of the Byford TrottingTraining Complex. The Opposition's concern with the scheme contained in theamendment before us is that it proposes to bring urban development into the boundary ofthat facility. Under this proposal the area will be zoned urban up to a distance of some200 metres from the outer boundaries of the complex, and the area from that 200 mperimeter to the edge of the complex will be zoned urban deferred. This bringing ofurban development to the boundary has created great alarm to the residents and users ofthe equestrian centre and to the local authority in which Byford is located; that is, theShire of Serpentine-Jarrabdale. Their fears are rational. They are concerned that the1960's experience in Armadale will be repeated and that, having been pushed out ofArmadale, they will be pushed further from Byford.
The reason this can occur is that once urban development is allowed to the edge of such afacility, residential complaints begin. They complain about the euphemisticallydescribed pungent smells and the dust, flies and noise. This is the sort of problem withwhich I had some experience in the City of Perth, although it was not horses in that case.I was one of the few on the Perth City Council who saw the error in promoting residentialdevelopment in the heart of Northbridge. The Arcadia nightclub, which runs a dusk untildawn entertainment facility, was concerned when it was proposed to convert a factorynext to it into a residential complex. I spoke strongly against the proposal because of theexperience I had seen in Germany where even in the grooviest of cities, Frankfurt, onecould not stay out after 2.00 am because the supposedly great mix of residential and
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entertainment areas were in fact incompatible. As a result of residents' complaints no
night spot was able to be open later than 2.00 am.

Hon Derrick Tomnlinson: How do you respond to the argument that if people choose that
lifestyle, they should be allowed to?

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is exactly what was argued when it was proposed to
put the residential development next to the nightclub. My concern was that there would
be protest. It was said that people who bought these units would understand that they
were right in the middle of Northbridge and would accept it - that is, buyer beware.
However, the reality is that people look at these sorts of units at 12 o'clock on a Sunday
afternoon when it is all quiet, buy the units and move in. Every one of my concerns was
vindicated because within a short time a huge protest was launched and applications were
made to the liquor licensing division to stop this nightclub functioning in those hours.

Experience has it that no matter how well informed people are beforehand about a facility
such as this, once they get in there in number they will start protesting. It is often the
case when people select these properties that they are impressed by the attractiveness of
the area. It is only when they start living there that they realise the pervasiveness of the
odours, dust, flies and noise. In the real world that concept of buyer beware does not
appear to work. It is almost inevitable that if we allow the residential development to go
up to within a short distance of the facility, we will get those sorts of complaints and
pressure will be put on the Government and local government to do something about it.
That will undermine the viability of the industry.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: What is a reasonable distance for the buffer zone?

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I will get to that. I am interested in what Hon Derrick
Tomlinson considers reasonable.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I think a reasonable buffer is 500 mi.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That seems quite sensible. I will address the precise nature
of the buffer later. These are serious issues. Another problem that is generated by
allowing urban development to encroach right up to the boundaries - this is not one I
would have thought of if I had not spoken to the trainers - is the threat to horses and
human safety. It appears that horses, particularly younger horses, often run away from
tracks during training and trials. This is not particularly a concern while the surrounds
are either rural or bush. Generally the horse comes to rest or can be recaptured before
injury to itself or someone else. Once there is increased urbanisation - increased roads
and increased road traffic and human traffic - the risk of accident and injury to both the
horses and humans is far greater.
A third concern is that if a facility is to continue to be viable, it is desirable that there be
some room for expansion - not simply expansion of the trotting activity, but of the
associated equine activity. As the population of Perth increases the demand for equine
facilities will increase. My concerns are not hypothetical; they have been borne out in
other countries as well as in Australia, which is even more relevant.

I refer to the Randwick racing facility, and members will know that Randwick is a middle
distance suburb of Sydney which is probably about 10 kilometres, certainly no more than
15 kilometres, from the city. It is interesting that evidence led by the pro-development
forces - those who would like to see the area zoned urban and urban deferred - was that
Randwick should be taken as an example of how residential development can abut an
equine complex. It would appear no corroborating evidence was presented in support of
that sort of development. On the other hand, both the shire and the Byford Equestrian
Group presented a range of evidence that there were real problems in Randwick. I
understand a letter was tabled from a Randwick health inspector pointing out the range of
problems experienced at Randwick. He said it had been decided that the racing facility in
Randwick can no longer issue additional stable licences. A cause of great concern to the
community is that their corroborated evidence does not crack a mention in the documents
compiled by the commission or in the documents tabled in this House. However, the
totally uncorroborated evidence of the pro-developers that it is all hunky dorey in
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Randwick has been accepted at face value. It is a concern affecting one's confidence inthe commission and, not unnaturally, it has contributed to the great lack of confidence thecommunity has in the objectivity of the commission in the way it compiled its reports andrecommendations.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Surely you did not have to go to Randwick for that information.
You could have gone to Ascot, which is in your electorate.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: And in Hon Derrick Tomlinson's electorate. Pressure isbuilding in that area to have the trainers moved out.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That is not what the City of Belmont is saying.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It is certainly what the trainers are saying. A standingcommittee of which I am a member recently took evidence from people associated withthe racing industry. Concern was expressed about the Bennett Brook area being takenout of the equation because it was seen as a place to which the displaced trainers fromBelmont could move.
The situation to which I am referring is identical to the situation at Randwick. On theone hand there was corroborated evidence which was not included in the reports and onthe other hand there was uncorroborated evidence which supported the originalaspirations of the commission but was included in the reports. I would like to hear theMinister's explanation of that very uneven treatment.
It is instructive to look at the original structure plan developed by the State PlanningCommission because it did not give any recognition to this facility. In fact, it indicatedthat it saw the facility and the industry in the area as having a very limited life. Theoriginal plan basically zoned this unique complex entirely out of existence. The tracksand public areas were rezoned urban deferred and the special rural zone, which made upthe complex from which the private trainers operated, was zoned urban. A spiritedprocess followed and the State Planning Commission made a move. It reversed therezoning of the complex, but did not give any attention whatsoever to what might be thelarger planning needs of the complex operating within its general environment. Quiteclearly, the agenda of the planning authorities has basically been to move this facility.Under pressure, there has been a limited compromise to leave the facility there, but theassociated planning of the area has put in question the long term viability of this industry.It would seem - I would be happy to hear evidence to the contrary - that the evidence hasbeen deliberately slanted to give weight to those forces that want this area heavilyurbanised.
The State Planning Commission's credentials in properly planning this area are veryquestionable. The Minister, Richard Lewis, obviously appreciated at the end of the daythat the plans proposed by the commission were not adequate. He came up with aproposal for a 200 metre urban deferred zone around the perimeter of the complex toprovide the residents with the protection they required. The Minister said in an article inThe West Australian that designating this area urban deferred rather than urban wouldenable more planning so that a solution could be worked out. The Opposition recognisesthat implicit in that comment is the recognition that zoning to urban deferred is not aresolution to the problem, but it is buying time to make a decision on whether moreplanning should take place.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: It means what it says; that is, it would be destructive to these goodpeople's livelihoods and lifestyles.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I agree. In fact, I was about to say that the Minister'sstatement was nonsense. It is worrying that the same flawed argument used by theMinister was to justify the rezoning of the priority 2 area in Bennett Brook to urbandeferred. Members will recall that major concerns were expressed by the EnvironmentalProtection Authority about the viability and desirability of the Bennett Brook area beingzoned urban development. The explanation by Minister Lewis was that the Governmentwould rezone it now and if there were a problem it would be considered at a later stage.It is an extraordinarily reckless approach to planning. Anyone with any experience in
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planning knows that rezoning to urban deferred will immediately give rise to an
expectation that the area will one day be subdivided for urban development. This
expectation produces an immediate price hike in that land. It is difficult for the genuine
rural users to remain in the area because the land and rating values increase. It also
makces it difficult for new players, with normal turnover, to buy into that sort of land. It
is possible for speculators, and the speculators are the ones who become interested in
buying into those areas. However, the genuine rural users will have difficulty moving in
at the elevated prices resulting from the rezoning of land to urban deferred. It is
completely irresponsible to move to a rezoning of urban deferred unless one is absolutely
confident that at the end of the day one wants to develop the land. To say that we will do
it now and consider it later is a fantasy. We know that it is much less likely once the
process happens. Once we start making it difficult for the genuine rural users and
allowing the speculators in, the people who paid high prices in the expectation of a future
subdivision will make it difficult for a future Minister to reverse the zoning. It is always
possible to zone up. It is easy because there will be little opposition from the landowners
to zoning up the land. It is more difficult to zone down the land.
On two occasions we have had what I can only describe as an irresponsible decision that
we will retain it as urban deferred and if there is a problem we will consider that later.
That is not the way to go. There should be a proper decision that the land will be
developed as urban, and all the problems should be sorted out before any decision is
made.
It is the unanimous view of the Serpentirie-Jarrahdale council, which represents the
interests not only of the Byford community or of the equine groups but also of the
broader community in the large municipality of Serpentine-Jarrahdale, that this is a very
important facility for the region, and it should be protected by something much more
substantial than what is proposed. The council believes that the proposed buffer is not
only inadequate in size but also of its nature temporary and therefore inadequate to
address the long term interests and viability of the industry. The council and the equine
groups have prepared and endorsed an alternative plan which I am sure the Mnister has
seen, as has Hon Derrick Tomnlinson.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I understand that he will support it.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I genuinely hope so.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: It is in his electorate.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: This plan has brought the buffer out to a drainage corridor
which is proposed to surround the complex. As members will be aware, much of
Serpentine-Jarrahdale is very low lying. It is certainly not far above sea level. With
increased urbanisation and development in the area there will be a need to provide
comprehensive and sophisticated systems to deal with run off. There are problems also
because the area drains into the Peel Estuary, which has real problems with nutrient
contamination. These drainage corridors will be essential to holding the water until such
time as the high phosphorous levels drop so we will not be feeding high levels of nutrient
into a system which is already under some strain. When looking at the natural drainage
patterns of the area immediately surrounding the Byford Trotting Training Complex, we
see a corridor roughly some 500 metres from the edge of the equine complex. It has been
established that there will be a need for an extensive drainage corridor, and if we look at
the natural landfall -

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon A.J.G. MacIERNAN: I do not mind if my colleagues direct their remarks to the
other side, but I would like them to give me some support.

Hon Derrick Tomnlinson: They are giving you a message.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: No. The member has a particular affinity with Hon Phil
Lockyer, and he cannot help himself.
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Following the natural drainage pattern we see that there will be a corridor roughly 500metres from the edge of the complex. It is not uniformly that distance. At the westernboundary the drainage corridor will press against the facility. On the eastern boundarythe corridor will range from zero to about 300 metres. A desirable barrier is not simply aquestion of distance. One of the reasons that the local authority and the equine groupsare very keen to adopt a drainage corridor is the quality of the corrdor. Effectively thesewill be trenched areas and for a large part of the year at least will contain water and beheavily vegetated and wooded. They provide a quality of barrier that will probably, inmany respects, be even greater than that provided simply by distance. The boundarieswill provide very good noise and dust barriers and protection for the runaways referred to
earlier.
This amendment proposes a uniform 200 metre barrier around the edge of the complex.The shire and residents propose to extend that so that in some instances it will go out tothe naturally forming drainage corridor, which will be vegetated and wooded. At the endof the day when we tally up the amount of extra land that will be excised from urbandevelopment it is not a great deal, particularly when we consider that there is nosuggestion that the land that falls inside the barrier is not being developed. Rather, itshould be rezoned special rural, which would result in subdivisions of probably one ortwo acre lots. I must admit that I have not done the homework thoroughly but Iunderstand that we are talking about a reduction of some 2 000 residents within theByford area. That is, there will be a reduced occupancy of 2 000 to 2 500 people.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: That can be significant, taking into account the whole area.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I raise this matter in response to what I know will be theMinister's comments in reply, because we have had this debate on several otheroccasions and I recognise that while we have our immigration policies we will continueto have pressure for urban expansion. I think the Greens and the Democrats also support
that view.
Hon Derrick TomlAinson: More pertinent is the argument raised by the Shire of Swan,which is concerned that if we maintain special rural rather than urban to changesubdivisions in the Swan Valley, we will deprive the shire of substantial rate revenue.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Perhaps I can address that later as I develop the argument.
Hon Peter Foss: I thought you had nearly finished.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Not at all, Minister. I intend to be here for at least anotherthree hours, particularly if it takes that long to get through to the Minister.
The problem in Perth is that we do have an expanding population and we do need toaccommodate that population. It is probably not terribly realistic politically for eithermajor party simply to say that we will not release any further land for urbandevelopment, although that may be desirable in some ways. In this instance, because weare talking at the end of the day about a small number of people who may be moved outof the area, the argument is unconvincing. It is not as though we are saying that this is anarea of some 30 000 or 40 000 people. We are talking about a very small number ofpeople.
It becomes even more significant, and the argument becomes even more unconvicing,when we consider that the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale is not saying that it does notwant any urbanisation in its area. The shire accepts that over the next 20 years, it willmove from a population of some 9 000 to some 70 000. I note the look of horror on theface of the Clerk of the Legislative Council, who enjoys a rural lifestyle by night and byweekend. The shire's view is that it can accommodate within its boundaries sufficientdevelopment to compensate for any loss of development in that immediate Byford area.Therefore, the shire is not acting as a "nimby' and saying that it does not wantdevelopment in its area. The local authority is being very responsible and is prepared tocop its share of urban development. The shire has suggested that other areas that will beclose to the extension of Tonkin Highway will be able to take extra numbers. It is a verylarge area, there is plenty of land around that area generally, and there is the capacity to
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add a few new urban villages to provide compensation for that loss in the area
surrounding the Byford complex.

It is obvious from the press reports that on some occasions the Minister for Planning
seems to accept that there are real problems with the proposal, even as modified by him,
and he tells the public, "This is a very large amendmnent; this is only one portion of the
amendment; and it will take too much time to take this amendment back and make the
adjustment to accommodate the Byford situation." That is unacceptable. It may be that
to withdraw this amendment and to moderate it so that it does make proper provision for
Byford will take an extra six months or 12 months. However, the amendment will have a
profound effect on that area for the next 30 years, and it is not acceptable to go ahead
with a flawed plan because of the difficulty in getting it right. It is well worth waiting
another six months or so to make the appropriate adjustments so that at the end of the day
we do not leave the trotting industry in a vulnerable situation, we do not undervalue this
facility, and we do not create a nightmare for the local authority.

This facility has been described as the backbone of trotting within Perth and, therefore, I
suppose within Western Australia, but it is far more than that. It is very important to the
future of the Byford area. We know that development in Perth has favoured the ocean
corridor and that people have been attracted to the recreational opportunities that are
afforded by our coastline. The inland areas and the Swan Valley need to offer something
to compensate for that, and I believe that well developed equine facilities offer such
compensation. It must be remembered that the activities which take place in that centre
are not limited to trotting. The complex has given rise, as is to be expected, to a variety
of activities. There are pony trots, showjumping and regular gymkhanas within the area,
and a lot of young people in that area are given the opportunity to become acquainted
with horse riding, handling and management, which are major recreational activities. It
provides a great opportunity for people who own a horse of agisting it in an area that is
relatively close to the metropolitan area.

In the overall scheme of development of that area, the maintenance of a strong and viable
equine industry will enhance the value of the surrounding urban properties. Just as the
proximity to the ocean enhances the value of the properties in those ocean suburbs, the
availability within a reasonable distance - that is, not pushed up right against it - of a
major recreational facility of this type will add greatly to the attractiveness of this area
and to the quality of life of the people who live in this area. Many people, particularly
those with daughters aged between eight and 20, who do not have sufficient money to
purchase a semi-rural lifestyle and have to be content with an urban block, will choose to
move into the Byford area because it gives them the capacity to access this equine
facility.
Residents have expressed a great deal of concern about the processes which have
occurred. The submissions which have been included in the report have been very
selective. People who have made written submissions to the State Planning Commission
have not been given the opportunity of making oral submissions. Two statutory
declarations to that effect have been provided to us - one from Mr Brian Duncan and the
other from Sophie Fardon. I table those documents.

[See papers No 925.]
The allegations that have been made by the residents need to be examined very closely.
There may have been no strict breach of the legislation; however, the way matters have
been handled by the planning authorities has not given the local community any
confidence in the planning process and in the ability of the planning authority to make
provision for this very important part of the Byford area. I will hand over to Hon Nick
Griffiths, and I hope that we will hear from our fellow East Metropolitan Region
member, Hon Derrick Tomlinson, in due course.

HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [11.50 pm]: I second the motion before
the House. Before setting out why I also agree with the proposition moved by
Hon Alannab MacTiernan that the amendment be disallowed, I note in the course of her
comments that mention was made of population. In the electoral enrolment statistics of
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the Western Australian Electoral Commission provided under cover of a letter from theElectoral Commissioner dated 3 November 1995 the total number of electors in themunicipality of the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrajidale was 5 802. Hon Alannah MacTiernanmentioned 2 000 people. In the context of 5 802 electors, 2 000 people is a considerablenumber.
Like Hon Alannah MacTiernan, I agree with the proposition that the amendment bedisallowed because of a concern about the Byford Trotting Training Complex. I notesome consideration was given to this by the Planning Commission. However, I suggestto the House that the consideration given was deficient in two areas: First, it failed togive due weight to the matter of substance already dealt with by Hon AlannahMacTiernan. Notwithstanding that, as a member of this House who also represents thearea, it is my view that it is incumbent upon me also to refer the House to matters to dowith the substance of the argument of which the House should take note. If I cover partof the ground that Hon Alannah MacTiernan has covered, so be it. I think the matter is ofsuch importance that the more frequently it is said the better.
The second reason that I suggest the amendment be disallowed is the submissionprovided to me by the many people who oppose the amendment to the effect that dueprocess in the wide meaning of the phrase was not followed. In volume 1 of the report onthe submissions I note a reference that proposal No 1 together with proposal No 2 dealwith the creation of urban deferred zones at Byford and Mundijong, which attracted themajority of submissions. It states that one-third of the submissions received referred tothe proposal to transfer land at Byford from the rural zone to urban and urban deferredzones. The majority of objections were on the ground that an appropriate buffer zonearound the Byfori trotting complex had not been considered in order to protect theamenity of the complex, to allow for some expansion and to maintain the equestrianlifestyle. In this document, the point raised by Hon Derrick Tomlinson by way ofinterjection in the course of Hon Alannah MacTieman's speech was noted. Hisobjection, if I understand correctly, was that he was in favour of a 500 metre buffer zone.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That is what I think is a reasonable buffer zone and that is whatthe Environmental Protection Authority has designated reasonable around poultry farms,as the member would know.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The interJection from Hon Derrick Tomlinson is most welcome,because I share the view that a 500 metre buffer zone is a reasonable buffer zone. I hopethat Hon Derrick Tomlinson will not move from saying that 500 metres is reasonable,and therefore perhaps something less than 500 metres is reasonable. I do not agree withthe proposition put forward by the Planning Commission that 200 metres is reasonable. Isuggest tat 200 metres is unreasonable. If 500 metres is the proposal by Hon DerrickTomlinson we would go along with that, and I trust he will be consistent and vote withthe Opposition in seeking to defeat this amendment. If Hon Derrick Tomlinson votedwith the Opposition, there would be an opportunity for an amendment to occur whichwould allow for a 500 metre buffer zone. However, if he does not do so, that will not bethe case. Noting the numbers in this House it is incumbent upon him to vote according tothe logic that he has proposed, and I trust he will do so. If he does not do so, I will beextremely concerned and, of course, I will be interested to hear his arguments. In anyevent I will be interested to hear what he has to say, and I gather we will see in the newday and I look forward to hearing his comments on 29 November.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I have a time slot before breakfast.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: That is good, because I do not think I could keep going untilbreakfast. Perhaps something else will keep us occupied in the meantime. I lookforward to the member's observations and his support for that which Hon AlannaliMacTiernan has proposed.
The Minister for Racing and Gaming, our colleague in this House, Hon Max Evans, hasan interest in this matter. I trust that Hon Peter Foss, who also represents the area, willlook after the interests of his constituents as I, Hon Alannah MacTiemnan and, I trustHon Derrick Tomldinson propose to do.
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Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: As Hon Peter Foss well knows, Hon Val Ferguson is engaged on
parliamentary business elsewhere, as are a number of his colleagues.

Hon Peter Foss: I did not say she was not; I said that she would be interested.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: She would be interested and concerned to put forward the
appropriate views if she were not regrettably engaged elsewhere. Our colleague
Hon Max Evans made submission No 135 contained in volume 2C. The pages in the
submission are not numbered. In the submission he makes a fairly succinct reference to
the issues. I refer to a letter to the Acting Secretary of the Western Australian Planning
Commission, submission 135, from Hon Max Evans, dated 11 July 1995, in his capacity
as Minister for Racing and Gaming. In the second paragraph he states -

In recent times I have received approaches from the Byford Trotting Training
Complex Inc and the Byford Equestrian Group in relation to the proposals to
amend the zoning of land surrounding the complex from rural to urban. Although
the rezoning proposals do not seek to change the existing special rural zoning for
the stabling properties surrounding the training complex, both organisations are
concerned that horse stabling and training activities and medium density urban
development to not -

I assume that should read "do not". The Minister agrees with me and is nodding his head.
The letter continues -

- readily mix and that this will result in the horse industry being squeezed out.

The horse industry points to a history of forced relocations which have impinged
on the stability of the industry and the well being of its participants.

Hon Max Evans: That is right; that is the trotting track. They want to pull it up and put it
somewhere else.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The letter continues -

The industry believes that it is worthy of a more considered approach given its
considerable economic and social benefit to the community.

I am pleased to see the Minister is again nodding in agreement.

Hon Peter Foss: He is asleep.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I know he is because he is listening to the inane interjections of
Hon Peter Foss. They really put him off.

Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: It just shows how interested he is in his electorate.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I know he has an interest in his electorate. The Minister for
Racing and Gaming has shown by these words that he has an understanding of the
problem.
Hon Max Evans: Thank you!

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I am always nice to the Minister. We have a very sensitive
Minister early in the morning of 29 November. Those words of the Minister encapsulate
the reasons that we oppose this disallowance motion.

Hon Max Evans: The trotting people have accepted it as deferred urban.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The Minister said that the horse industry - he did not refer to the
trotting industry - has a history of forced relocations.

Hon Max Evans: I said the relocation of the trotting track would be required if the area
were to become an urban area.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Above all other members of this Government, the Minister has a
duty. He does not seem to be concerned about all the industry people. When he talks
about the horse industry -

Hon Max Evans: I am talking about the horse industry.
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Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: - surely he means all those persons concerned with equestrianactivities which feed into and off what in strict commercial terms may be classified as anindustry. The horses do not appear on this earth like the characters in the Bugs Bunnycartoons, but the Minister's policy appears to, which I very much regret. The difficultythe Government has - it is evidenced in the submission of the Minister for Racing andGaming, No 135 - is that it understands the problems, but then the Minister moves onand, regrettably and most unlike him, wimps out and does not back up these people.
Hon Max Evans: I am talking about the industry.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I hope tonight the Minister will take the opportunity toreconsider his regrettable wimping out and join with those who are concerned about thedeleterious effects of this amendment and vote against it. I suspect he probably will. Ashe points out to us so often, he is a man of great reason.
The planning commission provided a summary of submissions, but it provided noassessment of the merits of the submissions. I suggest it is incumbent upon us to gobeyond the sumnmaries provided, to look at the submissions and, where appropriate, in adebate such as this, make reference to them. I refer to submission No 108 contained involume 2B. That submission was provided by a Mr Cicchini, a resident of Byford, whoin that submission describes himself as a harness horse enthusiast. Surely the Ministerfor Racing and Gaming should be interested in somebody who describes himself in thatway. I notice the Minister is nodding his head in agreement.
Hon Max Evans: He is an enthusiast.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: That is an enthusiastic interjection, and I applaud the Ministerfor it. I refer to the submission, albeit briefly, and I trust I will do justice to it. Thegentleman concerned subsequently wrote to me, as I understand he did to a number ofother members. I wish to refer to what he said in his letter to me about those aspects of alack of due process that he submits occurred. To put the matter in context, he says ofhimself that he is a resident of Byford of some relatively long standing and that hisfamily relocated some 13 years ago to where he currently resides from what he describesas a residential part of Byford. That was done to enjoy a rural lifestyle - this is somethingwhich should interest the Minister for Racing and Gaming - and particularly the *trainingof pacers and the pleasure of harness horses made possible at the Byford TrottingTraining Complex. He points out that the move his family undertook involved himselling up as he could not keep horses where he was because the area had beendesignated residential.

Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I used his words. He wrote "designated residential'. It isappropriate that when I am referring to what a citizen has said I use his words. He hasmade a submission, and one of my duties is to present to the House matters brought to meby my constituents that I think it proper to bring before the House. This citizen has usedthat phrase, and it is inappropriate that I deviate from it.
Hon Max Evans: Is this a letter he has written to you regarding the scheme?
Hon Peter Foss: Are you quoting it?
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I quoted the phrase.
Hon B.K. Donaldson interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I think I am using terms that most people readily understand. Itrust that Hon Derrick Tomlinson does.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I think you are right.
Hon N.D. GRIFFIHS: I know the member thinks I am right and I tend to agree withhim. Mr Cicchini in his submission points out that the Byford trotting complex is anestablished asset. He refers to a recent survey conducted by the Byford equestrian group.He says that the data it established clearly shows that the initial planning document - herefers to it as the draft south east corridor structure plan - which, in his words,
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recommended its demise, was formulated out of ignorance about its true value to the
community and its special needs. Clearly this gentleman feels very strongly about the
position in which he considers that he and other members of his community find
themselves.
Hon Max Evans: Is he one of the people who bought blocks of land around the track
from the trotting people?

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I do not want to refer to citizens' private land dealings when we
are considering questions such as this. I am not sure whether we should say that
somebody's argument is enhanced or diminished because of what he may or may not
have done with his land. I have no knowledge of that. I am of the view that those who
make submissions to the Planning Commission contrary to the view that I am putting to
the House should not have the force of their submissions diminished because incidentally
they may find themselves better off for it. I say 'incidentally".

Hon Max Evans: I know what you mean.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The issue is whether it is an appropriate land use for the area.
When we are considering such issues as a House of this Parliament, it is not for us to get
involved in the nitty gritty of the effects on a particular individual, although clearly what
we do affects everybody. We should be concerned about the broad principles and
parameters which should be applied. When we are dealing with major amendments it is

fair enough to note that people make submissions. In effect, a recommendation comes
before us that we may tick if we approve it or, if we do not like it, we can send it back to
someone to try again. It is incumbent upon us to look at what is submitted and not accept
what the bureaucrats say. If, as is the case here, a substantive argument about land use is

advanced, we should take note of it. I am not sure of the appropriate scale, because we
are not talking tonight about sentencing, although I understand we will be tomorrow
night. If there is a substantial doubt that proper weight has been given to an objection to
the planning process, we must take that on board and give consideration to disallowing
an amendment.
Hon Max Evans: The trotting track is deferred urban. That is okay, because you are not
talking about his own land.

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: One moment. Similarly, if it is the case that the processes that
led to the Planning Commission's recommendation which finds itself before us by way of

major amendments were flawed or arguably flawed - I am not sure if we can determine it
in absolute terms - again it is incumbent on us with an important issue such as land use to

reject them. I am sure the Minister knows that many people are of the view that in most

instances land is the foundation of wealth and production. The fact that we have a
system which makes land use reasonably certain vis a vis other parts of the world makes
Australia a fairly stable country, along with other matters such as our political
institutions. When we deal with land use, we are dealing with something that is
fundamental to our society and we should tread very carefully indeed.

I seem to be running fairly short of time.

Hon Max Evans:' Would you like an extension?

Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I would indeed, for about four hours, but I doubt whether
Hon Max Evans wants to give me one. I understand that a member of the House who
often has an independent mind and who runs a ruler across the machinations of the

Liberal and National Parties has an interest in putting forward a point of view which I am

sure will be worth listening to. I want to summarise the concerns expressed by
Mr Cicchini to me about the question of process. He points out that the Byford Trotting
Training Complex was not able to have meetings in respect of which a community
advisory group was set up. That group fed into the process from its inception. Everyone
involved in politics understands that if one lays the pipes, one has a major say in how the
water is channelled.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
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Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: If he gets the opportunity in the next two weeks, Hon SamPiantadosi will show the relevant Minister a few things about how to manage waterresources. Mr Cicchinj's second objection to the process was that it was advertised thatthe draft amendment procedure would be completed on 17 February 1995. However, itactually closed on I February 1995. The evidence for that is contained on page 1 ofvolume I in a letter from the Minister for Planning, Hon Richard Lewis. It is alsocontained in minutes of a meeting of the Shire of Serpentine Jarrafidale.
The third area of complaint about the process is that Mr Cicchini and others werepromised that the submissions, which, because of the early closing did not make the draftamendment, would be included in the substantive amendment. Notwithstanding that,they were not so included. Mr Cicchini submits that, because so many people affected bythe proposal have not had their point of view considered appropriately or given dueweight to, the amendment before us is fundamentally flawed in respect of the area thatMr Cicchini refers to and to which Hon Alannah MacTiernan has already referred.Consequently, the only proper course that the House can follow is to join me andHon Alannah MacTiernan and vote for the motion which she has moved.
HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [12.24 am]: Members of the localcommunity have also pointed out concerns to me. I intend to read the correspondence tome from Mr Cicchini which clearly states the process. However, before I do that, Iremind members that we debated the Local Government Bill earlier this evening. ThatBill makes several points about improving local government process. It refers to theneed to involve the community in decision making and keep them well informed.According to the Minister's second reading speech -

Advertising requirements will be more extensive than those required at presentand are designed to ensure that people who may be affected by the proposed laware given every opportunity to respond to it.
In his second reading speech, the Minister also stated that -

Greater accountability and information flow to electors will be achieved bymaking council and committee meetings open to the public and requiring councilsto give reasons for decisions.
Paragraphs like that are very welcome in the Local Government Bill, but that kind ofprocess seems to be missing in this case. I was concerned by the interjections ofMinisters earlier. My impression was that they felt that only money making pursuits andindustry were important factors in planning.
Hon Peter Foss: No, it was an attempt to correct a misuse of terminology. The Ministerwas misrepresented in relation to the horse industry. He meant the horse industry and notall the people involved in the horse industry.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: "Industry" is a pretty wide concept. Ants have industry, but they donot make money.
Hon Peter Foss: That is very good. The horse industry also involves people who do notmake money.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: Those people usually spend money in the horse industry. They arepart of the industry. They are the customers.
I want now to consider the excellent letter from Mr Cicchini which relates to the outcomeof submissions to the Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No 966/22. Mr Cicchiniwrites -

I wish to bring to the attention of Members of the Western Australian Parliamentthat a number of serious irregularities have occurred in the processing of publicsubmissions on this Amendment.
As a direct consequence of these irregularities the information before the WAParliament (contained in 7 volumes) is incomplete, incorrect and biased. For thisreason the recommendation regarding the urbanisation of land in Byford, and the
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designation of a 200 metre deferred Urban zone around the Byford Trotting
Complex is an inadequate and problematical plan which will destroy the economy
of the area, the lifestyle of the community in the future, and create conflicts
associated with the juxtaposition of two incompatible lifestyles which can be
avoided by appropriate zoning now.

Our community is in uproar. It can be shown that as a result of administrative
interference the consultation process has been deficient, and the present and
future needs of the community have neither been understood, nor properly
addressed in this Amendment.

In this letter I will not address the planning issues, but point out the procedural
problems that have led to this planning catastrophe - Proposal 1. Furthermore, I
will highlight only the major problems that have contributed to this inappropriate
outcome. The Byford Equestrian Group has created a lengthy list of the
irregularities, but I will focus on only the key issues.

- kcrgladly No 1: CAPRICIOUS DENIAL OF COMMUNITY INPUT INTO
THE SOUTH-EAST CORRIDOR STRUCTURE PLAN, WHICH FORMED
THE BASIS OF THE DRAFT AMENDMENT 966/33.

Public submissions were called for after the Draft South-East Corridor
Amendment (November Draft) was released. Submissions closed on February
17, 1995. This date was advertised in the press, and reiterated in Correspondence
by the Minister for Planning (see Attachment 1).

It is an extraordinary situation that the draft amendment is completed before the

submissions are in. It seems to show that the Government thinks it knows it all already
and is not concemned with proper consultation. It continues -

Feedback from the Ministry for Planning to the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale on
12/4/95 (Attachment 2) showed that of 133 Byford submissions received by
February 17, only 33 had been considered in the draft Amendment (see
Attachment 2). 100 submissions, mainly from and about the Byford Trotting

Complex had no opportunity to influence the formulation of the draft
Amendment.

(Perhaps this irregularity would not have been so significant, had the Complex
community had the opportunity to have input earlier into the Structure plan drafts
which shaped the amendment. The fact is that 44 community groups were invited

by DPUD (now Ministry for Planning) to meetings where a "community advisory
group" was formed. For some reason, the Byford .Trotting Training Complex
(Inc) body, representing the biggest sporting/employment industry in the area was
not issued an invitation. The "advisory group" which liaised with DPUD helped
formulate a plan (OCTOBER 1994 DRAFT) which intended to wipe out the
whole trotting complex by recommending that the Complex facilities be zoned

URBAN - Category B (Constrained), and the actual Complex properties URBAN.
When news of this plan trickled out, the community became alarmned, and

Complex landowners encouraged others to put written submissions in, to try to

halt the planning madness). But their submissions wre made ineffectual by the

draffin& of the Amendment before teir submissions could be read. ndrstod
and anaiaW

I cannot understand why they would be brought forward when their submissions were
still coming in. To continue -

In a letter dated 8 March, 1995 1 complained to the Ministry for Planning about

the bringing forward of the Amendment, which caused Complex submissions to

be disregarded. In the letter of reply I was advised by Mr Terry Martin, Chief
Executive of the Ministry for Planning as follows - "Hence submissions received
toward the end of the structure pl1an eriod have not- been considered in the

paration f the amendment and these submissions will likely be repeated as

submissions on the amendment" (letter of March -
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Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Do you have what precedes the word "hence"? Hence is aconclusion. The argument would be very important to that.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I do not. Nevertheless, the principle remains that the submissionsreceived towards the end would not be considered as part of the preparation of theamendment, but as submissions on the amendment. It continues -

Included in the ignored submission were 5 joint street submissions which I hadcoordinated. The five streets formed the nucleus of the original Byford TrottingComplex.
These submissions were delivered to the WA Planning Commission by theclosing date. But because the drafting of the Amendment had been broughtforward, they were unknowingly written AFTER the Amendment draft wascompleted on February 1, 1995 ...
The drafting of the Amendment prior to analysing the other 100-odd submissionsis an indefensible anomaly which has had enormous repercussions in theconsultation process, and biased the outcome now before Parliament.
A failure to consider and understand those submissions from the outset ismanifested in an ongoing misunderstanding with regard to what the Complex is,and what its operational requirements are - fundamental errors perpetuated in theReport of Submissions (Vol 1, Summary of Proposal 1).

If that is correct, we are discussing something here with very bad advice.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is something more serious than that. If in fact due processhas not been followed, the law has been broken. In that case should this not be thesubject of a quite different motion?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I do not know. This motion was already proposed and I am speakingto it. I am doing the best I can with this motion. Perhaps Hon Derrick Tomlinson canmove such a motion afterwards if he decides that this is correct. It continues -

I have no accurate record of the number of submissions on the draft StructurePlan from the Byford Trotting Complex community which were not considered inthe preparation of the draft Amendment, but my estimate is somewhere between50 to 70. Included in these are the 5 street submissions previously mentioned,endorsed by about 100 landowners from Larsen Road, Abernethy Road, BriggsRoad, Thatcher Road, and Binshaw Avenue.
The failure of these submissions to be taken into account in the preparation of thedraft Amendment became the subject of complaints from the community, anumber of which featured in the local press. (Copies available upon request).Comments in the press which were critical of the procedures prompted a letterfrom the Minister for Planning, advising that, "The amendment gives the localcommunity a second and more significant opportunity to have its say on how thearea will be developed, as the amendment is subject to the scrutiny of Parliament"(Attachment 3).
However, complaints over the unfairness of the original anomaly continued in thelocal press, primarily because the enormous effort put in by them on the structureplan had been negated, and their views had had no opportunity to be consideredprior to the formulation of the draft amendment.
In response to this outcry in the press, a meeting was called by the Ministry forPlanning between representatives of the Complex community and Ministry staff.The meeting took place on May 25, 1995, at the Ministry for Planning. Inattendance were myself (then Chairman, Byford Equestrian Group), Ms JennyMeyrick (Secretary, Byford Equestrian Group), and Ms Dallas Calneggia(Complex landowner/resident, and Member of the Byford Trotting TrainingComplex (Inc) and the Western Australian Trotting Association). Representingthe Ministry were Mr Ian McCrae (Manager, Southern Implementation Team),Ms Jill Gaynor (Planning Officer), and Ms Lee Arnold (Planning Officer).
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At this meeting it was proposed by the Ministry that the submissions which had
arrived after January 16, and had therefore not been able to be considered or
incorporated in the draft Amendment released on February 1 could be transferred
to the Amendment file upon request. and considered as submissions on the
Amendment.

In the community's view, all of their submissions received between the 16th of
January and February 17 should have been automatically transferred across to the
Amendment File, because that was the only way that the Planners could come to
understand the issues affecting the local community.

I agree with that sentiment entirely. To continue -

Correspondence and Press releases from the Ministry for Planning (available on
request) confused the issue by telling locals that their views either had been
considered in the formulation of the Amendment (when in fact they had not
been), or would be. The public was also told in the local press not to re-submit
submissions as they might not be relevant ...

These bureaucratic interventions, following on the heels of the first irregularity of
bringing forward the Amendment, served only to confuse the issue even further
for the locals about whether to resubmit or not resubmit, or whether they needed
to request a transfer of their original submission.

In any event, at the meeting of May 25 an undertaking was given by the Ministry
that anyone from the Complex wishing to have their sumsino h tructure
Plan considered as a submission on the draft Amendment should telephone the
Ministry, or write to the Ministry, asking for that tohpe.adi wudb oe
(The process was described as one of physically transferring the original
submission from the Structure Plan File to the Amendment File. The name of a
contact person was supplied by the Ministry after the meeting).

When I telephoned the Ministry to have the 5 street submission transferred across
to the Amendment file, I was told - "No problem. We're here to help", but was
asked to put the request in writing, which I did. The written request is shown in
the published MRS documentation (Attachment 4). This request is published in
Vol 2A, document number 35, included after a fraudulent "submission" 47, which
is not a submission by the Trotting Complex community, the Byford Equestrian
Group, or myself.

Incredibly, the five street submissions are not include in the,, published
documntation of the Amendment. They were not transferred to the Amendment
File now published, despite my verbal and written request on behalf of the
signatories, and the agreement of May 25! THE FIVE SUBMISSIONS WITHI
ABOUT 100 SIGNATURES ARE MISSING! The cornerstone of the Complex
community's case does not now exist! The original submission, for my street
(Larsen Road), for example, showed 100% of landowners on the southern side of
Larsen Road opposed to urban development adjacent to their properties, for a
number of very good reasons.

Landowners in other streets expressed similar contempt for the plans to put urban
development on the perimeter of an industry which requires a traffic-free rural
setting to operate safely.

But those submissions have vanished. Whilst they may still exist in the archives
of the Ministry, (and we have copies), their exclusion robs Parliament, which is
supposed to make a decision on the issue, and the community, of an opportunity
to consider their reasons for objecting to urban development, and the depth of
their objection.
As it is, those submissions, and the other forgotten ones from the Complex
originally submitted on the structure plan have not been allowed to influence the
Amendment - TWICE. This is patently wrong and unjust.
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I have confirmed with a former Ministry for Planning officer to whom thesubmissions were originally sent, that in fact they were received and did existwithin the Ministry's files. The problem is that firstly they had no opportunity toinfluence the draft amendment, and secondly, denied the opportunity to beconsidered as submissions on the amendment, contrary to the Ministry's proposalof May 24. They have been denied the opportunity of being incorporated in thedocumentation now before Parliament and of being scrutinised by the HearingsPanel. In the 7 published volumes, not one reference to those five submissionsexists.

The farce does not end there. Prominent Perth Barrister and Solicitor JudithFordhamn was engaged by our community to speak to the street submissions at theWA Planning Commission Hearings, which she did on September 7, 1995.(Transcript, Vol 3). However th He"Ingl pane did no haetefv
submissions in front of them as she spoke. Nor are they before Parliament! Somuch for the Minister for Planning's assurance (Attachment 3, that "Theamendment gives the local community a second and more significant opportunityto have its say on how the area will be developed, as the amendment is subject tothe scrutiny of Parliament".
Now, engaging Ms Fordham to speak to the 5 street submissions at the Hearingshad not been a simple matter. As a legal requirement to validate herrepresentation, all signatories from the original February submissions werecontacted by me, and required to give or deny consent to Ms Fordhamnrepresenting them at the Hearings. Furthermore, to maintain the validity andcurrency of the submissions, the list of signatories was updated in September inpreparation for the Hearings. These time-consuming activities, together with MsFordham's time spent in preparation, travelling, and verbal presentation - offeredfree of charge as a service to the community - were a total waste of time, as theHearings Panel did not even have the documentation in front of them! Theydidn't have a clue what the barrister was speaking about! Nor are those samesubmissions in front of Parliament, because they were not transferred across to theAmendment file as requested. You be the judge about what has happened, andwhy.

Furthermore, Ms Fordham has confirmed in writing that she had never sighted thefraudulent submission 47 substituted in the documentation (Vol 2A) for the5 street submissions, and which the panel believed she was speaking to.
Clearly this selective abortion of information from the Complex community hasmade the community consultation process in the Amendment before Parliament afraudulent sham. Parliament has before it a hotch potch of documents which haveinaccuracies, are incomplete, some erroneously attributed, and which favour aparticular bias. Surely this is not good enough.
However the fraud just described with regard to the 5 street submissions is but asmall sample of the irregularities which have occurred and been documented.Submissions from other Complex residents also were not transferred across asrequested - e.g., those of Mr Edwin Green, and Ms Gail Babich, both of BinshawAve. Their submissions are not in the published documents, nor were they infront of the Hearings Panel when they presented their views! This process ofhaving people speak to a Panel which was deprived of the written submissionswas a total farce. That their written submissions are not now in the publisheddocumentation before Parliament, which must adjudicate on the subject beforethem makes a mockery of the legal democratic processes by which thisAmendment was meant to have been formulated.
The Summary of Submissions (Vol 1) and the recommendation (Vol 1) beforeParliament failed to mention the approximately 100 of the 5 street submissionswhich have conveniently "disappeared". Yet the views of 12 minoritylandowners, and the patently false information supplied by them, are recorded
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(Submission 64, Vol 2B). (investigations with the Western Australian Trotting
Association, the Byford Trotting Training Complex (Inc) and landowners show
that at least four of the signatories of Submission 64 have a direct connection with
the Complex, or derive income from leasing stables to Complex trainers, or
advertise their Services at the Complex) - notwithstanding the false declaration
(Submission 64, Vol 2B) that "NOT ONE OWNER" has anything to do with the
Complex). Why is one view favoured over another? Why is one view,
representing the truth, being precluded from reaching public view?

Other Complex residents whose requests to have their submissions transferred
were successful (e.g., Ms Sophie Fardon, Mr Sid Arthur) DID) NOT RECEIVE
AN INVITATION TO THE HEARINGS, CONTRARY TO WHAT THE LAW
DICTATES. (A letter of complaint was tabled at Hearings on behalf of
Mr Arthur, and is published in Vol 2E). I am certain there are many others in the
same boat. Who botched the invitations, and why? Surely it cannot all be due to
incompetence?
The Amendment recommendation before Parliament, and the alleged Summary of
submissions are incomplete and faulty. For example, the Byford Equestrian
Group has brought to the attention of the Minister for Racing and Gaming that the
thrust of his submission is reversd in the Summary!

The Summary also portrays a total failure to understand what constitutes the
Trotting Complex. The document refers to the special rural zoning around the
trotting tracks as a "buffer", when in reality these properties are part of what
constitutes the Complex. ('Complex' means a set of interconnected parts - in this
case, tracks, grounds, amenities, paths, housing, streets - as shown in the
documentation from 1972 reproduced in submission 139, Vol 2C).

Contrary to what is stated in the recommendation, the draft Amendment was not
criticised by the community for having an insufficiently large buffer - because
everyone on the Complex knows that the draft Amendment had no buffer at all!
This error of interpretation about what constitutes the Complex was pointed out to
ministry staff at the meeting of May 25, but it has still been carried through into

the Summary. Furthermore, even Planning Consultants have fallen into the error
of labelling the training facilities the "Complex" - see Locality Plan in
Submission 125 (Vol 2C). The Complex is not the tracks - it is the total
interrelated structures in our community - and happens to be the only one of its
type in existence in the southern hemisphere.

The report on submissions and the other publications on the Amendment are not

accurate or true documents. A number of documents (Sub 34, Vol 2E) are
attributed as having been tabled by the Complex fraternity, but have actually
come from other parties! As a whole, the report and documentation are
fraudulent, corrupted, ignorant artefacts which attempt to spread their bias to
decisionmakers like a cancer. Do not be contaminated by them.

Neither the Summary nor the recommendation make reference to an economics
benefit study conducted by the Byford Equestrian Group (Submission 109, Vol
2C), and the views of the community about their lifestyle and safety requirements.
Why is no comment made?

Apart from documentation being "lost", or ignored, another anomaly is that

clearcut information presented at the hearings about the complications of having
urban development abutting an equestrian centre is not referred to in the
recommendation. No attempt at evaluating information or reconciling evidence is
visible in the documentation - it is as if the report on submissions was written
prior to the hearings, and that no process of integration of information occurred!

For example, reference is made on page 4 of the report on submissions (Vol 1)
about the alleged capacity for horse areas to co-exist with residential
development ...
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I will not go into that matter; Hon Alannah MacTiernan has already talked about it. Theletter goes on to state -

Examine the transcript of hearings (Vol 3, Mrs Dallas Calneggia), and the letterswritten by horsetrainers who have lived and worked in those areas (Volume 2E).Take it from the experts - they've been there! Why is this information notincorporated in the report on submissions or the final recommendation? Was notthe evidence taken at the hearings recorded and analysed. If so, why wasn't it
integrated? Was the Panel sacked before finishing the job?
In my opinion, the full magnitude of the corruption of information and of theconsultation processes will only be ascertained if an investigation into thesematters is undertaken by an appropriate legal body.
- Irregularity No 2. THE MRS RECOMIMNDATION BEFOREPARLIAMENT (Vol 1) MAKES NO MENTION OF, OR REFERENCE TO,THE BYFORD EQUESTRIAN GROUP'S MAP B PROPOSAL, ENDORSEDBY 188 PERSONS FROM THE AREA. (The relevant document was tabled atthe Hearings by myself, then Chairman of the Byford Equestrian Group, on7/9/95). This proposal constitutes the majority view, overwhelmingly andirrevocably, but is not signposted, or referred to. At the same time, the minorityview (12 landowners) is promulgated. This is very difficult to understand!
Irregularity No. 3. THE SHIRE OF SERPENTINE-JARR.AIDALE
UNANIMOUSLY ENDORSED THE MODIFICATION OF THE MRSPROPOSAL 1, ACCORDING TO THE BYFORD EQUESTRIAN GROUP'SMAP B PROPOSAL - BUT THE DOCUMENTS BEFORE PARLIAMIENT DO
NOT REPORT THIS.
The Serpentine-Jan-ahdale Council UNANIMOUSLY ENDORSED the MAP Bproposal on September 11, 1995. However, for some unfathomable reason, Lhcdecision was not communicated for over one month, by which stage the WAPlanning Commission Hearings Panel had finished deliberations (see Shire letter
to Minister, Attachment 5).
All types of excuses can be made for such actions. They may be described asadministrative errors, but clearly constitute SABOTAGE and THECORRUPTION OF INFORMATION FLOW. One would expect incompetence
to be a random process affecting all parties. This is not the case here.
An inquiry is needed to investigate the reasons for the corruption of informationthroughout this MRS process, and the link between the corruption of informationwithin the Planning Ministry and the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale. In themeantime however, it would be folly for Parliament to endorse a plan which failsto pass even the simplest tests of integrity in its formulation. The publisheddocuments are a fraud, with only a tangential connection to the information base
from which they should have been derived.
By endorsing the modified MRS Amendment (Proposal 1) before Parliament youare supporting those who have partaken in its corruption, and you will besimultaneously and inadvertently destroying the future of a hardworing,
economically successful community in Byford which is the backbone of themetropolitan trotting industry. The Western Australian Trotting Association's
vision of using the Byford complex as the relocation venue for trainers beingdisplaced by urban encroachment in other suburbs will be sunk for ever. Thebudding equestrian tourism industry now emerging in and around the Complex
will be shot down in flames.
The enormous effort put in by the Complex community into this matter is notfounded upon self-interest, but the need to preserve an environment necessary forour equestrian activities, which have economic, social and recreational benefits,
for future generations to come.
On behalf of the Byford Trotting Complex community, which has been deeply
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betrayed by the processes to date, and as a statement to the manipulators who
have corrupted this Amendment, I urge you to restore our faith in democracy and
fair play by casting the MRS Amendment 966/33 (Proposal 1) now before
Parliament to the legislative dustbin where it belongs.

That sounds to me like a serious set of problems with process. There is no way that I
could support such a planning proposal given this information. Before this is passed the
whole process needs to be revisited and checked out very thoroughly. If this proposal is
accepted the people of Byford will have every reason to believe that this Parliament is a
waste of time. I support the motion.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Muriel Patterson.

HEALTH SERVICES (CONCILIATION AND REVIEW) BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for the
Environment), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan.- Minister for the Environment) [12.55 am]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to provide for an office to deal with complaints by users of
health services in an impartial manner. The Government's health policy foreshadowed
the establishment of a dispute resolution process to allow consumers a formal channel
through which to make their grievances known and for clinicians and administrators to
respond. The Government believes the process should be aimed at conciliation rather
than litigation and this legislation is formulated to reflect that principle.

The Bill is an important initiative taken by the Government to address the many
complaints made by users of health services in respect of the provision of those services,
both in the public and private sectors. The Government realises that the provision of
health services in this State is generally satisfactory but there are no institutional
arrangements providing for the conciliation of complaints of this kind apart from the
expensive legal processes. The Bill also gives effect to an undertaking given by the
Government under the Medicare Agreement. The Bill has five parts and I will now
sumnmarise the main aspects of each part.

Part 1 of the Bill sets out the guiding principles upon which the legislation is based. The
principles state that a person has a reasonable expectation to quality health care, given as
promptly as circumstances permit; respect for privacy and dignity; the provision of
adequate information about available services and treatment; participation in decision
making about individual he~alth care; an environment of informed choice in accepting or
refusing treatment or participation in educational or research programs; reasonable access
to medical records; and confidentiality of personal health records and information. The
guiding principles serve as a basis for decision making by the director when carrying out
the functions and duties of the Act.
Part 2 of the Bill proposes the establishment of the office of health review to be
constituted by a director and sets out the functions of the director. The director, who is to
be appointed by the Governor outside the structure of the Public Sector Management Act
is a key component of the office. It ensures statutory independence from any government
department or agency or any professional organisation. This will facilitate consumers'
problems with health services being resolved in a confidential, fair and impartial way.
Generally, the functions of the director are to investigate complaints made by users of
health services in respect of the provision of health services. The term "health service" is
defined broadly to include almost any kind of health service. It is not restricted to
services provided by persons whose professions are regulated by registration Acts.
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The director will also have an educational *role both for providers and users. This willmean that the director will assist provider organisations to establish structures to assistusers and to train staff to handle complaints. It is hoped that many matters can beprevented from becoming problems if they are handled properly earlier rather than later.The normal accountability provisions recommended by the Burt commission will applyto the office of director but no direction can be given and no information is to be suppliedin relation to a particular person. To ensure that the director is not subject to undueinterference, the directions are to be tabled in both Houses of Parliament within 14 daysof being given and will be included in the annual report to be made under the Financial
Administration and Audit Act.
Part 3 of the Bill provides the scheme for dealing with complaints. The matters on whichcomplaints may be made include fees. The Government is concerned that a significantnumber of the complaints being made to the consumer organisations are in respect of
fees. However, it is proposed to provide a mechanism only for conciliation of thesematters and it is not intended to regulate fees. A person will be able to complain to thedirector personally or through a representative, who is acting without remuneration, andwho satisfies the director that they have no financial interest in the outcome of thecomplaint. A provider will be able to complain on behalf of a user if the user is not,because of health reasons for instance, able to complain. The object of this is todiscourage the use of professional representatives to reduce the costs to users andproviders alike. Written submissions will be possible so as to avoid the costs of personal
appearances.
Public health service providers will be given special administrative instructions under thelegislation to facilitate the handling of complaints made about services provided by themto users. The emphasis is to require the public provider to deal with complaints at thelocal level. Except where there is good reason for a delay a complaint must be made
within 12 months. Clause 25 of the Bill specifies the matters about which complaints
may be made. Generally, this enables complaints to be made about unreasonable
behaviour by a provider in providing or not providing a health service, providing aservice in an unreasonable manner, denying or restricting access to a person's healthrecords, or breaching confidentiality, or that an institution has not acted properly on a
complaint. The director may reject a complaint that is vexatious, trivial, frivolous orlacks substance or has already been dealt with by a court, tribunal or registration board.
A complaint may be withdrawn at any time. The director will undertake an initialassessment of the complaint and the complainant must supply the director with anyinformation necessary to assess the complaint. The complaints procedure is fairly
straightforward. The director will be required to maintain a register in which details ofcomplaints are entered. Initially, complainants will be encouraged to conciliate with theprovider and if this process fails the director may investigate and resolve the complaint.
The registration boards will be encouraged to participate in the functions of the director
but ultimately the director may act so that there is a public perception of impartiality. A
complaint may be referred to a registration board if there is one and the director may withthe approval of a board appear before the board and cross-examine witnesses before it.
The scheme of the Bill is to emphasise the conciliation process for the purposes ofresolving a matter. To encourage this, evidence given in the conciliation stage will notbe admissible in any other proceedings. If conciliation does not produce a satisfactory
result, the director may investigate the complaint. The director is not to investigate amatter unless the parties have been through a conciliation process. Again, the emphasisis on informal procedures when an investigation is conducted. The director may giveinformation obtained from an investigation to a registration board. The director is tocease dealing with a matter as soon as legal proceedings have been commenced on thematter the subject of a complaint. The director may report a matter directly toParliament, and either House of Parliament or a committee of either House or bothHouses, or the Minister may refer a matter to the director for investigation. For example,
where the Minister is of the opinion that the health or welfare of any person is or may beat risk, the Minister may direct the director to conduct an investigation.
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To ensure that the small minority of persons who engage in malpractices are properly
dealt with, part 4 of the Bill proposes to confer on the director powers of entry and search
that are normal to an office of this kind. The director may apply for a warrant to enter
premises, interview people on the premises, and inspect and copy any record or
document. I am sure that these powers will be invoked only as a last resort and only if
there is a real need to do so. Following the investigation the director can decide whether
the complaint is justified and the provider has acted unreasonably. In reaching his or her
decision about whether a provider has acted unreasonably, the director must pay due
regard to any standards commonly accepted as applying to a provider in the profession.
A decision may not conflict with any law or written rule of practice. Within 14 days of
the decision the director must notify the provider of any remedial action that the director
determines. The director has no enforcement powers other than to require the provider to
report what action he or she has taken, but may report and name the provider to
Parliament if the provider fails to take the recommended remedial action to resolve the
complaint.
Part 5 of the Bill provides a number of general provisions for the protection from
personal liability for any actions taken under the Bill and for confidentiality of
identifiable information collected by the office. Provision is also made for offences for
makting false or misleading statements to the office and offences for discriminating
against, or intimidating in any way a person who makes a complaint.
In conclusion, the Government in introducing this legislation will be providing an
accessible forum for many people to have their complaints about health services dealt
with. Thbe Bill has the support of consumers, providers and their professional
associations and will provide an economic and efficient means of resolving complaints. I
commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT AND REPEAL
BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for the
Environment), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [1.02 am]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 1995 is a revised
version and replacement of a Bill that was introduced into the other House on
21 September 1995. That original Bill had been, as members will be well aware, the
focus of considerable public criticism, much of which was either wrong or misleading
and made by parties including union leaders who had chosen to play no part in
contributing to its development. Therefore, I make the following points: Firstly, the
major features of the Bill are about bringing greater democracy into industrial relations.
This Bill should not be seen to be anti-union, but promoting responsible unionism by
ensuring that rank and file union members have the opportunity for more say and that
union officials are more accountable. Secondly, the Bill does not alter the industrial
entitlements of ordinary workers who have nothing to fear from its becoming law.
Thirdly, I call on union leaders to be fair in interpreting this Bill to their memberships.
This modified Bill should not be a vehicle to conduct a campaign of fear within the
Western Australian work force through misleading information which does not recognise
the concessions which have been made. Although I appreciate the need for unions to
shore up their levels of union membership which have been declining, this objective can
be achieved through other means. Fourthly, the Government has given a commitment to
utilise a tripartite group for the purpose of makcing recommendations to the Minister for
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Labour Relations on any further changes to the legislation following the release of the
Fielding report. The Government has made no commitment on further reforms which
may flow from that report. There are no plans for further legislative amendments unless
these are proposed with the support of the peak industrial parties.
This Bill provides the opportunity for a fresh start to the industrial relations environment
in this State. It is the Government's desire that, once passage of this Bill is completed,
the proposed tripartite consultations on the future of industrial relations legislation can
occur through a free exchange of views and differences which can be debated in an
atmosphere of mutual respect. I reaffirm the commitment of the Government to such a
process and call upon the Trades and Labor Council to do likewise. All industrial parties
need to approach future industrial relations reforms in a positive, constructive andcooperative manner as the State needs good industrial relations and positive employee
relations to underpin its promising economic outlook.
It is a matter of regret that the former Bill had to be prepared without adequate
consultation with the State's trade union movement, the leadership of which consistently
refused to engage in detailed discussions until after the State blockade of 17 October1995. This was despite the Government's always having an open door attitude to theTLC and, in addition, the Minister has been available to it on a regular monthly orbimonthly basis. It is most unfortunate that a strike occurred, in certain industries such astransport, which inconvenienced ordinary members of the community. Since that time
the Government has had the benefit of considering the views of the TLC on the keyaspects of the former Bill and, after consulting further with the Western Australian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, arrived at a position which resulted in the unions
suspending further industrial action over its contents.
The Government has demonstrated that it has been prepared to participate in theseconsultations in a fair, reasonable and conciliatory manner and in a spirit of give and
take. Against this background the Government has made significant amendments to twokey aspects of its former Bill, namely powers of union representatives to enter
employers' premises and provisions which might be applied when a federal union sought
to move employees who are members of its related state union and who are covered by
an award or agreement of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to
federal award coverage. Entry arrangements will continue to be matters provided for inrelevant awards and agreements based on current arrangements; that is, the status quowill continue. In respect of the federal union matter, there should be no doubt that this
Government is committed to supporting the maintenance and integrity of a strong andviable state industrial relations system, where matters can be dealt with as close as
possible to affected employers and employees.
I make it absolutely clear that the provisions in the former Bill relating to intended
federal coverage of state employees have been removed from the Government's
industrial relations agenda. In fact, significant amendments were already planned prior tothe undertaking to withdraw them in total. The root cause of the problem is with Federal
Minister Brereton's flawed legislation and this Government will continue to do all within
its power to pursue the broader issue of forum shopping with the Federal Labor
Government. The other changes from the former Bill enable the Government to achieve
the objectives of the desired reforms on strike ballots, political donations and other areas,while allowing some reasonable concessions to the TLC representations, and making
matters of deta more flexible, streamlined and effective.
The key principles, which were enunciated by the Minister for Labour Relations in his
second reading speech of 21 September, continue to provide the rationale for the majorprovisions of the Bill, particularly those aspects of the legislation which endeavour to
make unions more accountable to their members. That simple but fundamental
requirement underpins the provisions which will impact on unions before they
contemplate strike action or make political donations and provide new obligations forappropriate standards of financial conduct by union officials. Trade unions enjoysubstantial rights under the State's industrial relations legislation. Along with thoserights should go the responsibility to ensure that union decisions accurately reflect
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members' wishes. For example, a strike should be considered by a union only when it
has the support of a majority of its affected members, and party political expenditure by
unions fromn members' contributions should be with the members' knowledge and
endorsement.
The current industrial relations framework was established in an era when tirade unions
represented a majority of the Western Australian work force. Trade unions now
represent less than a third of the total Western Australian work force and little more than
a quarter of the private sector work force. This reduction necessitates reconsideration of
some aspects of traditional industrial relations arrangements; for example, the right of
unions to inspect time and wages records of all employees whether they are union
members or not.
I wish to acknowledge the Trades and Labor Council's recent consultations which have
contributed to refinements in this Bill. However, I can only express my disappointment
that the TLC chose not to extend its consultations beyond five areas of the Bill. As late
as 7 November, it was again indicated to the TLC by the Mlinister for Labour Relations
that he was open to receive advice on concerns with other areas not outlined in the TLC
submissions. Unfortunately the response -was again in the negative. This means that
those areas generally remain as provided for in the previous Bill. They will now be
debated without representations being received from the TLC on arrangements which
were made public approximately two months ago.
I turn now to the major provisions of the Bill and to those areas which have undergone
more significant change.
Strike Ballots: The Bill prohibits unions and their members from engaging in the more
significant forms of industrial action - defined in the Bill as a "strike" - without the
support of a majority of the affected members.
A union or a member with sufficient interest may apply to the Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission for a ballot of relevant members. A ballot is mandatory
where this has been applied for with the approval of a union's committee of management
and in other instances when the commission is satisfied that a ballot is justified in the
circumstances. This will enable the commission to deal appropriately with any frivolous
or vexatious applications. Affected employers may not apply as ballots primarily relate
to issues between a union's leaders and its members, although it is open for the
commission to join an employer as a party to proceedings when appropriate. The
commission may also order a strike ballot on its own motion.
The processes for undertaking ballots have been made less prescritive and more
flexible, with much of the detail of the ballot process being left totrgulations, or the
directions of the commission and the person conducting the ballot. Rights of appeal by
individual members or interveners in application proceedings have been limited to
matters of law in respect of the commission's decisions, or directions on who may
participate in a vote. The commission will have the additional option of directing the
union involved to conduct the ballot subject to the regulations, the code of practice and
the directions of the commission, all of which also apply if the Industrial Registrar or
Electoral Commissioner conducts the ballot. Where a union is directed to undertake the
ballot process, this will occur under the independent supervision of the Industrial
Registrar or Deputy Industrial Registrar whose role will be along the lines of a returning
officer and as prescribed in the regulations. Any party to an application for a strike ballot
will be entitled to appoint a scrutineer for the ballot and alternatives to a postal vote
process may be considered.
The strike ballot arrangements will operate in parallel with the commission' s general
conciliation and arbitration responsibilities. Therefore, to ensure that any such other
proceedings do not unduly delay the ballot process, the Bill provides that in considering
strike ballot applications, the paramount consideration of the commission will be the
circumstances of the application -which could include the sense of urgency involved -
and the provisions of the part, which include factors such as expedition of the ballot
process, maintaining secrecy of members' individual votes and minimising any expenses
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for persons in casting their votes. The provisions specifically enjoin the commission to
deal with an application for a ballot as expeditiously as practicable and in any event
endeavour to give a decision and reasons and any relevant directions within seven days of
the application being made.
It should be emphasised that nothing in the Bill will introduce the notion of a right to
strike. Strike action, even though undertaken with a supportive ballot, will still leave
available to the affected parties the compulsory conciliation and arbitration processes and
remedies under contract law and the relevant torts. Requirements that the strike action
take place within 28 days of the result of a supporting ballot and for employers to be
notified before a strike takes place remain, with some modification from the previous
Bill. Should a strike occur in contravention of the provisions, civil enforcement
proceedings under the existing legislation will apply; that is, the enforcement of
contraventions of the law that occur in what could be a highly charged strike environment
will be undertaken by the full bench of the commission which can consider undertakings
and conciliate before imposing penalties. As a matter of policy, for their part industrial
inspectors, in responding to notifications of breaches of the strike ballots provisions, will
initiate enforcement proceedings against those most culpable for the relevant action.
This may be the relevant union, rather than an individual member.
The previous provision for a statutory basis for Supreme Court injunctions has not been
included in this Bill. Penalties for organising strikes without supportive ballots will now
apply to union organisations rather than individual union officials. It is intended that the
strike ballot provisions will not become operational until after the complementary
regulations also commence. In this respect the Department of Productivity and Labour
Relations proposes to consult with representatives of peak employer associations and the
Trades and Labor Council and a commissioner of the Industrial Relations Commission
before recommending regulations to the Minister. It may be that with experience,
refinements to the legislation will be recommended to enable the ballot process to
become more effective or efficient. If constructive suggestions are made, the Minister is
prepared to introduce the necessary legislative change. The Minister intends requesting
the department to undertake, after a reasonable period of operation, a review of how the
arrangements are operating in practice. This will occur in consultation with the union
and employer representatives.
Political Donations: By their origins and nature, unions have the right to speak and act
on matters of political concern or interest. The Bill does not interfere with that freedom
nor affect unions engaging in activities to lobby or criticise a Government or political
party through advertisements etc. However, unions also enjoy a unique monopolistic
position in the industrial relations system in that they are the only recognised bodies
which can represent the industrial interests of workers under the legislation. Although
individuals may join unions to gain their support on industrial issues, it is quite another
matter to believe that every member supports his or her payments to the union being
donated to a political party or candidate of the choice of the union's leadership.
Although the fundamental policy objective of giving individual members a greater say in
makting such decisions and requiring union leaders to be more accountable to their
members for such decisions remains, the approach in the former Bill has been
significantly modified as a consequence of the TLC's recent consultations on this issue.
The proposed arrangements will apply to both registered organisations of employees and
registered organisations of employers. Any moneys an organisation expends on a
political donation must be paid from a political fund which it must establish and which
must comply with audit requirements. All such donations exceeding $1 500 or payments
to a particular party or candidate exceeding such an amount each financial year must be
disclosed to the Industrial Registrar whose records are available for inspection. Where
organisations impose levies - in addition to normal subscriptions -'for the purpose of
political donations, a member will be entitled not to pay the amount. If the levy is paid,
the member may give directions as to which party or candidate should receive his or her
moneys. Where organisations determine that portions of members' subscriptions should
be paid as political donations, their rules must provide that the member can elect not to
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have that portion of the subscription so applied. In such cases, the portion can be used
for other purposes.
A key provision relating to greater accountability and members having a greater say in
decisions on political donations is the requirement that no political donation can be made
by a registered organisation unless the payment is made in accordance with its rules.
These rules must provide that such payments can be made only with the specific approval
of a body similar to what is generally understood as a union state council which
determines broad policy-type matters. Although this will require organisations to alter
their rules during a 12 month period to provide for this approval process, there is no
intention to require organisations to alter their organisational structures for this purpose.
The intention is to provide some flexibility under the legislation, given the array of
organisational structures that exist. Also it is intended that such donations be approved
by the body within each organisation which provides for significantly wider participation
by members or their elected representatives in decision making, well beyond that of the
executive of office holders. Therefore, for those many organisations that do not have a
state council, provision has been made for the president of the commission to determine
which decision making body within their organisational structures most appropriately
reflects the intention of the legislation.
The provision exists for civil enforcement proceedings against an organisation or its
relevant officer where donations are made in breach of the legislation. Penalties do not
apply to employees and provision for the suspension of offending officials has been
removed. Provision also exists for unauthorised political donations to be recovered from
the political party, candidate or person to whom it is paid for such purpose and be
forfeited to the Crown. If the amount is not fully recovered the union official responsible
for the payment is liable.
Inspection of Records: The status quo will remain with respect to the general right of
unions to enter premi ses, as provided for in the existing provisions of awards and
agreements; that is, the provisions in the previous Bill to remove the right of the union
representatives to enter workplaces where no union member is employed have been
removed. However, certain conditions will now be attached to unions' rights to inspect
time and wages records of employees or former employees. The Bill provides that
employees who are not members of the union may advise their employer in writing if
they do not wish the union to have access to their records. Employers will have a
responsibility to ascertain whether an employee or prospective employee wishes to issue
the notification. No person shall by threats or intimidation seek to persuade existing or
prospective employees to give or refuse to give a notification. Provisions of awards and
agreements are to be varied to ensure that they comply with these arrangements. It is
intended that this provision not commence until such time' as there has been an
opportunity for DOPLAR to publicise the new arrangements, employers to make
appropriate arrangements in respect of their record keeping arrangements, and unions to
train their employees in new procedures.
In respect of employees covered by relevant awards-agreements and to whom a union's
list of callings applies, authorised union representatives will be entitled to inspect their
records unless they have given written refusal. For those who have elected to maintain
their privacy in the manner provided for in the Bill, representatives will be entitled to
sight the notification. Such inspections can occur only with reasonable notice of not less
than 24 hours to the employer. Employers will be obliged under the terms of an award-
agreement to endeavour to ensure that their employee records are maintained in such a
way that a union representative who has the right of access to some records does not have
inadvertent access to the records of those persons who have given the written refusal.
Also employers have a similar obligation to ensure that the records of persons who make
the notification are not accessible to a union representative. If someone has reasonable
cause to suspect that an employee whose records are not accessible to a union has not
received the employee's industrial entitlements, that person can notify an industrial
inspector who will respond. The Minister has recently given approval for the number of
staff in the department's compliance program to be increased by approximately 50 per
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cent and this should enable an appropriate response to any additional notifications as a
result of this legislation.
Choice of Superannuation Fund: The choice of the fund into which award based
superannuation contributions are paid has to date essentially been a matter for the union
and the employer to decide. Although an award occasionally provides more than one
approved fund into which the employer may make payments, the choice is limited and
may not be one over which individual employees have control. Under the provisions of
this Bill, employees will have a choice about which fund they wish their superannuation
contributions to be paid into, as the commission shall not make any award that does not
allow employees that right. Once nominated by the employee, the fund can be changed
with the agreement of the employee and the employer who shall not unreasonably
withhold such agreement. The Bill primarily promotes freedom of choice and represents
a victory for individuals over collective rights when there is no sound reason for denying
those of the individual, particularly when within the Australian community there is such a
large number of complying superannuation funds. The proposal is also a victory for
commonsense as the competition for customers should provide an incentive for
superannuation funds to enhance their customer focus towards Western Australian
workers.
Compulsory superannuation strengthens the argument for choice, particularly in the
future when at the federal level it is proposed that from July 1997 the requirements will
include not only an employer contribution but also an employee contribution. This trend
provides further support for employees having a say in where payments towards their
retirement should be best placed. It will be an offence for any person to threaten or
intimidate an employee or employer to influence his or her decision. It is proposed that
DOPLAR arrange discussions among peak employer associations, the TLC and
superannuation industry representatives on procedures to be recommended to employers
in their notifications to employees and prospective employees of the arrangements.
Finance obligations of union officials: The Bill imposes general fiduciary obligations on
officials of unions who are involved in the financial management of the organisation.
When performing relevant functions, a finance official will be required to act honestly at
all times and exercise reasonable care and diligence in the performance of the official's
duties. The degree of care and diligence required is that which a reasonable person in the
position would be expected to exercise. The official must ensure that the organisation
keeps proper accounting records. Finance officials must not improperly use information
acquired by virtue of their position and must disclose whether they have any material
personal interest in a matter involving the organisation. If financial officials fail to
comply with any of the duties imposed, they are liable to pecuniary penalties or such
other relief as an industrial magistrate may decide, including compensation to the
organisation for any loss or damage suffered.
Bargaining and industrial agents: The Bill provides for a scheme of registration for
persons who carry on business as industrial or bargaining agents. Registered
organisations of employers and employees are excluded from such arrangements, as are
the peak bodies which are prescribed in section 50 of the Act. In order for a person to
obtain registration as an industrial agent, the person must provide evidence that he or she
has professional indemnity insurance or sufficient assets to cover any claims arising out
of the negligence or other fault of the person or his or her employees. The regulations
will provide for a code of conduct. Registered persons and their employees may charge
fees for such services as appearing on behalf of parties in the Industrial Relations
Commission, the Industrial Magistrate's Court and the Industrial Appeal Court, for acting
as a bargaining agent in the negotiation of workplace agreements or for providing advice
on industrial matters. Similarly, fees may be charged by registered organisations and
organisations mentioned in section 50 of the principal Act. These arrangements have
hitherto been subject to the limitations of the Legal Practitioners Act, which provides that
persons who are not certified legal practitioners may not appear, for a fee, in legal
proceedings on behalf of another person or do legal work.
In conclusion, the Bill implements a number of election commitments for which the
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Government has a clear mandate. In many respects it provides for an appropriate balance
between the individual and collective rights of workers. The development of the Bill in
the form it is today has clearly not been without some controversy. The Government has
always been aware the reforms would meet opposition from unions and be contentious.
Nonetheless, the provisions which this revised legislation bring into operation will not
only improve our industrial relations system but ensure that unions are more open and
transparent in their dealings with members. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.

JOINT PRINTING COMMITEE
Scott, Hon B.M., Discharged; MacLean, Hon J.D., Appointment

On motion without notice by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House), resolved -

That Hon B.M. Scott be discharged from the Printing Committee and Hon I.D.
MacLean be appointed in her place.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.- ORDINARY
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [1.23 am]: I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournment Debate - Salinity Problem

HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [1.24 am]: The House should not
adjourn yet.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Your colleagues think it should.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: They have confidence in my ability to take care of myself.
Earlier today I asked the Minister for the Environment a question. He spent the next five
minutes talking about everything else rather than answering the question. I asked him
whether he concurred with the editorial in The West Australian of 22 November which
said that Mr Foss had little understanding of his full responsibilities. Mr Foss has a good
track record with the editorial of The West Australian. In today's edition of The West
Australian another article appears relating to Mr Foss. Perhaps it should be called Foss'
corner.
Hon W.N. Stretch: It is not about Burkie's boys?
Hon SAM PIA.NTADOSI: If Hon Bill Stretch wants to talk about that, he should make
his own speech. In a letter headed "Show us some leadership' a person from East
Fremantle wnites -

I am appalled by the pathetic lack of leadership shown by the Minister for the
Environment, Peter Foss, in his comments about the State's soil salinity crisis ...
If Mr Foss believes urban dwellers would not support money being spent on this
unfolding disaster because salinity does not have an obvious impact on them,
perhaps, as the supposed foremost advocate for WA's environment, he should act
to change this.

Hon E.J. Charlton: We have read the article. What do you think about it?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Have you?
Hon Peter Foss: Do you favour a levy?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Thbe letter continues -

Instead, Mr Foss throws up his hands and rejects responsible Government action
by blaming the community.
What a cop-out. Mr Foss has a responsibility to WA's future agricultural viability
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to ensure adequate resources are made available to control and reverse soil
salinity.
Mr Foss, show us you understand the seriousness of the issue and give us some
real leadership. Give us a chance to show we do care and are prepared to support
urgent and substantial action to tackle this most pressing of problems.
I am sure the WA public would be prepared to pay a small soil tax per loaf of
bread.

Hon Peter Foss: Do you believe that? Do you advocate that?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister should listen. I am not in a position to move in
that way.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You are just a mimic.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I do not have control of the House. Baldy Charlton, of
course, has the numbers. He controls what happens here.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Show us some leadership!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If the Minister had read the letter he would know that on the
same page there is another serve for the Government. This letter reads -

I am not surprised that the Court Government says it cannot afford to deal with
the salinity problem in this State.

Minister Foss has told us that he does not have the financial resources. The letter
continues -

This is a Government that will always find sufficient cash to do what it wants to
do.

That is true because money was found for the Northbridge tunnel, and the person
mentions that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Get on your push-bike and use Riverside Drive. Don't use the
tunnel.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: When interjecting during an earlier speech the Minister said
that he should not be taken seriously. I do not take him seriously. He is a buffoon, and
everyone will treat him that way.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is okay. Let him go.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is recorded in Hansard. I am only repeating what the
Minister said: He is not to be taken seriously.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Did I say that I was a buffoon?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: No, the Minister is always that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You're just like your mate. Character assassination is all you know
about. You never show any leadership. What will you do about the salinity problem?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is not up to me.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! The Minister should stop
interjecting and the member should address his comments to the Chair.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It appears that I am rubbing salt into the Minister's wounds.
I accept that part of my question to Minister Foss did not relate directly to his portfolio.
It related to Minister House's portfolio, but surely as a Cabinet member and as a
government member Mr Foss knows what he promised -

Hon A.J.G. MacTieman: Especially as Mr Foss always tells us about his whole of
government approach.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: One must allow for lapses on occasions.
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Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Should we not expect him to be consistent?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Everyone knows that he is far from consistent
Hon Peter Foss: On the contrary, I am the most consistent person here.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I admit that the matter was not directly related to the portfolio
of the Minister for the Environment but when one talks about salinity -
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I have alrady directed that the Minister stop
interjecting. Other members should do the same.
Hon E.J. Charlton: The member would do well to stick to water.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I do not mind. We will be talking about water later on. It is
not a problem.
Mr Stretch will be interested in this: In the Albany area, 68 hectares of land are affected
by the salinity crisis near the Frankland River. Contrary to advice given by the Albany
branch of Agriculture Western Australia, Mr Goss, the Commidssioner for Lands, decided
to give approval for clearing land. I guess both Minister Monty House and the Minister
for the Environment concurred with that.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Is there any bush where you live? It is all right for people to clear
that land, but not down there!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister and his mates have destroyed land. We know
about the Minister's track record in Tanunin and the quality of his farm.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You should see what we are growing there now. We are looking
after afl you no-hopers.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: There is salinity all over the place up there. The Minister is a
total disaster, and not only as a Minister. I ran into an old colleague who knew the
Minister in his younger days. He said, "He was no good as a kid - no good at school and
no good as a footballer. You all know how good he is as a member of Parliament and
what a total failure he is as a Minister." By his own admission in this House today
Mr Charlton suggested we should not take him seriously. I can only say that the
comments of the gentleman from Tammin rang true.
Hon Peter Foss has allowed 68 hectares of land to be cleared in addition to the other
7 000 ha which have been cleared in the past year. We have been talking about finding
money to start replanting trees to right past wrongs. However, this poor excuse of a
Minister for the Environment, who many say has failed to show leadership in his
portfolio, and the Minister for Primary Industry and their supporters, the farmers on the
coalition side, are still screaming for more land to be cleared. At the same time they
want a subsidy so that they can plant more trees and earn more income. They are on a
good lurk; they know they will get a subsidy if they can clear bush to nothing, abuse the
soil and redevelop it. Farmers always cry pauper. Surely after 30 years of devastation
some of the farming fraternity on the coalition side of the House can see the error of their
ways and want to work towards a remedy. If the Minister for the Environment and
Hon Eric Charlton were serious at all they would try to persuade the House to do
something.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [1.30 am]: I
am fascinated by this marvellous embracing of salinity and degradation by not only Hon
Sam Piantadosi but also a number of other people who have not mentioned it before in
their lives. I have shown considerable leadership in this area, especially since I have
been the Minister for the Environment, by drawing to the attention of the public how
serious a problem salinity is.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You even woke up The West Australian, which said nothing about it
for 50 years.
Hon PETER FOSS: The West Australian has just discovered that salinity exists in
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Western Australia. It got a bit of an inkling when I first became Minister. I was
interviewed by The West Australian and was asked what was the most serious
environmental problem in Western Australia. I said that it was salinity. I have been
trying to raise public awareness about it because it is very important. Whether members
opposite like it or not, we must raise public awareness and make it a matter of contention
where the public demand action.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Its like WA Inc a few years ago.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Eric Charlton has rightly raised the outrageous way Hon Sam
Piantadosi's Government poured about $1.5b down the drain. That caused the public to
demand that Governments not waste money like that any longer. We are a democratic
institution and it is very important that we try to raise public awareness.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Some $4.5m.
Hon PETER FOSS: Part of the reason we raise public awareness is to ensure we are able
to get money together. I say with considerable pride that I have drawn people's attention
to salinity. I would like members opposite to examidne the most recent debates on the
estimates in this Chamber and see how much we heard from members opposite about
salinity. I would be very interested to see how often they raised the matter. How often
did they suggest it was an important issue? Is Hon Sam Piantadosi seriously suggesting -

Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member should not challenge me; he should be quiet. He has
adopted a letter from someone to The West Australian and said that I should be doing
things. Is he adopting that entire letter and suggesting we should have a levy? His party
is not saying that. The first thing his spokesperson on the environment said about salinity
when she found out it existed was that we must not have a levy for it. That was the
leadership shown by her party. That is the public position held by Hon Sam Piantadosi.
Yet he held up an important letter saying that he was in favour of parts of it but he would
not commit himself on the rest. However, his party said it was not in favour of a levy.
He should be genuine. Is he in favour of it?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Are you telling me that I cannot express my own point of view?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! Will the Minister direct his
comments through the Chair and Hon Sam Piantadosi stop interjecting.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What about when I spoke.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The member should stop interjecting.
Hon PETER FOSS: I apologise to Hon Sam Piantadosi on the basis that I now
understand that his personal opinion is that there should be a levy.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I did not say that. When did I say that?
Hon PETER FOSS: Then I do not apologise to him because obviously he agrees with his
party that there should not be a levy. His view must be one of the two.

Point of Order
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister is misrepresenting my comments.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is not a point of order. If the member claims he has
been misrepresented he will have an opportunity to argue about that at the end of the
debate.

Debate Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: The member is either saying as an individual that there should be a
levy, in which case I apologise to him or he is agreeing with his party position and
saying there should not be a levy, in which case I do not apologise to him because he
seems to think that the argument in that letter should be used to criticise me even though
he does not agree with it.
Members opposite will not acknowledge that we are spending an unprecedented amount
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on salinity. They will not accept that Hon Monty House has introduced a ban on
clearing, which they did not do. As I said before, it is the most significant single action
taken in the past decade against salinity. Members opposite could not bring in a ban on
clearing in 10 years. They do not have supporters in that area but they could have
brought in measures without any fear or without alienating their voters; they did nothing.
Yet the Minister from a party which depends on farmers to support it brought in a
significant restriction on clearing. He has also allocated a large amount of money to
make sure remnant vegetation is maintained. That is fantastic; it is leadership.
I believe salinity is the single most important environmental issue we face today.
Members opposite are not interested unless they think they have an opportunity to agree
or disagree with letters in The West Australian. Hon Sam Piantadosi can agree and
disagree with a letter in the newspaper all he likes. This Government is showing
leadership in the Environment and in the Primary Industry portfolios. I sincerely hope
that everybody will understand the position and will listen. It is interesting that people
say that they will contribute money if they are asked. I can remember everybody saying
that they would contribute funds to pay for the egg found by the young children.
However, when it came to putting money in the tin I wonder where they went. I think
about $200 turned up - I do not know the exact amount It is wonderful how people can
write to the newspaper and say they are willing to contribute. However, when one offers
the tin for them to put in a bit of money, suddenly they have lost the money. We should
ask people whether they would like to contribute to a remedy for salinity if they are so
interested in it. I can tell Hon Sam Piantadosi that when it comes to these wonderful
wishes and asking people to put their hand in their pocket to do something about this,
suddenly people say, "I have something else to do; I have a party to go to" or "I am a bit
short of money this week because my daughter is getting married." People have all sorts
of wonderful reasons that they cannot put in the money.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is a good idea so long as someone else does it!
Hon PETER FOSS: That is right. They want us to put in the money so long as we do not
take it away from hospitals, police stations and schools, and so long as we do not impose
any new taxes. That is unfortunately the way of the world, Mr Piantadosi. I hope
sincerely that people will get to the stage where they are so concerned that they will insist
that we impose a levy; and only under those circumstances will we find a levy.
HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [1.40 am]: I am amused at the bluster of
Hon Peter Foss, who jumps up and down and says he has always been raising the issue of
salinity; and so he has. The only problem is that he is always raising it when he is being
attacked about clearing in the forests, and he says, "What are these people in the south
west worried about? There is a big salinity problem down there." Hon Peter Foss fails to
realise that in the Bridgetown area there is also a salinity problem, yet'he has given the
Department of Conservation and Land Management approval to clear 98 per cent of the
remaining forest in that area. Not only that, the same Minister, who is in charge of the
two departments which have a bit of a say about what happens in the forest down there,
has allowed the annual cut from that south west forest to exceed to a considerable extent
the amount that was recommended by the Environmental Protection Authority, yet the
EPA's forestry estimates are supposed to be made on a conservative basis.
Hon Peter Foss: You cannot deal with salinity because you are not really interested in
salinity.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: Fifty per cent of the Bridgetown area is cleared at the moment, and
there is salinity in the Blackwood River, which the Liberal Party promised before it was
elected to clean up. The Liberal Party made huge and extravagant promises, but it will
not clean that up; it will clean up the bush. In 10 years, CALM will wipe out 98 per cent
of the bush, with the exception of the buffer zone, and it will then cut down those trees,
so in 10 years, 98 per cent of the Bridgetown area will not have a tree that is more than
10 years old. That is wonderful! That will recally help the salinity problem! The
Minister for the Environment blusters and makes a lot of noise and says he cannot
impose a levy. I certainly support a levy. I would like to take the levy which the
Minister for Transport has imposed to build urban roads, which people do not want -
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Hon E.J. Charlton: So you would rip it off the motorists!
Point of Order

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Mr Deputy President, I draw your attention to the constant
interjections by the Minister, which you drew to his attention earlier and asked him to
cease; he continues to disregard your instructions.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! It is not a point of order.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is for me. You are a crumb.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The comment just made by Hon Sam Piantadosi reflects
upon the Chair and I ask that he withdraw it.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I did not hear the comment, but if the member would like
to identify the comment that must be withdrawn -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: What did I say?
Hon E.J. Charlton: You said he is a crumb.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Hon J.A. SCOTT: It is good to have all these constant withdrawals around the place.
According to the figures that have been put out on salinity, we are talking about a
problem which is costing $1l00m per annum. The pittance that is being spent to
counteract that salinity is pathetic. Why spend $300m on a road that no-one wants when
half of the country is going to ruin? The Minister for Transport may think it is a joke, but
a lot of his colleagues in the wheatbelt do not think it is a joke. Ninety per cent of the
protesters who come to this Parliament to protest about government cuts say they do not
want this stupid tunnel - the Minister's white elephant. The Minister for Transport will
be known in the future as the Minister for white elephants. This prehistoric idea that we
must keep building main roads so that Main Roads can keep its expansion program going
and can keep the urban sprawl going, and the Byford trotting complex, that will be
threatened by the planning of the Minister for Transport all over the State, with the
exception of country areas -

Hon Peter Foss: Come on!
Hon J.A. SCOTT: The levy that the Minister for Transport imposed is the opposite of
what is happening in the rest of the world, where levies that are imposed on the use of
fuel are used to improve the environment. The Minister for Transport's policies are
regarded by every other country in the developed world as the wrong sorts of policies.
Every other country in the world is giving up these ideas. Los Angeles is ripping out the
freeways and putting in light rail systems because it has realised that freeways are totally
inefficient.
The Minister for the Environment constantly gives us this story about the salinity
problem -

Hon Peter Foss: I am glad you acknowledge that I have done it constantly since I have
become Minister for the Environment.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: That is true, but what has the Minister done about it?
Hon Peter Foss: We have put in twice as much money as was spent previously.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: That was nowhere near enough and it is still not enough. That is the
point. The Minister's priorities are wrong. The problem is that the Minister for the
Environment has no push in Cabinet. He will not stick up for his portfolio. He allows
himself to be railroaded constantly -

Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Let us listen to the member on his feet.
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Hon J.A. SCOTT: Wherever the Minister for the Environment is concerned, whether it is
planning - and we had planning Bills in which the Minister wanted to hand over his
powers to the Minister for Planning -

Hon Peter Foss: That is nonsense too.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: The Minister wants to hand over his powers to local government or to
developers. The Minister does not have the strength to hold on to his responsibilities.
Whether the Minister likes it or not, salinity is one of his responsibilities, because the
trees that are dying in the 2 per cent of bushland that is left in some of the wheatbelt areas
are dying because of salt encroachment and the rising watertable.
Hon Peter Foss: You are telling me to impose a levy on that.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I think the Minister misheard me. The Minister said that I had agreed
that salinity was the greatest ecological problem in the State. It is not. Salinity is one of
the major problems in the State, but the greatest problem is the biodiversity which has
been lost in the wheatbelt, and it is continuing to be lost in the south west, where we have
a much greater variety of biodiversity - not in the agricultural region, but in the areas to
the south west of the agricultural region - which is being destroyed by a variety of
factors, including salinity, but also by dieback, and by the forest burning practices of the
Department of Conservation and Land Management, which do not allow a lot of things to
grow back in the way that they did previously. There are many reasons for that, a lot of
which are tied up with the Minister's management, and the future will show that the
Minister was an abject failure in that regard. I have no fear in saying that we should have
a levy to pay for a solution to the salinity problem.
Hon Peter Foss: That is one of the wonderful things about never having to take
responsibility for anything.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: Unless this matter is tackled seriously, the problem will not be
resolved. The small bickies the Government is prepared to put towards fixing the
problem will not do the job.
HON EJ. CHARLTON (Agricultural - Minister for Transport) [1.50 am]: I will make
a couple of quick points, although it is probably a waste of time to respond to the claptrap
that we have heard from members opposite. We acknowledge the salinity problem in the
wheatbelt areas and other parts of Western Australia that have been cleared.
Hon Sanm Piantadosi: Especially in Tammin.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: People who own a bit of land in the country are trying to do
something about it; they are spending their own money. As the Minister for the
Environment has said, the Minister for Primary Industry is looking to coordination and
being involved in a mass planting of trees and other earthworks to try to do something
about the rising watertable. It should also be noted that this year seven million tonnes of
grain will be grown on what has been referred to as terrible land. It will provide the
largest export income for this State, and everybody in this nation will live off it. In the
next five to 10 years, 10 million tonnes of grain will be grown. The more grain we grow,
the better it will be for the control of salinity in the soil.
People who are dumb and do not understand anything about the ecology, particularly in
relation to farm land, do not realise that the next best thing to growing trees on the land
that flourish and use the water is to plant cereal crops instead of having the land lying
idle. Those opposite live in fairyland. They think the only way the land can be put to
best use is to grow trees all over it. They come down from the country to live in Perth, as
Hon Jim Scott and Hon Kim Chance, who walked out of Doodlakine, have done. They
seemingly do not notice that all the trees on the suburban blocks have been cut down.
I do not understand how those opposite can have any conscience when they say that it is
all right to cut down the trees and clear the bush in Perth. Not one tree is left on the
cleared blocks in Perth. The developers come in and take away all the trees and leave
nothing; yet, in country Western Australia, from one end of the State to the other, trees
are being planted. That is in sharp contrast with what happens down here, where the
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developers are knocking over all the trees. Those opposite think it is okay to allow a
build up of water to run into the rivers in Perth, but that is not allowed in the country
areas.
Hon I.D. MacLean: Look at Hepburn Heights when they were in government.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes, that is right. That is the balanced view those opposite took
when they were in government.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Hon lain MacLean and Hon Sam Piantadosi should
not conduct their own conversation across the Chamber when the Minister for Transport
has the call.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Nobody is listening to thenm.
Hon John Halden: Minister, can I ask a question? Obviously not.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Let us just get the record straight about what is happening in
country Western Australia and what is happening in the metropolitan area. I now come
to the 40 a litre levy that everybody in the Australian Labor Party wants to spend on
everything other than on roads. It was all right when those opposite were in government
to tax the road users, syphon off money and spend it on something else. They did not put
that money into building roads or addressing the salinity problem. They did nothing with
it - they blew it.
Hon John Halden: We put it into public transport.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right. Since we came to office we have reallocated it and
an additional half a billion passengers have used public transport.
Hon John Halden: On the railway line we built.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The bonus is that $40m has been saved in providing public
transport.
Hon John Halden: That's rubbish.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Of course it is to the Leader of the Opposition. He cannot
believe anything to do with tax. He is into character assassination. He is only interested
in having a go at people. He wants to talk only about Graeme Campbell, Paul Keating
and Carmen Lawrence. He is an empty vessel when it comes to his talking about issues.
His only capacity is to get into individuals. That is his plan in life.
Hon Jim Scott said the roads in the United States were being pulled up. I have news for
him. He should read a little about what is happening. Spending on infrastructure on
roads in the United States will increase by 69 per cent over a five year program. Hon Jim
Scott is trying to hoodwink us with his intellect about the environment that he believes he
has because he is a member of the Greens (WA) party. He believes anything he says
must be right. Every facet of his background is one of failure - total failure. He has
failed in everything he has had anything to do with. He is a failure. He comes in here
and expects us to believe him.
As I was saying, in the United States there will be an increase in spending of 69 per cent
on road infrastructure. France has had an increase of 40 per cent in spending on road
infr-astructure. These are the countries Hon Jim Scott talked about. It is the same
situation in Japan and the Netherlands. Hon Jim Scott wants to record in Hansard how
the leading countries in the world are cutting back on their funding for road infrastructure
and are planting trees up the'middle of the freeways. He is in dreamland for most of the
time, and tonight he has proved it.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 1.56 amn (Wednesday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HIGH COURT - CHALLENGE TO NATIVE TITLE ACT
Exper~ture; Legal Fe es Payment

95. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) What funds have been spent as at 28 March 1995 from the 1994-95 $lm
budget allocation for legal fees in respect of the State's native title High
Court litigation?

(2) To whom, and what amounts, have legal fees been paid from this budget
allocation?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) As at 28 March 1995, $587 366 have been spent from the 1994-95 budget
allocation for legal fees.

(2) Legal fees paid from $lm allocation were as follows -
D.F. Jackson QC $209 867
Freehill Hollingdale and Page $206 640
A. Robertson QC $79 706
C. Humphry $46 204
C. Wheeler QC $44949

$587 366
CHILD MIGRATION - MOSS, JOHN, VISIT TO AUSTRALIA 1951

392. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Leader of the House representing the
Premier.
(1) Did the Premier in letters 9328358, 9325986, 9321204 P32/92 dated

24 January 1994 refer to the visit in 1951 to Australia of Mr John Moss,
CBE on behalf of the United Kingdom Home Office to inspect child
migration to Australia?

(2) Is the Premier aware of a questionnaire prepared for that visit by the
Deputy High Commissioner of the United Kingdom in Australia and
forwarded to the Under Secretary for Lands and Immigration Perth by
T.H.E. Heyes, Secretary of the Department of Immigration, Canberra on
4 May 195 1?

(3) If so, will the Premier tell the House what was asked in questions 5,
10 and 11 of that questionnaire, and will the Premier also tell the House
what responses to those questions were given by Father Cyril Stinson,
Director of the Catholic Episcopal Migration and Welfare Association of
Western Australia?

(4) Was Father Stinson's response to question 10(a) misleading?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) The visit by Mr John Moss CBE to Australia in 1951 was referred to in a
response to a number of letters about Christian Brothers institutions.

(2) Yes.
(3) Question 5: Are children encouraged to maintain contact with parents and

other relatives, both in the United Kingdom and Australia?

Question 10:
(a) What is the disciplinary regime of the home and the general home

environment?
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(b) Are the children afforded the opportunity for the development of

individual interests and capacities?
(c) Are the children afforded the opportunity to form contacts with

children living with their parents, and to become assimilated with
the normal life of the community?

(d) What arrangements are made for holidays?
Question 11:
(a) What are the arrangements for the children's education, (i) within

the home or (ii) at local outside schools?
(b) What facilities exist for children to receive higher education?
(c) To what extent is advantage taken of them?
The Government has no record of Father Stinson's responses to these
questions.

(4) Not applicable.
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - PRIVATISATION OF FUNCTIONS

592. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer:
With respect to the Treasurer's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December
1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public
sector?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS - MOTOR VEHICLES
691. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) How many vehicles are currently in use within each department or agency
within the Premier's portfolio area?

(2) What details are available about the type of vehicle fleet maintained by
each department or agency within the Premier's portfolio areas?

(3) What positions within each department and agency have vehicles provided
to the position occupant?

(4) What is the monthly cost to each department and agency within the
Premier's portfolio for operating and maintaining its vehicle fleet?

The answer was tabled.
[See paper No 921.1
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - PRIVATISATION OF FUNCTIONS

1073. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer:
With respect to the Treasurer's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department -

(1) What functions are being considered for privatisation either partly or
wholly?

(2) What functions have been decided to be privatised either partly or vhoily?
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Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

I refer the member to my answer to question 592.
BANKWEST - RETURN ON INVESTMENT

1246. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer:

In respect of BankWest, what is the State Governiment's percentage return on
investment over the past 10 years, assuming the value of the bank 10 years ago
was net assets times 1.4 and the value now is net assets times 1.4?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

Given the assumptions the member has put, the internal rate of return with a start
date of 31 March 1984 and a close date of 30 September 1994 is 12.13 per cent.
This is 10.5 years. To get to the 10 year period requested we could roll the
31 March 1984 payment forward to the 1985-85 year and the final payment of
30 September 1994 back to the 1993-94 year, then the internal rate of return for
that period would increase to 14.76 per cent. All of the previous calculations are
based on a starting net tangible asset figure of $95.6m and a closing net tangible
asset figure of $479.4m.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - RESTRUCTURE

1656. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for
Family and Children's Services:
(1) Has the Department of Community Development been restructured?

(2) If yes, once the restructure is implemented, how many full time equivalent
will be employed in each of the following areas -

(a) central office (please provide a corporate structure showing position
titles and the branch and corporate directorate to which- each
employee is responsible);

(b) regional offices; and
(c) district offices?

(3) How many temporary staff, employed through contracts with temporary
staff recruitment agencies, were employed in the DCD on I May 1995 but
were not included in the number of full time equivalents recorded in part
(2) above?

(4) Where in DCD were they employed and through which agency were they
recruited?

(5) At what level were they employed and what was the cost of that contract?

(6) How many of those temps will continue to be employed after the
restructure is implemented?

The answer was tabled.
[See paper No 922.]

DERIVATIVES - TRADING BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, SAFEGUARDS

3264. Hon MARk NEVILL to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer:

What safeguards are in place to limit trading in derivatives by public authorities?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Premier has-provided the following reply -

Statutory authorities can only use derivatives if they have explicit authority to do
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so and have an approved risk management policy which prescribes the types of
derivatives which can be used, the manner of their use, how performance is to be
measured, how they are to be accounted for, and a credit policy which sets out the
credit limits applicable to counterparties to any derivative transactions.

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
3400. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
I refer to question on notice 2677 on this matter -
(1) Apart from the Eucla police officers and Mr Winterburn, Mr McCoull,

Mr Marshall, Mr Cummings, Mr Gillard, Mr Norfolk, Ms Hill, Mr Davies,Mr Manning, Mr Engleberger, Mr Sloane, Mr Whaley, Mr Grinevicious
and Ms Johnson, who were the other people interviewed by Inspectors
Chilvers and Robson?

(2) On what dates, where, and by whom were they interviewed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

(1)-(2) The Commissioner of Police has advised that -
Name of person
interviewed
Arie Van Wagenengen
Alan Handy

Brian Pike
Noeleen Crawley
Stephen Cooper
Linda McDowell
Ludwig Snobl.
Kelly Ferguson
Karl Kapiteyn
Garry Gifford
John Wesson
Martina Williams
Catherine Williams
Michael Candy
Ross Kubale
William Todd
Robert Chappell
Joseph Burton JP
Robert McCormick JP
Theodore Morley JP
Paula Reidy-Croft
James Hofstee
John Davis

Date

22.11.90
5.7.90 -
1.11.90
27.10.90
2.11.90
31.10.90
1.11.90
26.9.90
8.11.90
6.9.90
11.9.90
14.11.90
14. 11.90
15.11.90
29.6.92
18.11.92
16.9.92
2.11.92
3.11.92
3.9.92
9.9.92
18.11.92
3.3.93
1.11.90

Officer
interviewing

Chilvers
Chilvers-Robson

Chilvers-Robson
Chilvers-Robson
Chilvers-Robson
Chilvers-Robson
Chilvers-Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson
Robson

Location of
interview
Alice Springs
Eucla

Nullarbor
Madura
Eucla
Eucla
Eucla
Perth
Perth
Report
Esperance
Esperance
Esperance
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth

POLICE - EUCLA CASE
3414. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
Who were the 36 people interviewed by Inspector W Chilvers and Inspector I.
Robson during their investigation and on what dates& were they interviewed
between June 1990 and September 1992?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
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I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows
Arie Van Wagenengen 22.11.90
Alan Reuben Handy 5.7.90 - 1.11-90
Brian Pike 27.10.90
Noeleen Crawley 2.11.90
Stephen Douglas Cooper 31.10.90
Linda McDowell 1.11.90
Ludwig Snobl 26.9.90
Kelly Michelle Ferguson 8.11.90
Karl Frederick Kapiteyn 6.9.90
Garry John Gifford 11.9.90
John Nicholas Wesson 14.11.90
Martina Johanna Williams 14.11.90
Catherine Anne Williams 15.11.90
Michael Philip Candy 29.6.92
Ross William Kubale 18.11.92
William Alex Todd 16.9.92
Robert Joseph Chappell 2.11.92
Joseph Burton JP 3.11.92
Robert John McCormick JP 3.9.92
Theodore Richard Morley JP 9.9.92
Paula Anne Reidy-Croft 18.11.92
James Hofstee 3.3.93
Marion Sarah Hill 6.7.90 10.7.90 30.1090
Boyd Peter Cummings 25.9.90 12.5.92
Max Hamilton Winterburn 28.6.90 16.10.90 7.11.90
Robert Putland McCoull 13.7.90 24. 10.90 25.10.90
Stuart Raymond Marshall 16.8.90 23.5.92 20.7.94
Andrew Manning 18.8.90 14.5.92
Robert James Gillard 10.7.90 7.5.92
David Charles Norfolk 13.7.90 8.5.92
John Davis 1.11.90
Frank Andrius Grinevicious 26.9.90 1.11.90
Paula Kaye Johnson 21.9.92 13, 14, 15.11.90
Jacqueline Mary Wilson 24.10.90
Joshua Allan Mills 10.9.90
Raymond Leslie Frahm 29.9.90
CAMPBELL, GRAEME - POLICE INQUIRY ATTACHED TO ROYAL

COMMISSION INVESTIGATIONS TASK FORCE
3619. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
With reference to the investigation by Police attached to the Royal Commission
Investigations Task Force -

(1) Was a Police warrant taken out to search the accounts of Graemne
Campbell at the United Credit Union on or about 28 April 1995?

(2) If not, what was the actual date?
(3) Was this investigation in response to the alleged defamation by Graemne

Campbell of the Director of Public Prosecutions one month previously on
28 March 1995?

(4) What was the reason for the 3 year delay in following up this matter after
the correspondence on this matter with Graeme Campbell dated 27 May
1992 and 8 June 1992?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
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I am advised by the Commissioner of Police as follows -
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) No.
(4) This matter arose from the royal commission investigations into a numberof financial transactions in respect of the accounts of Mr Julian Grill, themember for Eyre. The matter was given a low priority in relation to otherinvestigations arising from the Royal Commission into CommercialActivities of Government and Other Matters, and as a result inquiries intothis matter commenced in January 1995.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - FISHERIES OFFICERS
Entering Premises without Occupier's Knowledge

3629. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister forFisheries:
(1) Has the management of the Fisheries Department, both past and present,ever condoned fisheries officers entering premises without the knowledgeof the occupier?
(2) Will the Minister for Fisheries have tabled in the Legislative Council afull and complete copy of the Fisheries Department file number 666/93Vi?
(3) Will the Minister have tabled in the Legislative Council a complete copyof the Fisheries Department breach report code named Operation Blue

Bone?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -
(1) The department has advised me that it is unaware of any records whichwould indicate whether past managers of the Fisheries Departmentcondoned fisheries officers entering premises without the knowledge ofthe occupier. The new Fish Resources Management Act 1994 preventsfisheries officers entering residential premises without the consent of theoccupier or under a search wan-ant other than in exceptionalcircumstances.
(2) No. However, if the member has a specific concern, I would be preparedto consider an approach made to my office.
(3) To date the Fisheries Department has been unable to locate any breachreports in respect of Operation Blue Bone. Breach reports are created andfiled under the name of the actual offender.

EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD EMPLOYMENT
3665. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Leader of the House representing Minister forPublic Sector Management:

(1) On what date did Brian Mahon Easton resign from the Public Service
Board?

(2) What was the amount paid to him as a result of his resignation?
(3) Why did he resign?
(4) What was the length of his employment?
(5) Was his employment subject to Public Service conditions and salary?
(6) If no to (5), what were the conditions of his employment?
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(7) What travel, paid for by the State, did Mr Easton undertake when he was
employed by the Public Service Board?

(8) What benefits other than salary, did Mr Easton receive?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply

Some of the issues raised require examination of records all of which are not
readily available. Records, especially those dealing with the question of travel
may be at the state repository, or given the length of time involved may have been
destroyed. Bearing this in mind I will attempt to provide a complete answer in
due course.

MARTIN, BRYAN - WICKS, T., GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

3987. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) What specific briefs has Mr Bryan Martin QC and Mr T. Wicks been
contracted or employed to undertake since the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities and Other Matters reported?

(2) For what period were each retained?

(3) What remuneration have each been paid for their services since the royal
commission reported?

(4) Was the remuneration paid to a company?

(5) If yes, to which company?

(6) Would the Premier provide a breakdown of various fees and allowances
paid for the services of each person?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following response -

(1) (a) Mr T. Wicks has not been contracted or employed to undertake
any specific briefs since the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters reported.

(b) Mr Bryan Martin QC has been briefed by -

(i) the Crown Solicitor's Office as counsel to advise on the
Mickelberg petitions for mercy;

(ii) in the Supreme Court action Grill v WA Inc Royal
Commission;

(iii) The Director of Public Prosecutions in The Queen v Burke
preliminary hearing heard in the Perth Court of Petty
Sessions on 14 and 15 October 1994. Mr Martin QC has
also been retained for the District Court trial to be heard in
1996.

(2) As required by the Crown Solicitor's Office and on 25 and 26 November
1993 and 14 and 15 November 1994 by the DPP, plus preparation time.

(3) (i) $31 019.
(ii) Nil to date.

(iii) $19 367 - counsel fees $17 894; air fares and accommodation
$1 473.

(4) No.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) See (3) above.
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HERITAGE - LOCAL GOVERNMENT MUNICIPAL INVENTORY

3990. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Environment representing theMinister for Heritage:
(1) Does the current Government require Local Government to utilise their"1municipal inventory" required under section 45 of the Heritage Act toafford protection to privately owned buildings of heritage value?
(2) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) Section 45 of the Act requires local governments to compile and maintainan inventory of buildings of cultural heritage significance within theirdistricts so that such significance can be recognised and placed on publicrecord. It then falls to each local government to have regard for thatregister in malcing decisions on matters which affect those buildings.

AGRICULTURE WESTERN AUSTRALIA - PORT KENNEDY LANDCONSERVATION DISTRICT COMMITEE TRAINING PROGRAM INQUIRY
4041. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister forPrimary Industry:

(1) Has the Western Australian Department of Agriculture carried out aninvestigation or audit of the Port Kennedy Land Conservation DistrictCommittee training program?
(2) If so, why was that investigation or audit carried out?
(3) Will the Minister for Primary Industry table the file relating to thatinvestigation?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Primary Industry has provided the following response -
(1)-(3) In response to concerns raised by the Western Australian Department ofTraining, a procedure to investigate the financial records of the PortKennedy LCDC has been initiated. If the member has a specific concern,I would be prepared to consider an approach made to my office.

BANKWEST - TRUST-WEST, INCLUDED IN SALE
4043. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

(1) Is the BankWest subsidiary TrustWest being included in the sale ofBankWest?
(2) What is the consideration for the value of TrustWest in the sale ofBankWest?
(3) What residual guarantee exists for those people with superannuation fundsin TrustWest?
(4) When will the guarantee cease?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -
(1) TrustWest will remain a wholly owned subsidiary of BankWest andtherefore is included in the sale.
(2) The purchase consideration for 100 per cent of the equity in BankWest,which includes beneficial ownership of TrustWest.
(3) Subsidiaries are not subject to the government guarantee.
(4) Not applicable.
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BANKWEST - ART COLLECTION

4048. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Leader of the House representing the
Premier.
(1) Will the Premier advise whether the BankWest art collection has been

sold?
(2) If yes, to whom?

(3) If no, what future is planned for it following the takeover of BankWest by
the Bank of Scotland?

(4) Will the Premier also advise the estimated current value of the collection?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) The BankWest art collection has not been sold.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) The art collection will remain an asset of BankWest. The bank's
headquarters and management will remain in Perth; therefore the art
collection will continue to be used as it is currently - as a corporate
collection within the bank's offices. There are no plans for the collection
to be sold after the takeover by the Bank of Scotland.

(4) The current value of the collection is estimated at $1 .8m.

TRAVEL - REPORT OF INTERSTATE AND OVERSEAS TRAVEL
UNDERTAKEN BY MINISTERS AND OFFICERS ON OFFICIAL BUSINESS,

REPORTS TABLED

4058. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

(1) How. many reports titled 'Report of Interstate and Overseas Travel
undertaken by Ministers and Officers on Official Business" have been
tabled since the 1993 state election in the -

(a) Legislative Council; and

(b) Legislative Assembly?

(2) On what date was each report tabled?

(3) What period of time does each report cover?

(4) Will reports be tabled for the periods not covered in the tabled reports?

(5) When is the most recent report expected to be tabled?

(6) Will the Premier give a guarantee to provide information relating to travel
undertaken during periods which have not been reported to Parliament if
requested?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

Nine quarterly reports of interstate and overseas travel by Ministers and
officials have been tabled for the period January 1993 to March 1995.
The reports were tabled in each House and the dates of tabling can be
obtained from the Clerks. The report for the June 1995 quarter is
currently being finalised and will be tabled shortly. The report for the
September 1995 quarter is presently being collated. Requests for details
not reported to Parliament will be considered on their merits.
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RUSS, JIMMY - ELLIOT, ROBERT, RELOCATION OFFERS

4062. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister forCommerce and Trade:
(1) Was the initial 'relocation offer' made to Mr Jimmy Russ by Mr Robert

Elliot in December 1994?
(2) If not, when was the first offer made?
(3) Did Mr R. Elliot return to Wittenoom in March 1995 and make anincreased offer to Mr J. Russ, when Mr Russ was inebriated?
(4) Is the Minister for Commerce and Trade aware that Mr Roy Bulk and MrRoland Williams witnessed this conduct?
(5) Did Mr Elliot then take Mr Russ back to his home to sign the acceptance

for the increased offer?
(6) Is the Minister aware that Mr Russ did not realise what he had done until

some weeks later?
(7) Has the Minister had any complaint about this matter?
(8) Does Mr Elliot deny Mr Russ was under the influence of alcohol at thetime?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -
(1) No. However, at that time an informal discussion was held with Mr Russexplaining the Government's relocation package.
(2)-(3) March 1995. The State Government's agent revisited Wittenoom inMarch 1995 and after an approach from Mr Jim Russ, made an offer topurchase his property. Mr Russ was fully cognisant of his decision toaccept the Government's offer.
(4) I am informed that Mr Bulk and Mr Williams were present when Mr Elliot

was approached by Mr Russ to negotiate settlement on his property.
(5) Mr Russ requested that Mr Elliot meet him at his home to sign the offer

and acceptance.
(6)-(7) No.
(8) Mr Elliot has stated that as far as he was aware, Mr Russ was fullycognisant of his decision to accept the Government's offer.

CALM - MANAGED LAND, TOTAL AREA IN SOUTHERN FOREST REGION;
CENTRAL FOREST REGION

4080. Hon JA. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) What is the total area of Department of Conservation and LandManagement managed land in -

(a) the southern forest region; and
(b) the central forest region?

(2) What is the total area of CALM-managed land in each of those tworegions in the following tenure/purpose categories -
(a) national park;
(b) conservation park;
(c) nature reserve;
(d) state forest;
(e) timber reserve;
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(f) 5g reserve;
(g) miscellaneous reserve;

(hi) freehold (executive director); and

Wi leasehold (executive director)?

(3) What is the total area of the following vegetation types in each of the
tenure/purpose categories in each of the two regions -

(a) pure karri/karri;
(b) karri-marri and marri-karri;
(c) other karri types including mixtures with jarrah and with tingle

species;
(d) jarrab (high quality);

(e) jarrah-inarri and marri-jarrah;

(f) other jarrah types including mixtures with tingle species;

(g) inarri;
(h) other forest; and

(i) non-forest?
(4) For each of the areas of forest listed in (3), what are the areas in the

following cutting status categories -

(a) old growth/virgin/no record of logging;

(b) selectively logged/logged other than clearfelled;

(c) even aged regeneration following logging;

(d) cut-over, awaiting regeneration; and

(e) other (specify)?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I refer the member to question on notice 3165 answered on 21 November 1995.

WATER SUPPLY - GREENBUSHES, LITHIUM-LTHUM COMPOUNDS
LEVEL

4085. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:

At what level of lithium/l~ithium compounds monitored or analysed in the town
water supply of Greenbushes would the Environmental Protection Authority
notify the Health Department of Western Australia and ask for its assessment?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

Neither the Environmental Protection Authority nor the Department of
Environmental Protection monitor or analyse the town water supply for
Greenbushes. This is a matter for the Water Authority of Western Australia and
the Health Department of WA. I understand that the Water Authority has
undertaken monitoring of lithium in the water supplies in Greenbusbes, and has
referred results of its analysis to the Health Department of WA. I also understand
that drinking water standards in Australia do not set a limit for lithium or its
compounds. For further information on this subject, I suggest the member
contacts the Health Department of WA direct.

WATER SUPPLY - GREENBUSHES, LITHIUM-LIIUM COMPOUNDS
LEVEL

4086. Hon JA. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment representing the Minister
for Health:
With reference to levels of lithium in Greenbushes town water supply, will the
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Minister advise at what level of lithiunm/lithium compounds shown in the watersupply of Greenbushes town would the Health Department of Western Australiaeffect an assessment of such data and advise the Western Australian WaterAuthority and the people of Greenbushes on the suitability of that water fordrinking?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
Should the level of lithium in drinking water exceed 0.1mg (100 microgram) perlitre the Health Department of Western Australia would consider detailedassessment of risk in collaboration with the National Health and MedicalResearch Council and if necessary advise the Water Authority and localgovernment of any potential risk to health.

COMMERCE AND TRADE, DEPARTMENT OF - WORKPLACE
AGREEMENTS

4091. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Ministerfor Commerce and Trade:
Are new employees of the Department of Commerce and Trade required to enterinto workplace agreements?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -
Existing public sector employees who successfully apply for promotion orsecondment to positions in the Department of Commerce and Trade are providedwith a choice of being employed under the Public Service award 1992 or thedepartment's workplace agreement. Successful applicants who are not existingpublic sector employees are only offered employment under the department'sworkplace agreement.
SEWAGE - BIOSOLIDS DUMPED ON LOTS 1, 2, JOHNSTON ROAD,JANDAKOT, BY SOIL BLENDING FIRM

4094. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Is the Minister aware that a soil blending firm has dumped sewage sludgeon lots 1 and 2, Johnston Road, Jandakot?
(2) Is the Minister aware that this site is within a priority 2 ground water areaand close to an existing public well operated by the Water Authority?
(3) What action does the Minister intend to take to stop the dumping and have

the current waste removed?
(4) How much waste is currently stored on this site?
(5) Is there any evidence that it is causing ground water pollution?
(6) If yes, what action does the Minister intend to take to control it?
(7) Is the Minister aware that residents of nearby Acourt Road, Canning Vale,are experiencing extremely unpleasant smells in their homes from thesewage waste?
(8) If yes, what action does the Minister intend to take to rectify this?
(9) Who was responsible for depositing the waste on the site?
(10) Was this dumping approved by WAWA or the Environmental Protection

Authority ?
(11) If no, will the Government take action to prosecute the offender forcausing pollution?
(12) Is the offender a client of WAWA?
(13) Has the Minister visited the site to inspect the problem?
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(14) If yes, when?
(15) Is the Minister aware that the Select Committee on Metropolitan

Development and Groundwater Supplies recommended against activities
such as this on ground water mounds?

(16) If this waste is to be removed from the Jandakot mound, where will it be
moved to and what deadline has been set for its removal?

(17) Is the Minister aware that very large stockpiles of soil blending materials
have been placed on Lot 186 Acourt Road, Canning Vale, adjoining Lots
1 and 2 Johnston Road, and adjoining a public water supply well operated
by WAWA?

(18) How much material is contained in these stockpiles?

(19) Is the person or firm responsible for creating these stockpiles the same
person or firm referred to in (9) in relation to the sludge dumping?

(20) If no, who is responsible for these stockpiles?
(21) What action does the Minister intend to take in view of the fact that these

stockpiles appear to violate WAWA's policy on priority 2 ground water
areas?

(22) What costs have been incurred in investigating this soil blending
operation, including the exploratory chilling, and who has paid for this?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2) Yes.
(3) A direction under the Environmental Protection Act was issued on

31 August requiring removal of all deposited sludge material - referred to
as biosolids - from lots 1 and 2 Johnston Road, Jandakot prior to
29 December 1995. The owners and operators at the site have been
informed that any disposal of sludge at the site is unacceptable and no
recent dumping of material has occurred at this site.

(4) An estimate of approximately 30 000 cubic metres of biosolids had been
deposited on site prior to June 1995. A small proportion of the stored
solids had been removed from the site by mid November.

(5) Investigations conducted by the Water Authority have shown minor
contamination of ground water beneath the site. The extent of
contamination does not pose any current threat to public or private ground
water use in the area.

(6) The direction has been issued requiring removal of the biosolid material to
avoid any pollution threat.

(7) The Department of Environmental Protection has confirmed that residents
in Acourt Road experienced episodes of high odour impact early this
month as a result of the activities of Soils Ain't Soils.

(8) The Department of Environmental Protection has written to Soils Ain't
Soils requesting the company's advice by 24 November 1995 on measure
available to it to reduce the odour impacts.

(9) Soils Ain't Soils has accepted responsibility for the deposition of the
biosolids.

(10) Neither the Water Authority nor the Department of Environmental
Protection approved the deposit of biosolids at lots 1 and 2 Johnston Road,
Jandakot.

(11) The Water Authority is presently considering prosecution - subject to
ministerial approval - of Soils Ain't Soils for failure to adhere to the
requirements of the direction to remove the biosolids. Soils Ain't Soils
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has been given the opportunity to provide advice to the Water Authorityon its actions to date relating to removal of the biosolids and show causewhy prosecution should not be instituted.

(12) Yes, Soils Ain't Soils is contracted by the Water Authority to removestabilised sludge - biosolids - from its Perth metropolitan waste watertreatment plants.
(13) Yes.
(14) 9 August 1995.
(15) Yes.
(16) The direction issued to Soils Ain't Soils stipulates that the biosolids are tobe moved to a site owned by the company external to proclaimedunderground water pollution control areas and public water sourcecatchment areas. All biosolids shall be removed by 29 December 1995.
(17) Yes.
(18) A permit issued to Richgro Garden Products by the Water Authority limitssewage sludge/sand mixtures stored on lot 186 to 5 000 cubic metres,chicken manure to 200 cubic metres, and brewery sludge at 3 000 cubicmetres. Limits have not been placed on the storage of soils and recycledforestry products such as sawdust and bark chips.
(19) Soil blending operations on lot 186 Acourt Road are conducted by bothSoils Ain't Soils and Richgro Garden Products.
(20) Responsibility for stored soil blending materials on lot 186 is sharedbetween the owner and occupiers of lot 186 as nominated in (19).
(21) The Water Authority will take action on any materials stockpiled on lot186 Acourt Road which do not conform to the permit issued to Richgro.A letter has been sent to Soils Ain't Soils by the Water Authority requiringthe company to remove any biosolid material on lot 186 which had comrefrom lots 1 and 2 Johnston Road, Jandakot.
(22) The exploratory drilling program and soils testing on lots 1 and 2 JohnstonRoad, arranged by the Water Authority, cost approximately $13 000 andwas paid for by the authority. The cost of staff time in investigating andmanaging this matter, although ongoing and substantial, has not beenindividually accounted for.

WATER AUTHORITY - NORTHERN METROPOLITAN WATERS STUDY
4095. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Further to question without notice 721 of 26 September 1995, has therebeen any follow up work to the Northern Metropolitan Waters Study, May1992?
(2) If yes, will the Minister table the results and/or report?
(3) If no follow up work has been done, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes. The Environmental Protection Authority required the WaterAuthority to repeat the May 1992 metals survey every three years.
(2) Yes. This work has just been completed and the Water Authority has yetto review it and formally submit it to the EPA. The report will then betabled.
(3) Not applicable.
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CAMPBELL, GRAEME - POLICE INQUIRY ATrACHED TO ROYAL
COMMISSION INVESTIGATIONS TASK FORCE

4097. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
With reference to the investigation by police attached to the Royal Commission
Investigations Task Force -

(1) Was a police warrant taken out to search the accounts of Graemne
Campbell at the United Credit Union on or about 28 April 1995?

(2) If not, what was the actual date?

(3) Was this investigation in response to the alleged defamation by Graeme
Campbell of the Director of Public Prosecutions one month previously on
28 March 1995?

(4) What was the reason for the three year delay in following up this matter
after the correspondence on this matter with Graeme Campbell dated 27
May 1992 and 8 June 1992?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

I am advised by the Minister for Police in the following terms -

I refer the member to my response to question 3619 of 1995.

POLICE -BRENNAN CAR SCAM-DRUGS CASE

4098. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
I refer to the Brennan car scamn/drugs case -

(1) What bench warrants were received from Queensland for the arrest of Mr
Neil Hunter following inquiries by the Criminal Justice Commission in
that State?

(2) For what reasons were they issued?

(3) On what dates were they received?

(4) When was each of the warrants in (1) above voided?

(5) What involvement did Detective Senior Sergeant 1. Brandis have in the
service and processing of each warrant?

(6) In whose possession were the warrants after their arrival in Western
Australia?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

I am advised by the Minister for Police in the following terms -

The Commissioner of Police has advised as follows -

(1) No bench warrant was issued. Mr Hunter was arrested on a provisional
warrant for extraition to Queensland on 24 January 1990.

(2) Alleged fraud.

(3) Provisional warrant sworn on 23 November 1989 on behalf of Queensland
police.

(4) Warrant voided on 14 February 1990 when Queensland police advised
that they would not attend in Perth to apply for Mr Hunter's extradition.

(5) Mr Brandis was involved in the arrest of Mr Hunter under the provisions
of the provision warrant.

(6) Detective A. Spicer.
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FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES, DEPARTMENT FOR - STAFF, FrEsEMPLOYED IN CENTRAL OFFICE, REGIONAL OFFICES, DISTRICT OFFICES;

TEMPS ON CONTRACT
4 100. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for

Family and Children's Services:
(1) How many full time equivalents were employed during 1994-95 in each ofthe following areas within the Department of Family and Children's

Services -

(a) central office (please provide a corporate structure showing
position titles and the branch and corporate directorate to which
each employee is responsible);

(b) regional offices; and
(c) district offices?

(2) Were any temporary staff employed through contracts with temporary
staff recruitment agencies during 1994-95?

(3) If yes, how many were employed and in which section, district or regional
office were they employed and for how long?

(4) Through which agency were they recruited?
(5) Was their salary paid from salaries, wages and related staff cost budget?
(6) If not, from which section of the department's budget were these costs

met?
(7) How many of these temps were still employed at 1 July 1995?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Answer provided by the Minister for Family and Children's Services -
(1)-(7) I am not prepared to devote the considerable time and resources that itwould take to provide the information sought. However, if the memberhas a particular concern, I would be prepared to address it.
POLICE - OFFICERS ON SUSPENSION, ADVISED TO CLEAR LEAVE

Western Austgralian Police Gazette
4101. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
Further to question on notice 3933 of October 19, 1995 -
(1) Is the Western Australian Police Gazette sent to -

(a) all police stations; and
(b) all individual police officers?

(2) Are suspended police officers sent a copy?
(3) If not, considering suspended police officers are not allowed near police

stations, were the suspended police officers provided with the informationthat their long service leave and recreation leave were to be deemed tohave been taken while under suspension?
(4) How was the information provided to the suspended police officers?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I am advised by the Minister for Police in the following terms -
The Commissioner of Police has advised as follows -
(1) The Police Gazette is available to all police officers through the PoliceService's computer system which is networked throughout the State.
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(2) No.
(3)-(4) The five officers on suspension were personally advised in writing of the

requirement to clear their annual leave/long service leave by a specified
date.

POLICE - KIDD, K., MEETING WITH JOHN DOOHAN
4107. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
(I)- Did Inspector K. Kidd, inspector regional police office, Fremantle, meet

with and/or interview Mr John Doohan on 25 February 1993 at Mr
Doohan's home?

(2) Did Inspector Kidd record, by notes or any other means, that meeting
and/or interview?

(3) If yes, will the Minister table copies of those records?
(4) How long did the meetingfinterview last?
(5) On what grounds did Inspector Kidd have reason to seek to interview or

meet with Mr Doohan?
(6) Did Inspector Kidd make an official report relating to the meeting and/or

interview, to whom was it made, and will the Minister table that report?
(7) What did the report state, and what recommendations were made?

(8) To whom was it forwarded and disseminated?
(9) What action was taken by senior police with regard to the report and its

recommendations?
(10) Did the report record that Mr Doohan stated that he was involved in

mercenary work?
(11) If yes, can the Minister provide notes taken from the meeting and/or

interview which record this statement?
(12) What grounds did Inspector Kidd have for stating that Mr Doohan was an

eccentric type?
(13) Why did Inspector Kidd have reason to believe that Mr Doohan "has the

intellect to gain attention in dangerous arenas"?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I am advised by the Minister for Police in the following terms -

The Commissioner of Police has provided the following advice -

(1) Yes.
(2)-(3) Not known. No notes included in papers on file.
(4) Not known.
(5) Mr Doohan sent a letter, dated 7 November 1992, to the then Premier

which was referred to the Minister for Police for a direct reply and
subsequently forwarded to the Commissioner of Police for attention. The
correspondence was then dealt with by the Commander (Discipline). As
Mr Doohan's letter of complaint did not relate to a specific police officer
it was forwarded to the Regional Police Officer, Fremantle, with the
request that Mr Doohan be interviewed in relation to his correspondence.
Inspector Kidd was requested to conduct the interview.

(6) Inspector Kidd reported to his regional police officer in Fremantle.
(7) Report outlined issues discussed during the meeting but no

recommendations were made.
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(8) File was forward to the Officer in Charge, Protective Services.
(9) No action was taken.
(10) Yes.
(11) No notes are included on the file.
(12)-(13)

Not known.
Additional information: Inspector Kidd is currently on sick leave. The matters
raised in Mr Doohan's letter of 7 November 1992 have been examined by the WA
Police Service. I have provided a response to Mr Doohan in my letter dated 5
April 1993. I do not believe it is appropriate to table any documentation relating
to Mr Doohan without his consent. Furthermore, any such requests should be
submitted to the Police Service under the provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act.

POLICE - SMITH, INGRID, COMPLAINT TO COMMISSIONER BULL (1987-88)
4121. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Leader of the House representing the Mini ster

for Police:
(1) Do police records show that in, or around, 1987-88 Mrs Ingrid Smith

made a complaint to Police Commissioner Brian Bull that her former
husband, then a serving police officer, had threatened her with a firearm
and had so forced her to flee her home?

(2) What action was taken by the commissioner, or by any other officer, in
respect to that complaint?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I am advised by the Minister for Police in the following terms -

The Commissioner of Police has provided the following advice -

(1) A search of records show no confirmation of any such complaint having
been made.

(2) Not applicable.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

BHP - BEENUP MINERAL SANDS PROJECT, SITE EXPANSION
1016. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Mines:

Is the Minister in a position to provide the information sought in a question I
asked him last week as follows -

(1) Will the Minister advise the House what plans BHP has to expand its area
of operation at its Beenup site?

(2) Will he make available by next Tuesday relevant maps clearly showing
the area to be expanded and its proximity to the Scott River national park?

(3) Does the Government propose to allow mining in that park?
(4) How will the expanded mining activities impact on the Scott and

Blackwood Rivers and Molloy Island?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) BHP submitted a proposal to extend its approved mining area to the

Environmental Protection Authority. This is currently being assessed
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under section 46 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986, and the
document was available for review until Monday, 27 November 1995.

(2) 1 will provide the member with certain maps which are copies of the
abovementioned proposal.

(3)- Approval to mine in a national park is governed by the Mining Act. Any
mining lease grant would need to be approved by both Houses of
Parliament.

Hon Graham Edwards: Are they seeking to mine in the national park?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know, but I will obtain that additional
information for the member.
(4) Impacts will be addressed via the EPA approval process.
Additional information has been provided to the effect that the stated reason for
the extension to mine is to be able to extract the ore efficiently. The land is not
vested in any authority; it is privately owned.

FAIR TRADING, MINISTRY OF - SET11.EMENT AGENTS,
DISBURSEMENTS AND CHARGES INQUIRY

1017. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Fair Trading:
In response to question 979 of 22 November 1995 -

(1) Can the Minister confirm that complaints were made to his department
involving a settlement agency or agents making a profit by way of
recovery of disbursement charges and, if so, how much was involved?

(2) Was that claim investigated?
(3) Was it in any part substantiated and if so, to what extent?
(4) Were any charges laid as a result of the investigation?
(5) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(I) No allegations were made to the Ministry of Fair Trading. A staff

member at the ministry queried a profit and loss statement in a renewal
application submitted to the Settlement Agents Supervisory Board. The
query related to two items in the profit and loss statement which involved
approximately $137 000.

(2) Yes.
(3) Yes. A random search substantiated that estimated sums did not tally with

actual disbursements. The total difference was not quantified and it is not
known what portion of the figure mentioned in the answer to part (1) had
not been incurred. The figures are items in the profit and loss statement,
a"d the amount overcharged was not described. A random check
indicated some of the items charged had not been incurred. The large
figure relates to the total amount of disbursements and does not
necessarily indicate how much was not incurred.

Hon John Halden: Is that one company?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes it is.
(4) No.
(5) I refer the member to part (4) of the answer to question 979. The ministry

looked at the two figures involved, which amounted to $137 000, but that
total is not the quantum of the amount not incurred. A random search of
certain of those items indicated the estimated sums did not tally with
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actual disbursements, but the department did not go through and ascertain
which costs had not been incurred.

FAIR TRADING, MINISTRY OF - SETTLEMENT AGENTS,
DISBURSEMENTS AND CHARGES INQUIRY; TULNACROSS PTY LTD

1018. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Fair Trading:
In relation to my previous question, will the Minister name the company and the
directors of that company?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The company involved is
Tulnacross Pty Ltd. It has two directors: Rhonda Cheryl Taylor and Nigel Frank
Satterley.

POLLUTER PAYS LEGISLATION - INTRODUCTION PLANS
Contaminated Sites Liability

1019. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Does the Minister support the introduction of polluter pays legislation in

Western Australia?
(2) Does the Minister have Cabinet support for the introduction of polluter

pays legislation in Western Australia?
(3) When does the Government plan to introduce such legislation?
(4) Has Lyndon Rowe, or any other member of the Chamber of Commerce

and Industry of Western Australia, asked the Government to reduce the
financial impact on developers of polluter pays legislation?

(5) If yes, has the Government agreed to water down the proposed legislation?
(6) If yes, will a pollution levy be imposed on the taxpayers of Western

Australia instead of on the polluters?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) I support the polluter pays principle. However, if the honourable member

is referring to liability with respect to contaminated sites, and who is liable
to pay for the clean up of contaminated sites, this issue, with others, is
covered in a discussion paper on contaminated sites released for public
comment in August 1995. I believe the period for comment has now
closed, and I do not know whether the member made a submission.

(2)-(3) Following an analysis of public submissions on the discussion paper, I
intend to take the matter of contaminated sites management to Cabinet. I
expect Cabinet at that time to consider the question of appropriate
legislation. However, I should mention that the paper was issued with the
authority of Cabinet.

(4)-(6) I am unaware of the nature of the submissions at this stage. The question
of polluter pays is not a problem, but one of the issues I raised in this
House, which it is important to consider -members may have some
difficulty grappling with it - is whether the legislation should be
retrospective. Most of the major contamination is likely to have occurred
in the past because present environmental controls render future
contamination far less likely. Should the Government introduce polluter
pays legislation, in order for it to have a substantial effect on current sites
it would be necessary to take retrospective action. I am sure Hon Jim
Scott has heard members on both sides of this House express considerable
concern about retrospective legislation. Nonetheless, there is some
justification for it and one would think that is the appropriate measure to
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adopt. However, in the context of civil liability, retrospective enactment
is a difficult issue. The Government will try to grapple with that problem.
It will not be easy and I shall be interested to hear how the Opposition
grapples with it, because all members will have problems with that
retrospective element if the legislation is introduced.

HOMESWEST - KEYSTART, LEGAL FEES
1020. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister representing the Minister for Housing:

(1) Will the Minister advise if any legal fees are involved in the first home
buyer applications through Homeswest; that is, the Keystart housing
scheme?

(2) If yes, will the Minister explain what they are?
(3) Is there a difference between the fees for metropolitan applications and

country applications?
(4) If so, why?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Yes.
(2) Legal fees are incurred for professional costs such as preparing mortgage

security documents and arranging settlement of the mortgage. Under the
Keystart and Real Start schemes borrowers generally receive financial
assistance with establishment fees; for example, legal costs.

(3) No.
(4) Not applicable.

CONTAMINATED SITES - MANAGEMENT PROGRAM; LEGAL
PROTECION; NEW LEGISLATION

1021. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) For the benefit of the House will the Minister table his formal process

program for the management of contaminated sites in Western Australia?
(2) What legal protection is currently available for people in Western

Australia who have been unknowingly sold contaminated sites?
(3) If no legal protection is available, when will the Minister introduce

legislation to afford Western Australians such protection?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. It is interesting to see that
everybody else is showing the same interest in contaminated sites as I did when I
became Minister and obviously promoted the matter.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Long before you.
Hon PETER FOSS: Many people are following my interest. I saw the difficulty
and made sure the paper was drawn up and put out for public comment.
(1) A formal program for the management of contaminated sites is yet to be

determined. The Department of Environmental Protection is reviewing
public submissions to the contaminated sites discussion document released
in August 1995. After that review legislation will be developed.

(2) I ami unaware of any legal protection specifically addressing this issue.
(3) See (1) above.
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SALINITY - EXPENDITURE; CONTROL MEASURES
1022. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) When does the Government plan to put into effect its 1993 election
promise to spend unprecedented resources to fight salinity?

(2) Does the Minister concur with the editorial of The West Australian dated
22 November 1995 that "unfortunately Mr Foss showed little
understanding of his responsibilities"?

(3) Why has the Minister allowed some 7 000 hectares of native land to be
cleared in the past year for agricultural purposes?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I am very grateful to have this question.
(1 )-(2) We have already spent unprecedented amounts on salinity. Perhaps at

some stage I can give the member a briefing so that he understands the
many areas in which we have made significant changes in this area. I do
not concur with The West Australian. My problem is that The West
Australian does not understand the problem. I found the entire report on
salinity a bit of a beat up. That view is shared by a radio station, someone
from which telephoned me after the first article and said, "There is nothing
in this report in The West Australian is there? It is a bit of a beat up is it
not?" I said that he was quite right. Leaving that aside and realising that
it has been a useful area of contention for The West Australian for about a
week, I am sure Hon Sam Piantadosi will be very pleased to know that
even though he was in government for 10 years it would not have hurt him
a little bit to upset the farmers. It took this Government, particularly the
National Party, which has very close connections with the farmers, to
introduce the current ban on clearing.

Hon Doug Wenn: You are absolutely dead wrong.
Hon Kim Chance: That is not fair and you know it.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is fair. I will give the Labor Government credit for
stopping the release of land. What the member's Government did not do, but
what our Minister for Primary Industry has done, is introduce very essential
clearing bans, for which he should be given some credit. He has also
implemented a very large spending program for the protection of remnant
vegetation. The problem Mr Piantadosi has is that he has been following The
West Australian rather than following the facts. I will be very pleased to ensure
that he is given an opportunity -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: Answer the third question.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I want members to come to order. If they ask
questions they should let the Minister complete his answer. They may then get an
opportunity to ask other questions.
Hon PETER FOSS: I think Mr Piantadosi should do more research into this. I
will certainly take some pleasure in giving him a compendium of the various
measures taken and the large amounts of money spent by this Government.
People seem to forget the opportunity that the Federal Government has to assist in
this area. I think Hon Eric Charlton made the point that the principal beneficiary
from taxation as a result of the efforts of farmers in the past and in the future, if
we are able to prevent loss of good agricultural production of land, will be the
Federal Government. I understand we have been asking at ANZEC meetings for
the past 10 years for some incentives to be made by the Federal Government. It
says every time that something will be done. At the last ANZEC meeting the
Federal Government promised that at the next meeting in March next year, at long
last after 10 years, it will come out with its incentive package to encourage
farmers to recover that land.
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(3) Hon Sam Piantadosi is wrong in his third question. Thbe fact is that the
clearing of land is governed by the Soil and Land Conservation Act. That
is another Act not under my jurisdiction. He will be very pleased to know
that with the new measures and guidelines introduced by Monty House,
the Minister for Primary Industry, who is responsible for the Soil and
Land Conservation Act, I see it coming very rapidly to a halt. It did not
earn the Minister, as a member of the National Party and as a farmer,
many points from many farmers, but I congratulate him for a very sensible
Move.

MOTOR VEHICLES - AIR-CONDITIONING, HYDROCARBON GAS
REFRIGERANTS PROHIBITION

1023. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Fair Trading:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the decision of the New South Wales Government

to prohibit the use of hydrocarbon gas refrigerants in motor vehicle air-
conditioning systems owing to serious safety concerns?

(2) Have the Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers, the Motor Trades
Association, the Insurance Council of Australia and the Vehicles Air-
Conditioning Specialists Association of Australia expressed written
support for the New South Wales Government's decision?

(3) Is hydrocarbon 12A a liquified flammable gas and is there a potential
danger of leakage of the gas into the interior of a motor vehicle when
HC 12A is used in the motor vehicle's air conditioning system and is
piped through the evaporator in the vehicle cabin?

(4) Did the United States environmental protection agency in June or July
1995 ban the use of HC 12A and all end uses other than industrial process
refrigeration?

(5) What action does the Minister propose to take with respect to the use of
HC 1 2A in motor vehicle air-conditioning systems in Western Australia?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1)-(2) Yes.
(3) Yes; it may be possible.
(4) Yes.
(5) 1 am advised that the practice does not presently occur in Western

Australia. The matter was considered at the Consumer Products Advisory
Committee meeting at Darwin on 20 October 1995 on a national basis. It
was resolved that members should pass on information to the relevant
agency in each State and Teritory. Ongoing discussions are occurring
between the Ministry of Fair Trading, the explosives and dangerous goods
division of the Department of Minerals and Energy and WorkSafe to
develop an appropriate strategy to address this issue.

LAND - McNEIL FLATS, CARNARYON, WITHIN BRICKNOUSE STATION
Vacant Crown Land Location 287; Fencing and Use for Grazing Issue

1024. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Does the whole of the McNeil claypan fall within the Brickhouse pastoral

lease or is it part of the vacant Crown land within the Carnarvon townsite?
(2) If the latter is the case, how is it that the pastoral lessee was permitted by

the shire or anyone else to realign his pastoral lease fence in such a way as
to allow the grazing of cattle on land which has been excised from the
pastoral lease and is being assessed by the Department of Conservation
and Land Management for its importance as a conservation area?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1)-(2) The matter relates to questions on notice 3889, 3890 and 4164. The

McNeil flats cover an extensive area most of which is situated within
Brickhouse Station. However, a small section of the flats is also situated
within location 287, which is vacant Crown land. The Department of
Land Administration did not receive any request from the Shire of
Carnarvon to use location 287 for grazing. As question 3889 was asked of
the Minister for the Environment, it would be appropriate that the
member's inquiries be directed to him. Given the imprecise nature of
question 3890, it was presumed that the member was referring to the
fenced area of McNeil Flats, and the answer indicated that that portion of
flats is within Brickhouse Station. However, it was not until question
4164 that the member more precisely identified the relevant section of the
flats to which he referred in the previous question. The section is the
portion which is outside the fenced boundary of the pastoral lease.
As indicated in the answer to question on notice 3890, it is understood that
the pastoral lessee has relocated the station fence to conform to the actual
lease boundary. In doing so, he has fenced in a section of the flats which
was not previously being grazed. A pastoral lessee is entitled to upgrade
fencing or infrastructure on the pastoral lease without approval. An
inspection has been requested to confirm that the fence is situated on the
pastoral lease boundary, and I understand it will occur sometime this
week. For the member's information, I seek leave to table a map showing
the townsite and pastoral lease boundaries and the position of McNeil
Flats.

Leave granted. [See paper No 919.]
FIELDING REPORT - "REVIEW OF WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LABOUR

RELATIONS LEGISLATION"
1025. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Labour

Relations:
Over three weeks ago the Minister for Labour Relations, on announcing his third
wave of industrial relations legislation, said that he would table the long awaited
Fielding report the following week. I ask -
(1) Why has the Minister for Labour Relations failed to honour that

commitment?
(2) When does the Minister propose to table the report?
(3) When was the report completed by Commissioner Fielding?
(4) What has been the cause of the delay in tabling the report?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) The "Review of Western Australian Labour Relations Legislation", the

Fielding report, has produced two volumes - the report and a volume of
written submissions made to the review. On 3 November 1995 the
Minister for Labour Relations announced he was considering the report
and was expecting to table it within the next four weeks. The Department
of Productivity and Labour Relations has written to those who made
written submissions to the review seeking their views on whether they are
agreeable to their submissions being released to the public.

(2) This will be considered as soon as the process identified in answer (1) is
completed.
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(3) The report was sent by Commissioner Fielding to the Minister for Labour
Relations on 3 August 1995.

(4) See answer (1).
CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF - JANE

BLOCK, PRESCRIBED BURN
1026. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:

I refer the Minister to question on notice 944 of 16 November 1995 relating to the
prescribed burn in Jane block, and I ask -
(1) On what date is it proposed to conduct the prescribed burn?
(2) Will it be an aerial burn or a hand burn?
(3) Is it planned to build or upgrade any firebreaks or management access

tracks?
(4) If so -

(a) Will this invoice the felling of any trees or the clearing or removal
of any vegetation; and

(b) will the Minister provide a map showing the location of the
firebreaks and/or access tracks?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Edging was undertaken in September 1995. Edging was recommenced on

20 November 1995, and the first aerial ignition was carried out on 23
November 1995. Further flights are expected to bum the heavy jarrah and
karri fuels.

(2) It will be an aerial bum with hand ignition of edges.
(3) No. The roadworks undertaken involved the maintenance grading of

existing roads and firebreaks around the perimeter and internal to the burn.
A fire line was constructed in Jane block on 22 November 1995 to contain
an escape of approximately 75 hectares from edging operations. The track
was in open, low jarrah forest stands which contained a high scrub
component.

(4) No trees were felled as part of the roadworks. The only trees which may
be felled will be as a result of problems of burn security after the area has
been lit.
(a) Road maintenance involved the removal of vegetation growing on

roads and firebreaks and removal of overhanging scrub. The fire
line construction required that a small number of small trees and
saplings be pushed over to establish the basic fire line. The fire
line will be closed and rehabilitated once the burn is completed
this summer.

(b) Yes. I now seek leave to table this document.
Leave granted. [See paper No 920.]

EAST PERTH REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - WATERLOO CRESCENT
RESIDENCES, HERITAGE LISTING

1027. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for
Planning:
(1) Did a publication of the East Perth Redevelopment Authority in regard to

the Waterloo precinct indicate that "heritage listing of five separate
residences and the streetscape in Waterloo Crescent is likely"?
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(2) Did the East Perth Redevelopment Authority receive legal advice from
Minter Ellison Northmore Hale in relation to development approval given
by the EPRA for lots 6 and 7 Waterloo Crescent, East Perth?

(3) Did this advice conclude that if the decision was relevant to the functions
of the Heritage Council of WA or the National Trust of Australia (WA),
this would result in the invalidity of its decision to approve the
development application for lots 6 and 7?

(4) Has the Minister received representation from Clayton Utz on behalf of
residents of Waterloo Crescent, East Perth that asserts that the authority's
decision in respect of lots 6 and 7 is invalid?

(5) Will -the Minister for Planning seek Crown Law advice to remove the
uncertainty surrounding the development approval for lots 6 and 7?

(6) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Yes, with the five residences being on lots 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 Waterloo

Crescent. The listing referred to is an East Perth Redevelopment
Authority list which requires consultation with the owners, a detailed
assessment of the properties proposed for the list and formal consideration
by the authority before being adopted.

(2) Yes.
(3) No, the advice offered several alternative scenarios but concluded that the

matter of referral to the public authorities was a subjective one. Neither
property was on the register of heritage places or under consideration for
listing by the Heritage Council or classification by the National Trust at
the time. Despite written requests to the Heritage Council, National Trust
and owners of the properties in Waterloo Crescent for comments on the
authority's scheme proposal for Waterloo precinct, no replies were
received.

(4) Yes.
(5)-(6) No, as a valid development approval exists.

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TASK FORCE - LEIGHTON
CONTRACTORS PTY LTD CONSTRUCTION SITE IN BUNBURY INQUIRY

1028. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister representing the Minister for Works:
In relation to question without notice 1004 asked last Thursday about the building
and construction task force investigating the construction site in Bunbury of
Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd, I ask -

(1) What is the task force investigating?
(2) When will a report of the investigation be given to the Minister?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) It is investigating an alleged breach of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.
(2) This is not known.

CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF - RESORT
INDUSTRY, SUPPORTERS OF ANTI-DEFORESTATION PROTESTS

1029. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for the Environment:
Can the Minister explain why it is necessary for the administration of the
Department of Conservation and Land Management to know whether a resort
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industry in the south west or, indeed, any other industry is a supporter of anti-
deforestation protests?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I do not know whether anybody has suggested that it should be. I know what the
member is referring to. When my press secretary spoke to the recipient of the
letter involved, the recipient indicated that he did not feel it was in any way
intimidatory. I thought the member might be interested to know that the recipient
took that view. It appears that everybody is overvoncerned on his behalf and he is
not concerned on his own.

HOSPITALS - MANDURAH DISTRICT
Budget Allocation and Estimate; Expenditure

1030. Hon JA. COWIDELL to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:
(1) What was the budget allocation for the Mandurab District Hospital in

1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94, 1994-95, and an estimate for 1995-96?
(2) What was the amount expended in 1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94, and

1994-95?
(3) In the case of the expenditure, is any of this repayable; if so, what are the

terms of repayment?
(4) Is expenditure in the 1995-96 budget running according to estimates?
(5) If the 1995-96 budget is running ahead of estimates, what action is being

taken to reduce this overexpenditure?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) The allocation in 1991-92 was $2 484 800; in 1992-93, $2 785 700; in

1993-94, $2 773 300; in 1994-95, $3 163 890; and the estimate for
1995-96 is $3 214 810.

(2) The amount actually expended in 1991-92 was $2 670 35 1; in 1992-93,
$2 786 800; in 1993-94, $2 761 700; in 1994-95, $3 156 600.

(3) A total of $585 900 is repayable for the Peel Health Service, of which
approximately $242 600 can be attributed to Mandurah hospital. The
terms of the repayment have not been finalised; however, an expectation
exists that the debt will commence to be cleared in the 1996-97 financial
year.

(4) No.
(5) Cost reductions and efficiency gains are being sought through the use of

the current competitive tendering and contracting policy. In addition,
redistribution of funding from health services covering an area with a
reducing population and, hence, demand to those areas where the demand
is increasing as a result of a significant population increase, has taken
place this year and will take place over subsequent years. Should targets
not be achieved, further negotiations are taking place with the purchaser of
the Southern Health Authority for the allocation of rural access grants.

Hon Eric Charlton (Minister for Transport) tabled a paper in relation to question
on notice 3628 answered on Thursday, 23 November. [See paper No 923.]
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